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Abstract 
 

Transcription factors (TF) are critical for development and cellular processes and are found 

in all organisms. How their DNA-binding specificity changes through time has yet to be fully 

understood. TF DNA-binding specificity is determined by how their DNA-binding domain (DBD) 

interacts with DNA. TFs are identified by the sequence homology shared with described DBDs, 

which allows them to be classified into families. It is accepted that similar DBDs have the same 

DNA-binding specificity and bind to the same sequences. However, changes in a TF can lead to 

changes in its DNA recognition. TFs members of the sine oculis homeobox (SIX) homeodomain 

family are found from sponges to humans and are considered atypical members of the 

homeodomain (HD) family. They regulate numerous processes and phenotypic features, from eye 

development in flies and humans to red color patterning in Heliconius butterflies wings to human 

brain development. How evolutionary related TFs diversify has yet to be fully understood, 

especially diversification of their DNA-binding specificity. To understand the evolutionary history 

of this family, we performed phylogenetic inference that placed the first SIX within Porifera and 

the presence of the three canonical SIX (sine oculis, optix, and six4) in Cnidaria. In addition, we 

observe the presence of two major groups that show that optix and six4 are more evolutionary 

related. To determine changes in DNA-binding specificity, we performed in vitro Systematic 

Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX-seq) using full length SIX TF proteins 

from Drosophila melanogaster, Heliconius erato, and Homo sapiens. Our data shows the majority 

of SIX TFs bind to the canonical binding motif (5’-TGATAC-3’), except for six4 members, 

which seem to prefer (5’-TGACAC-3’).  

Interestingly, the way they bind to these motifs differs. Both sine oculis and six4 homologs 

require a 5’-GA dinucleotide flanking the core motif on the 5’-end. In comparison, optix related 
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members prefer a shorter flaking region and less dependence on 5’-GA. This is interesting since 

optix is more evolutionarily related to six4 than to sine oculis. We also found that Heliconius erato 

optix can bind DNA both as a monomer and as a homodimer with a preferred spacing of 2-bp 

between binding sites. Using the determined DNA-binding specificity of optix, we were able to 

predict optix binding to cis-regulatory elements (CRE) active during wing development. optix was 

capable to bind to all the predicted sites, including to its own promoter. Validation of optix binding 

to these CREs allows to expand the search of optix gene targets and contribute to our understanding 

of the mechanism of wing development and red color patterns in Heliconius butterflies.  
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Cells are the basic unit of life. They carry on multiple roles and functions encoded within 

the DNA. The genome is the entire DNA instructions required for proper cell function and 

determines each cell phenotype. In multicellular organisms, all cells share something in common: 

the DNA they carry within. The information stored in each cell gives rise to the plethora of 

phenotypes we observe.  How this information is decoded and interpreted is critical for proper cell 

function. DNA-binding proteins are responsible for numerous cellular activities, one of which is 

to decode the information stored within the DNA.  Transcription factors (TF) promote or repress 

transcription by interacting directly with DNA in a sequence-specific manner. Transcriptional 

regulation is critical for gene expression because the information stored in the genome is read 

directly from the DNA1.  Understanding how TFs read DNA is a nontrivial problem that hinders 

our ability to understand gene regulation. 

 

1.1. Transcription Factors 
 

Transcription factors (TF) are sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins responsible for 

numerous developmental processes by regulating gene expression2.  They are regarded as 

regulators by controlling cell differentiation and developmental process3. They function as 

regulatory molecules transcribed in the nucleus, made into functional proteins in the cytoplasm, 

and transported back to the nucleus to regulate gene expression4. TFs are encoded by unique genes 

that account for just a few percentages of the total numbers of protein-coding genes; some 

estimates predict that of all information stored on eukaryotic genomes, up to 10% are TF genes 4–

6. Transcription factor protein sequences have been highly conserved since the early metazoan, 

which suggest that gene regulatory networks (GRN) are also conserved since early animals7. To 
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regulate gene expression, TFs must directly interpret the genome, and in doing so, they can decode 

the information stored in the DNA.   

The regulation of any gene depends on the information found within the genome. A gene's 

spatial and temporal expression is tightly controlled by multiple elements that regulate 

transcription in coordination. These regions are known as cis-regulatory elements (CRE). They are 

responsible for establishing not only the expression of a gene but also for promoting the genomic 

environment necessary for transcription to occur or to be stopped8,9.  There are multiple types of 

CREs; for example, promoters are regions recognized by the basal transcription machinery. 

Enhancer elements are responsible for promoting the expression of a gene. Transcription factor 

binding sites (TFBS) are found within the enhancer regions4,10,11. To control the range of 

enhancers, insulators work by blocking the interaction between enhancer and promoter while also 

being responsible for preventing the condensation of the chromatin12.  A gene can also be repressed 

by regulatory elements known as silencers11. (Figure 1.1B) 

 To understand how transcription factors can bind to these elements, it is important to 

determine the DNA sequences they recognize7. Understanding the locations in which a TF binds 

within the genome provides new opportunities to expand our understanding of gene regulatory 

networks6 while providing new opportunities to broaden and understand genetic analysis7. A TF 

binds to DNA by recognizing a 5-12 bases long sequence known as the TFBS or also known as 

the binding motif 7,13.  These motifs are found throughout the genome thousands of times, which 

means that the TF must be able to identify its cognate binding site successfully. This is a 

challenging task when considering that TFs are in a nuclear environment in which the 

concentration of DNA is high6.  
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Figure 1.1: Transcription Factors Regulate Gene Expression: (A) Transcription Factors bind to DNA using their DNA Binding 
Domains (DBD); (B) their Regulatory Domain can interact with regulatory elements. This interaction allows for the promotion or 
repression of transcription by the recruitment or disassembly of the transcription machinery.
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1.1.1. DNA:TF interactions  
 

TFs have all the genome for potential transcription factor binding sites to be successful 

regulators, they must distinguish between functional and non-functional binding sites. 

Transcription factors have an intrinsic affinity towards their preferred sequences; based on the 

relative affinity observed for a sequence, one can then determine the specificity towards the 

recognized motif. The binding of a TF to DNA depends on the ON rate (kon) in which the TF is 

bound to DNA and an OFF rate (koff) in which the complex is dissociated6. Affinity is defined by 

the dissociation constant KD = !"##
!"$

=	 [	'(][*]
['(	×	*}

, which takes into consideration the ratio of 

dissociation and association rates (kOFF/kON) between the protein-DNA complex6. (Figure 1.2). 

Transcription factors are bound with low affinity toward the DNA while scanning the genome. It 

is not until they recognize their high-affinity sites that they immobilize themselves to exert their 

function14.  Thus, a TF binds with high affinity to its target sequence, a trait that results from the 

interactions with the DNA bases and the backbone of the DNA5. This high-affinity sequence is 

usually represented as the consensus sequence for a TF.  Even though most importance is given to 

high-affinity sites, it must be mentioned that medium- and low-affinity sites also influence gene 

expression15.   

Simultaneously, a TF must successfully identify a specific DNA sequence, meaning that a 

TF must be able to distinguish between different sequences crucial for regulating gene expression16 

(Figure 1.3). Specificity is defined as the ability of a TF to distinguish between different 

sequences. The specificity of a TF depends on multiple molecular interactions; is not necessarily 

restricted to the DNA 14,16. Protein interactions with cofactors or different arrangements of dimeric 

formations can alter the specificity of a TF2,14.
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Figure 1.2: Transcription Factors interact with diverse affinities toward the DNA. The interaction between the transcription factors 
happens between different rates of interaction. The Off/On rates of interactions define the constant known as KD, which determines how 
a transcription factor interacts with the DNA. The value of the KD establishes how strong is the affinity of a TF to a particular sequence. 
Low KD (10-9) are observed in sequences to which a TF has a higher affinity, while high KD (105) are observed with sequences with low 
affinity. 
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Figure 1.3: Transcription Factor must recognize specific motifs. A TF must be able to differentiate between multiple DNA sequences 
to bind specifically to its cognate binding site. This characteristic is known as the specificity of a TF, which is usually represented by 
the difference between affinities (Kd) for different sequences.  
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Binding sites are not unidirectional, as the recognition sites of an individual TF can have different 

orientations and or spacings when considering the formation of protein complexes17. These DNA-

binding differences allow a TF to attain a wide range of functions to coordinate gene expression18. 

Furthermore, characterizing the specificity of a TF allows for the prediction of target genes that 

can provide insights into the connectivity between gene expression and gene regulatory networks2.  

1.1.2. Experimental methods to determine transcription factor specificity  

To determine the DNA-binding specificity of a transcription factor, one can use an array 

of techniques that assess this in in vivo or in vitro environments. Using in vivo techniques takes 

into consideration the biological events in the cellular context. These assays consider the 

accessibility of the DNA entangled inside the chromatin19. The information obtained from these 

assays can help differentiate between different cellular environment that leads to other cell types.  

One example used to evaluate genome-wide TF binding is chromatin immunoprecipitation 

followed by DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq)20. In this technique, genomic regions bound by a TF are 

first isolated by crosslinking and fixating proteins bound to DNA. After shearing chromatin, DNA-

bound proteins are then selected by immunoprecipitation, utilizing an antibody specific towards a 

protein of interest. Bound proteins are then separated from the DNA, which is then isolated and 

characterized using high-throughput sequencing2. The data obtained from this type of assay 

provides insight into the framework of GRN by indicating which factors are more likely to regulate 

which genes6. 

However, the resolution obtained of the binding locations is insufficient to identify TF 

binding sites precisely, with regions being 100 or more base pairs long 6. This is important since 

TFBS motifs are short base pairs; one can expect multiple potential binding sites inside the isolated 

sequences, with the possibility of multiple binding sites across all the genome2,20. This leads to 
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thousands of binding events for a TF when it is expected for a TF to regulate just a handful of 

genes20. Therefore, the enriched regions isolated from ChIP-seq experiments, also known as peaks, 

must be analyzed by algorithms to search for enriched motifs within the resulting peaks2. This 

means that this technique is not a direct readout but a reflection of several processes and effects21. 

In addition, ChIP may not identify the correct binding motif of a TF due to other external factors 

such as chromatin structure, the presence of nucleosomes or chromatin modifications, and the 

requirement for partner proteins like cofactors18,22. Finally, the lack of specific antibodies for each 

protein to be studied limits the usage of this technique. However, despite these limitations, this 

technique has allowed the annotation of regulatory regions to understand TF-DNA interactions in 

an in vivo environment.   

Another experimental approach to determine the binding specificity of a TF is by doing in 

vitro assays. There are multiple in vitro assays 6. One example is the systematic evolution of ligands 

by exponential enrichment (SELEX). In this technique, a TF can interact with double-stranded 

DNA oligomers that contain a randomized region whose length allows a greater sequence 

combination (Figure 1.4)23,24. For example, when using a 20-bp randomized region, one can have 

1012 sequence combinations25 (Figure 1.4A).   This vast array of sequences is what is known as a 

DNA library. The randomized section is also flanked by regions crucial for downstream 

procedures, such as PCR amplification, barcoding and sequencing adapters (Figure 1.4B)23,24.   

In a SELEX experiment (Figure 1.4C), a TF interacts with a DNA library and then is 

separated by electrophoresis on native gel or immunoprecipitated. TF bound sequences are purified 

and amplified using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The enriched sequences are then re-used 

for subsequent selection rounds. The selected sequences from each round are then barcoded and 

prepared for next-generation sequencing (Figure 4B)24.  In this process, it is also essential to 
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characterize the starting library, as it can have biases in the composition of the sequences24.  The 

results are then analyzed to determine the DNA binding specificity of a TF26.  This type of in vitro 

methodology is helpful since only nanogram quantities of the protein are needed achieve a 

successful SELEX23.  

However, obtaining soluble proteins is a limitation of the procedure since TFs are 

challenging to produce, thus limiting the number of TFs that can be analyzed2.  But still, numerous 

specificities have been identified using different in vitro assays. Yet, it has become challenging to 

predict in vivo genomic bindings using only the data obtained from in vitro assays24.  Some even 

consider that studying the specificity via in vitro technologies alone cannot provide the whole idea 

of how TF do their regulatory work20.  Moreover, others expect that in vivo binding experiments 

are more precise since they considers the organization of the chromatin24.  Thus, a combination of 

both, in vivo, and in vitro approaches, provides insights into characteristics that play a role in the 

TF-DNA interactome2. 
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Figure 1.4: Transcription Factor specificity can be determined in vitro by SELEX-seq.  (A) The DNA library used can have different 
randomized region lengths; a 20bp randomized region allows for 1012 possible combinations.  (B) Schematic of the DNA library after 
selection and identification (barcode) and preparation of Illumina Sequencing, hence the adapters. (C)  SELEX-seq methodology 
representation of how the procedure is done.
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1.1.3. Representation of binding specificities  

In vivo and in vitro techniques have enabled the capability to develop DNA-binding 

specificity models that are used for the representation of binding specificity (Figure 1.5). The 

specificity is represented as motif or position weight matrix (PWM)18,27, which has been used since 

198228. It is crucial to establish that the usage of PWMs is a generalization of the concept of 

consensus sequences28,29.  A PWM model assumes that each position in the binding site is 

independent, meaning that the presence of a nucleotide in one position does not affect the TF 

preference for another nucleotide at another position6,18,27. The PWM functions as an 

approximation of the true specificity, with the need to address how good of an approximation it is. 

This is based on the realization that some PWM models can have limitations and may not capture 

the true specificity of a TF28. The approximation considers that affinity is dependent on the 

genomic environment, DNA shape, or interactions with other cooperative proteins7.  However, 

new models can consider these variables and improve the accuracy of generating a PWM that 

depends on the TFs being studied7.  

Additionally, some models use k-mer (DNA sequence of a determine k length) based 

representations that consider other models, and some can outperform PWM based models18. Using 

both methodologies has allowed scientists to interpret and explain the binding of TFs, and the 

subsequent development of several databases that contain both in vivo and in vitro binding 

specificities for many TFs7,18.
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Figure 1.5: Representations of binding specificity. Groups of sequences bound by a transcription factor (TF) can be used to create a consensus 
sequence, represented using IUPAC notation. The group of k-mers themselves can be used to denote sequences bound by the TF.  Bound sequences 
are aligned to create a motif, which indicates the probability of each nucleotide at every position within the binding site. 
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1.1.4. DNA binding and regulatory domains 

TFs have conserved protein domains that affect how they interact with DNA and other 

regulatory elements. A TF has a regulatory domain responsible for interacting with regulatory 

molecules and recruiting the transcription machinery components.  They can function by recruiting 

cofactors, participating in chromatin binding, or promoting nucleosome remodeling, while some 

can read histone modifications (Figure 1B). In contrast, the DNA-binding domain (DBD) is 

responsible for directing the TF to a specific DNA sequence (Figure 1B)7.  

1.1.4.1. Regulatory domains 

Regulatory domains can be classified into activating or repressing domains. Both types of 

domains can interact with regulatory ligands promoting the assembly or disassembly of the 

transcription machinery. They can also interact with chromatin modification components that 

allow for the remodeling of DNA5,7. However, not all TF have effector domains and are almost 

entirely comprised of a single DBD. In these TFs the steric mechanism blocks other proteins from 

binding to the same binding sites7.  

1.1.4.2. DNA-binding domains 

The DNA-binding domain specifies the genes to be regulated by the TF. There are multiple 

types of DBDs with a wide range of structures5. In eukaryotes, there are around 100 types of 

DBDs7. Most DBDs are identified by the homology found in these domains, and they are used to 

classify TFs into families4,5,7,30.  For example, in mammals, the three largest families of DBDs are 

the C2H2-zinc fingers, homeodomains (HD), and helix-loop-helix (HLH)5. The DNA-binding 

specificity is usually conserved between members of the same family. However, similar DBDs can 

have distinct binding profiles toward DNA, where different family members recognize different 

core binding sites31–33. Even though you can have high homology in their DBDs, there isn’t a 
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universal code that can predict DNA binding specificities20.  However, classifying TFs into 

families allows for an organized manner that helps to understand similarities between family 

members while highlighting the differences that make them unique.  

1.1.5. Homeodomains 
 

The HDs are the second most abundant family of TFs found in Metazoan34. HDs are 

expressed in all tissues found in plants and animals; for example, in animals, they are expressed 

from the early stages of development 35.  Among these are the HOX proteins, which are known for 

coordinating the development of the anterior-posterior axis of body development in Metazoan 5. 

Within the HDs, the HOX proteins are just one among the 12 subfamilies that are members of this 

family.  

Homeodomain transcription factors were first discovered in Drosophila, where the 

homeobox was discovered when studying homeotic genes 35,36.  Molecular studies on the DNA 

organization of the homeotic locus found a 180 bp element shared between Antennapedia, 

Ultrabithorax, and the Fushi tarazu genes, which raised the possibility of a common structural 

component37. The first homeodomain gene was cloned from Xenopus laevis in 1984 and named 

(AC1) 35, which is found active during neurulation38. It has been shown that the HD encoded in 

these regions allows for the sequence’s specific recognition of genes that have precise spatial and 

temporal patterns36.  

The HD is composed of 60 amino acids encoded in the homeobox sequences. The three-

dimensional structure characteristic of the homeodomains is a three-helix bundle preceded by an 

unstructured N-terminal arm34–36. The first two helices are connected by a hexapeptide and 

organized in an antiparallel order with specific contact with the DNA backbone (Figure 1.6)39.  
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Figure 1.6: The homeodomain interacts directly with the DNA. (A) Antennapedia PDB:9ANT 
TF configuration when interacting with DNA, notice the recognition helix is found within the 
DNA's major groove. (B) Binding schematic of key DNA-binding residues interacting with DNA. 
Each key DNA-binding amino acid interacts with specific DNA bases that lead to the canonical 
TAATTA core motif associated with the HDs. 

 

The recognition helix and the N-terminal arm confer the DNA-binding specificity of the 

homeodomain39. The third helix, also known as the recognition helix, interacts directly with the 

major groove of the DNA34. The specificity of this family is defined by the amino acid residues 

found at positions 2, 3, and 5-8 in the N-terminal arm and residues 47, 50, 51, 54, and 55 in the 

recognition helix (Figure 1.6B).  These residues have been highly conserved since the Metazoan 

common ancestor, but they alone are insufficient to explain the high diversity of DNA-binding 

preferences observed in this family40. However, even though a high-sequence conservation is 

observed, duplication and divergence events can provide diversity to the DNA-binding specificity 

and the roles found through this family.36,40 
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The canonical motif usually associated with HDs is (TAATTA). Unsurprisingly changes in 

key residues provide diversity in the specificity observed in the family34. For example, position 50 

has been shown to modify the DNA-binding specificity. The presence of lysine (K50) has been 

described to promote changes to the core motif, preferring a GG before the ATTA core (GGATTA), 

demonstrating that single residue changes allow for different specificity36  

Sequence composition in the amino acids found within the N-terminal arm and the 

recognition helix are responsible for the varying specificity observed within the HDs. For example, 

the sine homeobox (SIX) is a K50 subfamily of HDs in which the recognition helix has a (I47N, 

Q50K, M54Q, and K55R) composition that changes the TAATTA core motif to a TGATAC core 

motif (Figure 1.7) 34.  In addition to the recognition helix, residues in the N-terminal arm can 

impact the DNA-binding specificity. The N-terminus interacts with the minor groove of the DNA 

and is characterized by the presence of positive residues (K and R). Residues 2, 3, and 5 play a 

key role in interacting with the first two nucleotides of the HD core motif (TAATTA)34. The N-

terminus and the recognition helix composition are used to classify HDs into two categories, 

typical and atypical homeodomains, where atypical HDs have significant modifications than 

consensus typical HDs34.  The SIX group is considered an atypical homeodomain, with 

characteristically amino acids in the N-terminal and recognition helix contributing to how this 

group interacts with the DNA. For example, the SIX has a negatively charged N-terminus arm that 

contrasts with the typical HDs, suggesting that this region may not interact with the minor groove 

of the DNA35.  However, even when some differences are observable, the HDs have undergone 

little change through evolution; but they can recognize a diversity of DNA targets which contribute 

to the diversification found in the family40. The differences in DNA-binding specificity between 
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HDs provides another layer in which a sequence combination of residues influences the HD’s 

contacts with the DNA34.   

 

 

Figure 1.7: The SIX are atypical HDs. Negative residues within the N-terminal arm alter the 
mechanism by which the SIX interacts with the DNA. A combination of amino acids within the 
recognition helix demonstrates a variant of the canonical HD binding motif, showing a preference 
for a TGATAC motif. Which amino acid is responsible for interacting with the Thymine at position 
one hasn’t been determined; however, the presence of an exclusive protein domain (SIX) could 
play a role in this interaction. 

 

Interactions between other proteins can also alter the specificity. For example, HDs can 

bind to DNA as monomers or higher protein complexes like homodimers or heterodimers. The 

specificity of these complexes can change when compared to monomeric binding36. This shows 

that the specificity of TFs is complex phenomena and not limited to one specificity model.  

Understanding how homeodomains interact with DNA can explain how these transcription factors 

achieved their developmental roles in the organism. The HD family shows that there is great 

diversity in the developmental process they regulate and how they achieve them. However, there 

are multiple subfamilies of HDs some showing structural and binding specificity differences. This 
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diversity shows that it is crucial to consider how TF change, allowing them to participate in new 

roles.  Understanding the different HDs can enable us to understand how genomic roles have been 

achieved and established, with great interest in those HDs that are considered atypical.  

 

1.2. The sine homeobox (SIX) family of transcription factors: 
 

The SIX are a highly conserved TF family found throughout the animal kingdom. They 

carry on multiple developmental roles and are members of the homeodomain family. However, 

how they carry their DNA-binding roles has been elusive since they are considered atypical HDs, 

meaning they must adopt novel interactions to bind to DNA successfully. This family also carries 

a conserved protein domain exclusive to the family known as the SIX domain (SD). The SIX 

family is N-terminal to the HD and provides a novel way to understand how atypical TFs work 

and allows us to understand how developmental roles have diversified through evolutionary time.  

 
1.2.1. Background 

The SIX Family is a multigenic family that plays multiple roles in numerous developmental 

processes. The first role associated with them was when Milani41 in 1941 noticed some strains of 

Drosophila melanogaster without eyes (Figure 1.8). This phenotype was not associated with any 

gene until 1994 when Cheyette42 showed that an HD gene was crucial for forming the morphogenic 

farrow. In the absence of the HD gene, it would lead to apoptosis of the morphogenic farrow. This 

established that so or the sine oculis allele described by Milani was responsible and was able to 

determine the sequence of this TF. Sine oculis was the first SIX gene described, and its discovery 

was invaluable in determining the identity of other SIX members. In 1995, Oliver et al. described 

two murine SIX genes43.  The genes were identified as SIX1 and SIX2 based on their homology 

towards sine oculis. The genes were first identified in the limbs of mice, particularly the digits, 
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with both genes having distinct expression patterns in developing fingers. This article also 

proposed the name SIX, which originates based on being homeobox related to sine oculis or Sine 

oculis Related Homeobox (SIX)43. That same year Oliver et al. described another SIX member, in 

this case, SIX344. Sequence analysis identified it as a SIX gene, and its name after the fact that it 

was the third SIX to be discovered. In this discovery, the SIX domain was noticed and described 

as flanking the HD’s N-terminal. It was also seen that SIX3 exhibits a lower degree of amino acid 

homology than the other described SIX proteins44. In addition, it was shown that it could also be 

used as a molecular marker for the development of the anterior neural plate, with expression 

noticed in the brain and eyes. Subsequent studies also show that the overexpression of SIX3 in 

fishes could lead to the formation of ectopic eyes45.   

Another SIX was discovered in 1996 and was first recognized as AREC3 since it was 

isolated as a regulatory factor of K-ATPase46.  When analyzing the cDNA of this factor, it was 

found to be homologous to the sine oculis from Drosophila melanogaster. The presence of an 

activator domain C-terminal to the HD was also noticed. Based on the homology to other SIX 

genes, this gene was renamed SIX4/AREC3 as some speculation persisted about its role in 

regulating K-ATPase. However, different roles were observed in muscle and kidney 

development46. Further studies wanted to clarify the SIX4 role in the development, and since the 

other SIX genes had been associated with nervous or eye development, a new approach was made. 

It showed that SIX4 could be found in neural cell fate, suggesting that SIX4 is involved in neural 

cell fate decision while raising doubts about the role of a K-ATPase47. 

Further studies about this role led to the discovery of another SIX gene named SIX5, which 

was observed to be expressed in muscle differentiation and other nervous developmental roles48. 

The remaining murine SIX to be discovered was first described in chicken and named Optx2 (optic 
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SIX gene 2)49. It wasn’t until this discovery that another SIX gene was found to be expressed 

selectively in the eye. This discovery led to the identification of the ortholog of Optx2 in 

Drosophila and named optix49. This led to discovery of the murine homolog of Optx2 which was 

then named   SIX650. All these discoveries completed the entire catalog of SIX murine genes, which 

are also found in other mammals. Another SIX gene has been described but is exclusively found 

in ray-finned fishes and is associated with SIX3/SIX6 and is known as SIX751–53. Its function is still 

under research, but it has been shown to play a role in zebrafish opsins. Seo et al.54  completed the 

SIX catalog in Drosophila—showing that the SIX in fruit flies is composed of three distinct genes: 

known today as sine oculis, optix, and six4.     
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Figure 1.8: The SIX transcription factor family discovery timeline.  The SIX proteins have been studied for around 84 years, with 
the first descriptions by Milani. Since then, 3 SIX proteins have been described in Drosophila and 6 SIX proteins in Humans.  Most SIX 
proteins were described in Murine and opened the door for discovering all SIX proteins through the Metazoan tree. 
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1.2.2. Structure 

All the SIX proteins have specific characteristics that make them unique, there are 

conserved amino acid motifs with each protein domain that are useful for cataloging each gene.  

The SIX family are members of the homeobox class of transcription factors34,35 and are atypical 

members with significant changes when compared to typical homeodomains. The substitution of 

positive amino residues (lysine and arginine) for negative residues like glutamate on the N-

terminal arm of the HD, complemented with the substitution of glutamine for a lysine at position 

50 in the recognition helix contributes to their atypical nature 34. In addition, the presence of the 

SIX domain N-terminal to the HD is unique to this family, which contributes to the functional 

roles of the whole protein. 

The SIX domain is an exclusive domain found in the SIX family and was found to be N-

terminal to the HD44. Structurally the SD is arranged into six alpha-helixes (Figure 1.9), and the 

composition of this domain is highly divergent, specifically to the protein to which its 

associated35,55.  The SD domain is 116 amino residues long; however, in the optix/SIX3/SIX6, 

there is a 4-residue insertion that is exclusive to this subgroup56, highlighting the sequence 

divergence of this subgroup. Other traits can be associated with each subgroup, such as position 

12 being subgroup-specific (valine to sine oculis/SIX1/SIX2, alanine to six4/SIX4/SIX5, and 

threonine optix/SIX3/SIX6)56. The SD has been associated with playing a role in protein-protein 

interactions with the binding partner of so/SIX1 cofactor Eyes absent (Eya)55–57. The formation of 

this protein complex is essential since it plays a role in preventing the degradation of SIX1, and 

complex formation is found to be within the first alpha-helix in the SD55. The so/SIX1: Eya 

interaction is also responsible for multiple developmental processes, and loss of the complex 

formation can lead to syndromes like Branchio-oto-renal syndrome (BOR)57. Studies about this 
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syndrome have shown that six mutations lead to a reduction in DNA-binding55,57. It was noticed 

that some of these mutations were found to reside within the SD domain, which previously wasn’t 

considered to be responsible for DNA binding56. However, three mutations were shown to 

diminish DNA binding and reside within an unstructured region of the last alpha-helix of the SD 

and N-terminal of the HD57. This characteristic linker region has been proposed to be involved 

directly with DNA-binding57. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1.9: Structure of SIX1 SD and HD. Structure of the SD (blue) and HD (green) of the 
SIX1 protein. The SD domain is structured as 6 –a– helixes with a linker (not observable) between 
the last alpha helix and the HD. 
 

The homeodomain of the SIX family doesn’t share the basic residues found in the N-

terminal of the HD (Figure 1.10 & Figure 1.12) 35. This region canonically interacts with the 

minor groove of the DNA and has direct contact with bases within the binding motif34; the acidic 

nature of these residues means that the SIX HD must undergo novel configurations to bind to DNA 

properly55. The acidic nature of the N-terminal region is conserved on the SIX family, and it’s also 

a helpful tool for identifying each subgroup. This trait was first described by Seo54 , who noticed 

a tetrapeptide’s presence, with sine oculis/SIX1/SIX2 sharing an ETSY motif. At the same time, 

Pdb:4EGC 
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six4/SIX4/SIX5 has an ETVY; limits to the sequencing didn’t allow notice of the first two amino 

acid residues that composed the HD. The N-terminal is composed of a unique hexapeptide (Figure 

1.10) that is subgroup-specific; for sine oculis/SIX1/SIX2, the known hexapeptide is GEETSY, 

while in six4/SIX4/SIX5 Is GEETVY in the case of the optix/SIX3/SIX6 the hexapeptide is more 

divergent having a GEQKTH34,56. 

 

 
Figure 1.10: Conservation of the SIX hexapeptide by protein subgroup. Sequence alignment 
of 86 SIX sequences show the conservation of each protein subgroup hexapeptide. It can be noticed 
how each protein subgroup has a highly conserved motif based on the specific SIX protein 
subgroup. (A) corresponding to the sine oculis/SIX1/SIX2, the GEETSY motif (B) has a consensus 
motif of GEETVY with the last three positions showing high divergence, the remaining SIX 
subgroup optix/SIX3/SIX6 (C) has a corresponding hexapeptide motif of GEQKTH. 

 

This motif can be found on early evolving SIX genes and has been conserved in 

evolutionary time, highlighting that although it is canonically atypical, it’s functional, even when 

it’s possible these residues do not form stabilizing DNA contacts57. However, some researchers 

believe that the SD can stabilize the HD binding capabilities. For example, for SIX4, it has been 

shown that the presence of the SIX SD is required for proper DNA binding46 has been hypothesized 

that the SD linker between the SD and the HD stabilizes the HD allowing it to have direct contact 

with the DNA. For example, the linker region found in SIX1 (AVGKYRVRRK) is highly 

positive, having a net charge of +657,  this motif which is highly conserved in all SIX members. 
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Another essential region found within the HD; is the recognition helix. The third alpha 

interacts with the major groove of the DNA, having base-specific contacts made in three 

positions40.  The SIX have some changes that highlight their differences toward other 

homeodomains, one the presence of lysine within the recognition helix at position 50 of the 

HD34,35,40,56. Categorizing the SIX as a K50 HD, like Bicoid, another highly studied HD58. Other 

residues are also divergent and contribute to how this family interacts with the DNA, especially 

when considering the nucleotides being recognized by the TF (Figure 1.7). These changes will 

then lead to modification into the specificity and affinity attribute to the HD, changes that lead to 

new motifs being identified. A multiple sequence alignment for SIX proteins in Drosophila 

melanogaster can be observed in (Figure 1.11) and (Figure 1.12) for both the SD and HD, 

respectively. 

 

1.2.3. Specificity 

The DNA sequences identified by a TF are based on the dynamics between amino acidic 

residues and the DNA. The HDs are known to bind to a canonical TAATTA core sequence. 

However, about half of the HDs prefer other sequences40.  In comparison, the SIX transcription 

factors bind to a TGATAC core motif34,35,56. How members from the same family can identify 

diverse binding motifs is based on the amino acids responsible for DNA-binding. Understanding 

these dynamics is helpful in comprehending the motifs recognized by the SIX. In the first position 

(T), eighty-nine percent of HDs identified thymine in this position, a trait associated with the 

ARG5 (N5) located on the N-terminal of the HDs and interacts with the minor groove of the 

DNA34,36. In the case of the SIX TF, there is no ARG5 in this position, and it still recognizes the 

same nucleotide. For the SIX, this position is highly variable and subgroup-specific; the sine 
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oculis/SIX1/SIX2 subgroup has a Serine (S) while the six4/SIX4/SIX5 have valine (V), whereas 

the optix/SIX3/SIX6 keep a threonine (T)56.  

The second position of the motif (A) is a position that is highly diverse but with most HDs 

(83%) recognizing this nucleotide. This ability is usually recognized in the ARG2 and ARG3 found 

in the N-terminal of the HD34–36. The SIX genes are different in these positions, where both 

positions have glutamate (E), except for the optix/SIX3/SIX6 subgroup, which has glutamine (Q) 

at position 334,56. These differences lead to the recognition of a guanine (G), and it has been 

observed that atypical homeodomains with an ARG55 show a preference for this nucleotide34; all 

the SIX proteins have an ARG5556. For the third position, the presence of an ASN51 shows a 

preference for adenine (A); the SIX have this residue conserved in all its members34–36,56.  The 

fourth position is the most diverse since all nucleotides are observed; however, either ILE or VAL 

at position 47 shows a preference towards thymine (T); interestingly, the SIX recognize the same 

nucleotide while having an arginine34.  It is believed that the SIX can recognize (T) based on the 

presence of a K50, a position also conserved by Bicoid (HD), which can interact with both 

positions 4 and 5 of the core motif34. There is a mix of observable bases for the fifth position in 

the motif; however, a (T) is usually observed34. Multiple research projects have hypothesized35,36,40 

that there are dynamics found within the amino acid residues from positions 47,50, and 54. 

Depending on the amino acids found in these positions are the bases to be recognized. In the case 

of Berger et al.40, they propose that a combination of N47, K50, and Q54 shows a preference 

toward the motif TGATAC the same motif recognized by the SIX family. This combination also 

shows a tendency towards a TGACAC. 
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Figure 1.11: Drosophila melanogaster sequences alignment of the SIX (SD) domain.   Sequences alignment for SIX domain of the 
three SIX proteins found in D. melanogaster. Notice the four amino acid insertion (red underline) only found in optix. The approximate 
structure of each alpha helix location (green) and unstructured linker region is shown.  
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Figure 1.12: Homeodomain sequence alignment of the SIX TF in D. melanogaster.   Sequence alignment of the HD of SIX proteins 
and a typical HD (Engrailed). Residues responsible for DNA contact are shown in red.  
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The final position (A) has observed diversity and is believed to depend on the amino acid residues 

found at positions 47,50, and 5434,40.  Position 50 seems to be one of the key residues in 

differentiating distinct DNA sequences35,36; based on its flexibility, it can interact with multiple 

bases while also influencing other amino acid residues like R54, which interacts with the DNA 

backbone34,40.  It is interesting how the dynamics found within the HDs modulate the protein-DNA 

interaction, showing how combinatorial effects play a role in the sequence to be identified by the 

HD.  

 The SIX TFs also have another characteristic that is particular and is the presence of an 

extended motif. For example, it has been reported that the SIX can bind to sequences like 

TCAGGTTC, TGATAC, GGGTATCA, or GTAANYNGANAYC/G for sine oculis 34,40,46,47,56,59. But in 

2005, Pauli et al. reported that 5’ of the core motif there is an extension of the core motifs, and 

mutations within this 6bp extension can prohibit DNA-binding60.  The motifs recovered by some 

authors show a lack of this extension or the absence of the core motif. Some SIX transcription 

factors seem to rely on interactions dependent on the flanking region of the core motif. This 

characteristic was demonstrated for sine oculis, but it has been shown that Six1, Six4, and Six5 

can bind to the MEF3 promoter, which has a consensus sequence of GAAACCTGA46,47,56,59,61. The 

sequence observed is like the flanking region identified by Pauli et al., this could mean that it could 

be possible that Six4/Six5 can also recognize the flanking region described by Pauli et al. and that 

the need for the flanking region is not limited to sine oculis. In the case of Six6 and probably Six3, 

an extension C-terminal of the HD plays a critical role in DNA binding. The extension was shown 

to be vital for Six6 to bind two different promoters. The research done by Hu et al. shows that Six6 

can bind to both the MEF3 promoter and the Pitx2 HD consensus motif (GGATTA)62, while Six2 

can only bind to the MEF3 promoter. By doing multiples construct in which the C-terminal was 
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exchanged between both factors, they demonstrated that when Six2 carried Six6 extension, it was 

now capable of recognizing the Pitx2 motif. The substitution of the Six6 extension with the one of 

Six2 showed that Six6 could only recognize the MEF3 sequence. It was then demonstrated that 

the C-terminal of Six6 is critical for the specificity of some sequences identified by Six6 and not 

Six2 and that by substitution, Six2 could recognize Six6 sequences when having the Six6 HD 

extension. The presence of a critical HD extension in the optix/SIX3/SIX6 is not only observed in 

Six6 since Weasner and Kumar demonstrated the presence of extension exclusively found in 

Drosophila’s optix63. In this case, the absence of the C-terminal extension allows optix to carry on 

repressive roles in tissue differentiation, and in its absence, eye formation could be promoted. It 

shouldn’t surprise us that the extension in the optix/SIX3/SIX6 subgroup was conserved and 

exclusively found within this subgroup.  The diversity of the binding capabilities of this family 

shows how members of the same family can diversify their functions. How these capabilities have 

diversified and changed through time can provide insights into how the functions of these TFs 

have changed and have been coopted to new phenotypes. 

 
1.2.4. SIX proteins roles in development 

The regulation of each species genome has been optimized for millions, if not billions of 

years. Today’s phenomes result from multiple evolutionary events that led to the regulation we 

observe. Transcription factors were recruited into these developmental pathways and are coopted 

into new networks as time passes. Understanding the history of a TF provides insight into how 

regulatory mechanisms have originated and specialized in the numerous developmental processes 

we recognize today. How the SIX family has evolved and diversified can give us information on 

their effects on multiple phenotypes, some could have originated since the first animals.  
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 The evolution of animals is an ongoing process that started billions of years ago. Their last 

common ancestor had a sister group in Porifera (sponges). There is some discussion if this is true; 

however, recent publications state that sponges are the most ancestral multicellular organism and 

sister to all animals64. Sponges are organisms with no real tissues or systems as we know them. 

Surprisingly, even though they are the simplest organism, SIX proteins exist within their genome. 

For example, the highly studied sponge known as Amphimedon queenslandica has a SIX-like 

protein, and observation is seen in other sponges like Spongilla lacustris65.  This SIX-like gene 

can’t be placed within any of the three major subgroups since its sequence is highly diversified. 

However, it still corresponds to this family66. How a SIX protein works within sponges is 

interesting since the family is related to multiple roles, but their first associated phenotype was the 

development of the eyes.  

New reports have shown that sponges are not as simple as previously believed, as sensory 

cells have been reported65,66. For example, A. queenslandica has a pigmented ring that helps steer 

the cilia of the sponge larva by using a blue light-sensitive cryptochrome66,67. It has been 

hypothesized that these cells function as the precursors of future neural machinery65.  In addition, 

it is also interesting that partners known to interact with SIX proteins are also found during this 

period. The retinal determination gene network is responsible for developing sensory organs and 

has proteins like Pax, Six, Eye absent, and Dachsund. New reports have shown that some members 

of this network can be found in sponges; for example, Hoshiyama et al. (2007) identified members 

of the Pax gene family in sponges, comb jellies, and jellyfishes68, but were unable to determine if 

there was any interaction between Pax and Six.  Fortunato et al. (2014) later demonstrated the 

presence of Eye absent (Eya), an essential co-factor of sine oculis66; however, not all sponges 

analyzed showed the presence of Eya, which they believe suggest that some sponge lineages lost 
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this cofactor. Their work also mentions that some interaction between Pax and SIX has been 

observed, but current techniques cannot test this. However, even though it is challenging to 

determine interaction in sponges, it is currently known that both carry synergistic interactions61. 

This establishes that during this period, both proteins are present in sponges66,68.  

Also, Brodbeck and Englert (2004) reported that the network established by Pax, Six, and 

Eya was coopted in nephrogenesis69. Suggesting, as the authors state, that since this interaction is 

so evolutionary conserved is not surprising that evolution has decided to redeploy the network into 

new developmental process while also bringing new components into the combination 69. All these 

studies show that the phenotypes associated with the SIX family appear to have originated in some 

way since sponges and shared with the last common ancestor of animals. It is also interesting how 

some of the roles associated with the SIX TFs, can be traced back to the sensory cells observed in 

sponges. And how what seems to be protein interactions in sponges are now highly sophisticated 

gene regulatory networks that can be evaluated in multiple developmental processes in multiple 

organisms.  

Another organism that carries SIX proteins and that are highly divergent proteins are found 

in the nematode C. elegans. In the genome of C. elegans, there are 4 described SIX proteins not 

named with common nomenclature but are known as ceh-32, ceh-33, ceh-34, and ceh-35 (unc-

39)63 70–72. The functions of these proteins are not fully understood, with most of the research being 

done in ceh-32, ceh-34, and ceh-35. The first (ceh-32) has been located during embryogenesis in 

the hypodermal and neural precursor cells of the head with abnormal head morphology in RNAi 

experiments72. In work done by Dozier et al. (2001), it was established that ceh-32 is SIX3-like, 

and works in coordination with vab-3, an ortholog of Pax-672, which we have mentioned 

previously is a known SIX co-factor 66,69,70,73. For ceh-34, it is essential in embryonic and early 
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larval development, while Amin et al. (2009) showed that for proper specification of non-muscle 

coelomocytes in the mesoderm71. In their work, they also identified Eya and that it works in 

synergy with ceh-34 and interaction reported previously in this work with multiple developmental 

processes. The function of ceh-35 (unc-39) is not completely determined, but Amin et al. (2009) 

mentions that it is essential for cell migration in the mesoderm. While Yanowithz et al. (2004) 

demonstrated that mutation in this protein can lead to defects in mesodermal and ectodermal cells 

that are precursors to both muscle and neural cells, they also mention that this gene is like the 

six4/SIX4/SIX5 subgroup of SIX genes74.  The remaining SIX-like gene ceh-33 is an understudy, 

and no phenotype has been associated with it70. It should be mentioned that the SIX proteins found 

in C elegans are highly divergent and categorizing these genes into the SIX subgroups is not an 

easy endeavor; it relies mainly on some sequence similarity and overlapping functions with other 

SIX homologs.  

The three canonical SIX proteins (sine oculis, six4, and optix) can be traced before the 

divergence of Bilateria. Genera like Cnidaria (jellyfish) and Ctenophore (comb jellies) have three 

SIX members. Tracing the origin of these genes before the Urbilaterian, the hypothetical last 

common ancestor of Bilateria and Cnidaria separated but after a series of duplication events that 

predate Sponges from the other animals around 980MYA75.  

How the functions of these TFs have changed through evolutionary history is an important 

approach to understand how TF are coopted. Especially when considering the multiple detrimental 

phenotypes associated with mutations in this family. The following sections will describe the 

functions observed in the SIX proteins. 
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1.2.4.1. sine oculis/SIX1/SIX2 
 

The sine oculis (so) protein is the founding member of the SIX Family. It was in 1941 that 

Milani described the first mutants associated with it41. Afterward, much research was done based 

on the observations done by Milani and the phenotype that led to naming the factor sine oculis.  

Although some SIX proteins are observed in sponges, they are too divergent to be considered part 

of any SIX subgroups. Therefore, it is believed that the SIX proteins observed in Drosophila and 

other organisms must have originated from duplication events of a single ancestral SIX protein, 

which probably is the one found in sponges. This single ancestral SIX protein diverge into three 

SIX proteins before the separation of Bilateria, that are identified in Cnidaria 75,76.   

In the case of Stierwald et al. (2004), they identified the expression patterns of all SIX 

genes in two different jellyfish with and without eyes75. It was found that expression of sine oculis 

was observed in the muscle layer of both jellyfish and like the expression observed in non-neural 

mice Six1 and Six2. For jellyfish with eyes, it was also shown that sine oculis was expressed during 

the regenerating process of the eye while showing reduced expression after regeneration, 

highlighting that the role is concentrated on the reformation of the eye and not its maintenance. In 

the case of jellyfish without eyes, they could localize the expression of sine oculis to the tentacle 

bulbs and other types of muscles. In another jellyfish, the work done by Hroudova et al. (2012) 

also observed a relationship with sensory organs like the eyes while also being involved in other 

myogenesis roles76.  

The conservation of sine oculis roles in sensory organs can also be found in planarians, 

whose eyespots are one of the most uncomplicated prototypes of eyes. The works of Pineda et al. 

(1999) showed that sine oculis is responsible for the maintenance of photoreceptor cells and eye 

regeneration in these animals77. Their work also showed that inhibiting the expression of sine 
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oculis using dsRNA injections resulted in the absence of eye formation. The injection was 

necessary to be reapplied after three weeks. If not, the eye will regenerate as normally, 

demonstrating that planaria sine oculis is responsible for eye development and tissue regeneration 

if needed.  

In the case of sine oculis in Drosophila, Kumar’s work (2009) encompasses most of the 

research done about sine oculis in flies56. Kumar (2009) has shown that sine oculis is present in 

the entire visual system during embryo development, with expression observed in the anterior cells 

of the developing morphogenic farrow of the imaginal disc. This makes sine oculis a member of 

the eye specification for retinal determination by interacting with known cofactors like Eyeless, 

which is responsible in initiating sine oculis expression. The interaction that sine oculis does with 

other cofactors is critical for its role in development, a characteristic that seems to have been 

conserved through time66,78. A trait also conserved in the products of the gene duplication event 

that happened to sine oculis that gave rise to both SIX1 and SIX2.  

The paralogs of sine oculis are the product of a duplication event sometime in the metazoan 

evolutionary history and are named Six1 and Six2; both proteins were first reported by Guillermo 

et al.  (1995) in the connective tissue of the digits of mice43. The expression was seen in the limbs 

with different expression patterns, with Six1 proceeding from posterior to anterior of the limb, 

while Six2 did so in an anterior to posterior. Further research by Lacleaf et al. (2003) showed the 

effect of mice deficient of Six179 resulted in mice dying at birth with noticeable skeletal defects 

and muscle hypoplasia. In addition, they report that mice neonates were born lacking kidneys and 

thymus. The authors mention that these phenotypes are also seen in mutants of Eya, which is a 

critical cofactor in the SIX Family. The relationship of both Six1 and Six2 compared to SIX1 and 

SIX2 in nephron progenitors was done by O’Brien et al. (2016), highlighting how differential 
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regulation contributes to the species differences80. In the case of Six1/SIX1, they noticed that Six1 

expression was required in early metanephric development and stopped on the first round of 

branching. In contrast, SIX1 expression extends beyond this point while overlapping with SIX2. 

The localization of Six2/SIX2 was observed similarly in both mouse, and human kidneys, with 

transcriptional targets shared between them, except for a SIX1 target of SIX2 in the fetal kidney. 

They also demonstrated that both orthologs have autoregulatory activity with cross-regulation only 

seen in humans. Jinshu et al. (2022) demonstrated that their roles are not interchangeable; Six1 

cannot rescue Six2 deficient kidneys, proposing that different protein complexes promote the 

selectivity of both transcription factors81. The importance of Six2 in renal development has been 

highlighted in the works mentioned by Logan et al. (2021), with renal hypoplasia observed in 

Six2KO82. While also noting that a chromosomal deletion of SIX2 is responsible for frontonasal 

dysplasia syndrome, leading to the abnormal development of the head and face. It has also been 

reported that Six1, in coordination with Six4, is responsible for male sex determination and the 

development of the gonads by having essential roles in precursor cells, with smaller gonads in 

double knock-out embryos83. The BOR syndrome has been associated with SIX1 mutations in 

which it is unable to bind to its cofactor EYA155,78.  Structural analysis done by Patrick et al. (2013) 

determined that a single alpha helix is responsible for binding with EYA1 and that a single 

mutation in this helix is enough to disrupt the interaction55. While the same research group also 

noticed that mutations on the sixth alpha-helix of the SD could affect the DNA binding of SIX1, 

demonstrating that some DNA binding capability is observed within the SD57.  

Recently much research has been done on both SIX1 and SIX2, especially their role in 

cancer development. Christensen et al. (2008) mentions that SIX1 is responsible for the 

progression of the cell cycle, with overexpression linked to an acceleration to enter the S phase, 
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which leads to an accumulation of SIX1 and possibly allows the activation or repression of other 

genes84. It is also mentioned that SIX1 overexpression is observed in around 5% of breast cancer, 

with 90% of metastatic lesions also demonstrating SIX1 overexpression. SIX1 has also been 

mentioned to be responsible for numerous other types of cancers82. SIX2 role in kidney 

development has been highlighted in this work. Hence it shouldn’t be surprising that an increased 

level of expressions of SIX2 can be associated with numerous nephrotic cancers, for example, a 

pediatric cancer known as Wilms tumor82.  

The developmental roles of sine oculis and its paralogs are numerous, and some can appear 

to be highly conserved since the beginning of animals. Most works establish that the critical 

component of their developmental roles is the dynamics of how these proteins are recruited. With 

the recruitment of cofactors responsible for their interactions with multiple transcriptional targets, 

SIX1/SIX2 interaction with each cofactor is believed to occur within both the 5’ and 3’ flanking 

regions of both the SD and HD81. They are the most variable regions across all the SIX proteins 

and could explain the uniqueness of the work done by each factor.  

 
1.2.4.2. optix/SIX3/SIX6/SIX7 

 
The diversity associated with the SIX proteins allows us to recognize the other major SIX 

subgroup is optix, the original member, and its paralogs SIX3 and SIX6. In addition, reed fishes 

have an extra SIX protein associated with this subgroup which is believed to have originated from 

an independent duplication event exclusive to this group51.  Regarding optix, Stierwald et al. 

(2004) demonstrated that optix is expressed in the tentacle bulbs of jellyfish, with a strong presence 

in the eyecup and nearby corneal tissues75. The same expression pattern was observed in another 

jellyfish research by the same group. At the same time, Hroudova et al. (2012) identified that optix 
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could be involved in forming neural structures and maintaining and releasing progenitor cells 

responsible for regeneration76.  

 In Drosophila, much work has been done regarding its role in eye development. Some 

have shown that ectopic expression of optix leads to the formation of ectopic eyes in flies85, a 

characteristic observed previously by Oliver et al. (1996) with optix paralog Six345.  The role of 

optix in eye development is restricted to cells responsible for the development of the 

morphogenetic furrow while also being responsible for differentiating photoreceptors56. The 

retinal developmental network has both optix and sine oculis as components, where both are 

regulated by Eyeless56. A particular trait only observed in Drosophila’s optix is the presence of C-

terminal segments that are believed to have repressive features. The work done by Weasnar and 

Kumar (2009) found within the C-terminal the presence of five-segment, with only two regions 

being conserved exclusively in Drosophila. Their functional work demonstrated that one of these 

exclusive regions is necessary for optix to function as a repressor63. This is an example of how 

orthologs can differ between species and carry species-specific functions determined by these 

differences. The expression of optix in the eye is a dynamic interaction with numerous other 

factors. The work of Dominguez et al. (2015) located optix in the anterior dorsal strip of the 

imaginal eye disc, being responsible for establishing the anterior borders with another factor 

engrailed86. They believe that optix and engrailed might have mutually repressive interactions 

between them, where overexpression of optix leads to engrailed suppression and vice versa. 

Further work demonstrated additional roles of optix, not in the eyes but in the wing87. The work 

done by Al-Khatib et al. (2017) confirmed that optix is required to develop the anterior region of 

the wing while also establishing the haltere, a balancing organ in two-winged flies, which is 

regulated by optix in coordination with decapentaplegic by suppressing the development of 
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sensory bristles. The role of optix within the wing is interesting since most phenotypes associated 

with it are based on its role in eye development. Surprisingly some extinct midges’ fossils show 

that their wings have an organ that resembles the surface of a compound eye88. This probably 

suggests the presence of a light-sensing organ within the wing that could have also been regulated 

by optix, which was then coopted in other pathways even when the organ phenotype was lost.  

The role of optix in wings is especially interesting within the genus of Heliconius 

butterflies. The work done by Reed et al. (2011) demonstrates that within this genus, mimicry is 

used to alert its prey about attacking or eating the butterfly. This mimicry is developed with diverse 

color patterns conserved within different species from the same genus in the same geographical 

space89.  For example, Heliconius erato and Heliconius melpomene shared red color pigmentation 

on their wings. This red color pigmentation was found to be regulated by optix87,89, which 

aminoacidic sequence was described to be synonymous and highly invariable between the 

Heliconius89.  

Further works demonstrated that optix knockouts resulted in the loss of the red color 

pigmentation in the cells where the knockout was done, with observed changes in the wing scales 

compared to the wild type90,91. How optix was coopted from eye development in Drosophila, to 

being the master regulator of red color pigmentation in the Heliconius butterflies demonstrates 

how TFs can be coopted into new roles specific to new species. A duplication event of optix led 

to the origin of both SIX3 and SIX6, which have multiple new roles in diverse phenotypic 

pathways. These two paralogs are major members responsible for developing the retina showing 

multiple expression points in the developing eye, with first localization in the optic vesicle and 

stalk with subsequent expansion of neural functions56.  
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The SIX3 protein has been associated with numerous alter activities associated with protein 

mutations. Like optix, Six3 has been observed to be responsible for the development of ectopic 

retinal tissue and material; Six6 can induce retinal but not lense tissue 56. Six3 is responsible for 

promoting the expression of rhodopsin, a visual pigment found in light receptor proteins with a 

reddish-purplish associated color.  Holoprosencephaly is a severe malformation in which the brain 

cannot develop both hemispheres properly. This syndrome has been associated with mutations 

within SIX356,82,84,92–94.  Some protein interactions have been associated with SIX3, with SIX3 

being the only family member that does not interact with Eya while also interacting with the 

GEMIN, an inhibitor of the cell cycle84,95. This interaction has been conserved within the C-

terminal of both SIX3 and SIX695. The work done by Turcu et al. (2019) demonstrated this 

interaction within the C-terminal and GEMIN, using electrophoretic mobility shifts assays they 

demonstrated that SIX3 could bind to both DNA and GEMIN, working antagonistically by 

regulating proliferation and differentiation of cells95. For example, the interaction with GEMIN is 

required to repress the ability of cdt1 to initiate cell replication84,95.  Interaction with sonic 

hedgehog has also been implicated with schizencephaly, while the same cooperation can also be 

observed in repressive roles by suppressing signaling produced Wnt82. Further research has 

highlighted that, as with other SIX members, this factor has also been associated with multiple 

types of cancers82,84,95.  Surprisingly the role of Six3 in cancer has been linked to suppressive 

functions, in which overexpression of Six3 appears to play a tumor-suppressive role with better 

survival outcomes in different types of cancers96.  

Six6 is quite different from Six3, resulting in size differences and possibly functional 

differences. For example, Turcu et al. described these differences highlighting that the N-terminal 

regions of Six6 is only eight amino acids long, lacking 78 residues found in Six3, which are in the 
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majority Glycine-rich regions. The C-terminal, shown to be critical for GEMIN binding, is highly 

variable between proteins, with only the first eight and last fifteen amino acids being conserved 

between both paralogs95. This region has also been associated with the specificity of Six6, where 

modifications reduce the specificity of the protein by being unable to recognize some promoters62. 

The remaining domains, SD and HD, are highly conserved, with the HD having only one amino 

acid difference between it and Six3. Six6 is found on multiple tissues, high expression is observed 

within the retina, and overexpression of Six6 in Xenopus laevis leads to bigger eyes56,84. Besides 

the eyes, Six6 has been restricted to the forebrain with expression in the developing hypothalamus 

and pituitary82. Given the highlighted role of Six6 on the eyes, it isn’t surprising that most disease-

associated phenotypes are related to the eye. For example, glaucoma has been linked with SIX6 

mutations; the disease is the second most common cause of blindness worldwide97. The mutations 

have been predicted to hinder the binding specificity of SIX6.  Lastly, one member of this subgroup 

is now exclusively found within the ray-finned fishes and is named Six7. This factor is 

predominantly expressed in the cone photoreceptors, where deficiency in zebrafish leads to loss of 

expression of green opsins51. The green opsin is controlled by the rh2 green opsin gene, which 

shows reduced expression in Six7 deficiencies. However, it has been shown that this feature can 

be rescued by the overexpression of Six6b in zebrafish, highlighting a redundancy or 

compensatory role between both factors52.  

The optix/SIX3/SIX6/SIX7 group are diverse proteins with multiple cooption events 

throughout their evolutionary history. Acquiring roles that go from developing the sensory organs 

in jellyfishes to mastering the red wing color pigmentation in the Heliconius butterflies.  The 

paralogs have become critical components of the nervous system. One paralog has demonstrated 

to have retained the developmental roles in the eye, to which diseases have been described in 
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human eyes. While the other has become central in regulating proper brain development. These 

diverse functions, which have been shown to be regulated by the SIX family, highlight their 

importance in cell differentiation and specialization spanning different tissues. 

1.2.4.3. six4/SIX4/SIX5 
 

The remaining subgroup within the SIX family proteins comprises six4 and its paralogs 

named SIX4 and SIX5. Like previous subgroups, it is first found in Cnidaria and other jellyfish. 

Work on jellyfish done by Stierwald et al. (2004) noticed that expression is also found in the 

tentacles, and it is absent in the eyecup. Interestingly they also tried to isolate six4 in a jellyfish 

without eyes (Podocoryn sp.) and were unable to do so, suggesting that six4 may have been lost 

in this type of jellyfish75. They were also able to detect a high expression within the gonads.  The 

research done by Hroudova et al. (2012) showed an association with regulating Na+/K+ATPase 

transporters76, like previous roles associated with six4 during its discovery. The role of six4 is 

interesting since it was also detected in the statocyst, a balancing sensory receptor found in some 

aquatic animals, in this case on jellyfish76. six4 has also been detected to interact with the Eya4 

cofactor, like some SIX proteins. They also detected six4 within the gonads, especially during the 

release and maturation of oocytes. In C. elegans, the homolog to six4 (unc-39) has been linked to 

neural disruption migration84. 

In the case of Drosophila, it seems to follow Cnidaria’s functions, especially regarding the 

development of gonads, emphasizing this role to be conserved between animals. For example, 

Kirby et al. found six4 expression in the developing head, especially the precursors of muscle 

tissue (myoblast)98. Furthermore, they successfully detected six4 in the gonads, noticing that 

defects in six4 leads to defects in the gonads. Other roles were also described mainly within 

Drosophila’s mesoderm. The work done by Clark et al. (2006) demonstrated that six4 was required 
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to develop lateral and ventral muscles while also being a pattering mediator99. They also mentioned 

that defective six4 lead to failure in cell fate determination and affecting the maintenance and or 

survival of cells. Misexpression experiments in the mesoderm suggested that six4 contributes to 

patterning roles in coordination with Eya. Concerning eye development, most SIX factors have 

been associated with eye development. However, no role has been associated with six4 in the 

Drosophila eye system56.  

When talking about paralogs, we find that some functions have been conserved while 

others have become novel, with some controversy about the actual role between SIX4 and SIX5. 

What role, if any, SIX4 has is under scrutiny. Mice in which Six4 is knocked out don’t demonstrate 

any visual defect, whereas Six5 mutants can develop cataracts or reduce the viability of the 

spermatogonia in mices82. However, some functional cooperation can be seen with other SIX 

members, like SIX1. CRISPR/CAS9 knockouts done to both Six1 and Six4 in pigs demonstrated 

that kidney disruption was severe when knocking out both100.  Mice also deficient in both factors 

died after birth and exhibited defects in multiple organs; the same was observed in double knockout 

pigs100. In humans, some studies have demonstrated that SIX4 can be linked to different types of 

cancer and could be a marker for some types of them101. SIX4 appears to work in coordination 

with its peers by compensating other family members82, forming protein complexes between them 

or other mechanisms that are still not fully understood. 

SIX5 seems to have retained most of the roles associated with six4. Contrastingly Six5 is 

in the developing retina with later expression in the lens, with deficient mice demonstrating ocular 

cataracts56,84. This feature is interesting since no eye phenotype had been associated with SIX5 

ancestral gene six4 in flies, showing a possible cooption into the regulatory networks in 

vertebrates. BOR syndrome has also been observed in SIX5 mutants with some mutations 
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associated with the inability to bind with Eya1, like SIX184. Myotonic dystrophy has also been 

associated with SIX5, patients with this disease show muscle wasting, defects in heart 

conduction102, and fertility problems82. These diseases are not directly linked to mutations within 

SIX5 and are more based on changes in three-nucleotide expansion in the 3’UTR in chromosome 

19, which can lead to the disruption of SIX582. Little is known about mutations directly related to 

SIX5 and the possible consequences in the development of other diseases like cancer56,82. 

This subgroup highlights how evolution allows paralogs to gain new functions in 

evolutionary time. SIX5 still maintains the ancestral roles found in six4 while being responsible 

for new roles not previously linked to the subgroup. SIX4 roles are the most trivial but critical 

since it seems that it has developed a more cooperative role within the family by interacting with 

other members like SIX1 to carry on their roles. How these interaction works are still open to 

discussion.  

Since their origins, the SIX family have used as mediators in numerous developmental 

features as phenotypes diverge. They have been coopted into these new pathways and even 

acquired new roles exclusive to some animals, like optix in Heliconius. What mechanism evolution 

uses to allow these factors to gain new functions is an interesting concept to consider since changes 

to their sequences can lead to the breakdown of the roles they accomplish. How gene regulatory 

networks recruit new TF to their pathways?  
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1.3. Evolution of gene regulatory networks 
 

The regulation of gene expression between a TF and its targets is the central mechanism 

by which cells read their regulatory directives to develop and differentiate to a designated 

phenotype. As more complex phenotypes emerge from new species, it is believed that changes in 

regulatory elements are preferential since they wouldn’t require large-scale rewiring of already 

established GRN. These changes can occur over a shorter period, while changes to protein-coding 

sequence consider to be evolutionary disfavor. In the case of TF, mutations within the protein can 

have a catastrophic effect that can lead to the collapse of the regulatory network.  It should be then 

expected for the TF repertoire to be conserved; however, it isn’t the case. For example, optix now 

has two paralogs that conduct multiple developmental roles; SIX4 has a compensatory role, while 

SIX5 is responsible for other functions. How can a TF change and mutate while simultaneously 

being responsible for carrying on the ancestral role? Do mutations alter the factor specificity, and 

could that explain functional changes? Evolution provides an opportunity for these changes to 

happen while also selecting the preferred roles for each factor. This mechanism is known as a gene 

duplication event.  

Ohno (1970) describes a gene duplication event as the process of producing more of the 

same103. As mentioned in his work, for a duplication event to be successful, the vital function of 

the gene must be retained. This is because natural selection has assigned a role that prohibits 

mutations or changes. Mutations that occur in a TF can alter its binding mechanism, changes that 

can enhance or reduce affinity but without changing its core function. When duplication happens, 

one of the copies becomes redundant. Since it doesn’t suffer from selective pressure, it allows for 

the accumulation of new mutations, which can alter the function of the new gene. For transcription 

factors, this could mean changes to their specificity or interactions with other regulatory elements.  
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During the process of gene duplication, the copies are under selective pressure to establish 

themselves or be deleted. There are multiple pathways for duplicates to be successfully established. 

The first is for the ancestral roles of the gene to be split between the new duplicates, in which each 

new copy will have different temporal and spatial moments so that no overlap will happen. If both 

copies retain the same genetic function with no spatial-temporal differences, this causes 

redundancy. Having redundant TF is usually unfavored by evolution, and eventually, one copy 

will establish itself while the remaining could be deleted. To prevent redundancy, one copy retains 

the ancestral function while the remaining gene can acquire mutations. During this process, this 

copy can then be neo-functionalized and attain a unique spectrum of roles, allowing the genome 

to use it in new processes104.  All these processes start with the duplication event, where the 

genome ends with new genetic material that can change while preserving the organism's 

survivability but also introducing new components that can contribute to the already established 

GRN or be used to create new regulatory pathways.  

The process of gene duplication can alter how TF can recognize DNA, with one copy that 

can retain the ancestral specificity, while the other TF can identify new sequences not capable 

before. This is observable in numerous examples that demonstrate how TF can evolve. For 

instance, it has been shown that within the HOX genes, the ancestral Drosophila Labial gene 

duplicated to give rise to both HOXA1 and HOXB1.   Both paralogs are highly similar, with the 

main difference being the presence of a conserved six amino acid motif found in HOXA1, which 

allows it to retain the ancestral roles of labial and recognize similar genomic targets105. HOXB1, 

on the other hand, diverges in functions and now recognizes new genomic targets not previously 

identified for labial 105. The mechanism by which a transcription factor can regulate expression 

can also be modulated by the protein-protein interactions they achieve.  
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The T-box transcription factor family has as founding member named Brachyury, which 

can be found in non-metazoan organism106. Work on Brachyury has demonstrated that this family 

has retained the ancestral binding specificity even in its paralogs. What is interesting is that it was 

shown that Brachyury could not interact with cofactors linked with other Tbox’s106.  These novel 

interactions must have originated during the evolutionary process of the family and function as 

mechanisms of selectivity and regulation used by the family to carry on with their roles.  The 

possibility of recognizing secondary motifs can also be how a TF can undergo new biological 

functions.  

When studying the Tbrain (Tbr) TFs, it was discovered the presence of a secondary binding 

motif.  The work done by Cheatle et al. (2014) when studying three orthologs of Tbr found that 

when studying sea stars, sea urchins, and mice, only the sea star recognizes a secondary motif 33. 

This secondary motif was demonstrated to correspond with changes in Tbr expression during 

development.  Another example can be seen within the forkhead TF family. It has been shown that 

this family can recognize a broad spectrum of motifs besides the canonically recognized motifs. 

In some cases, some members can even recognize three binding motifs31. This capacity seems to 

develop independently between members since closely related factors cannot recognize more than 

one binding motif. It was also shown within the same family that a bispecific member could 

recognize two different motifs. Surprisingly the way the factor recognized either one depends on 

the DNA shape32.  Numerous articles have also demonstrated other examples found in other 

transcription factor families15,18,107–111. 

Gene duplication is known to be an essential mechanism for TFs, to change and adapt to 

any role the genome has need for it. We have seen how different families of TFs have changed 

and, in the process, can achieve new functions, either through the new recruitment mechanism or 
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by the changes in specificity. When taking into consideration the SIX family, the diversity in 

functions observed may be based on differences between members. The SIX family has gone 

through three duplication events that have led to 6 new copies, sine oculis (SIX1 and SIX2), optix 

(SIX3 and SIX6), and six4 (SIX4 and SIX5), and even an independent one that leads to Six7. It 

should not be surprising that modifications in their DNA-binding specificity could explain their 

functioning. One can propose that this diversity in function is given by how the SIX TF interact 

with DNA. How this family of transcription factors evolved can show how similar or dissimilar 

each member is. These differences can be translated into changes in binding specificity, which can 

explain how this family is involved in many developmental processes. 
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1.4. Thesis aims 
 
 
 
Aim 1. Determine the evolutionary history of the SIX Transcription Factors 
 
The SIX transcription factor family evolution is an ongoing debate with multiple phylogenetics 

analysis demonstrating contrasting topologies. Much of the work done has been realized using 

only the proteins domains found in the SIX TF (Six domain and/or homeodomain) which leads to 

the different results based on the configuration of the data. To determine a more precise 

phylogenetic analysis I will used the most recent available tools for phylogenetic inference using 

the full-length sequence of SIX proteins. The sequences used will come from various Metazoan 

genus to be able to comprehend the most about the history of the SIX family. 

 
 
 
Aim 2. In vitro determination of the intrinsic DNA-binding preference of the SIX 
transcription factor 
 
The specificity of a transcription factor is a conserved feature that allows for the preservation of 

numerous gene regulatory networks. However, genomic duplications allow for changes in 

specificity to the produce copies. It has also been observed that orthologs can have exclusive 

specificities based on the species-specific modifications that results in divergent specificities. By 

using Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment followed by massively parallel 

DNA sequencing (SELEX-seq), I will determine the DNA-binding properties of SIX orthologs 

and paralogs. I will compare the DNA-binding preferences of the SIX transcription factors found 

in Drosophila melanogaster, Heliconius erato and Homo sapiens.  
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Aim 3. DNA-binding properties of Heliconius erato optix  
 
The Heliconius sp. butterflies use an array of different colors to discourage predators. The red 

color pigmentation found on the wings is regulated by the transcription factor known as optix. The 

optix transcription factor is a known regulator of eye development in fruit flies being coopted into 

the Heliconius wings. Little is known about the DNA-binding preferences of optix. By using 

Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment followed by massively parallel DNA 

sequencing (SELEX-seq), I will determine the DNA-binding properties of Heliconius erato optix. 

The results of SELEX-seq will allow me to predict and validate optix binding in previously 

described cis-regulatory elements specific for optix. 
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Chapter 2: The Evolutionary History of the SIX Family of 
Transcription Factors. 
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2.1.Introduction 
 

The instructions by which genes are regulated are stored within each species' genome, 

which dictates what is necessary for an organism to succeed. Extant genomes are the result of 

billions of years of evolution. Protein-coding genes are found within each species' DNA and are 

also the result of evolution and have changed since the first protein-coding gene originated. 

Understanding how these genes have diverged is an essential question in biology. Gene regulatory 

networks (GRN) are the regulatory mechanism between transcription factors (TF) and the genes 

they orchestrally regulate to produce a specific phenotype. Little is known about the evolution of 

these pathways and their components112. For example, natural selection usually coopts genes into 

new functions and, in the process, develops new features113. Gene duplication is the mechanism 

by which new genes are made, on which the paralogs that originate develop distinct functions that 

allow for diverse roles103,105,112–114.  Transcription factors are critical components in gene 

regulation, and gene duplication events can provide pathways that enable them to function in new 

roles18. Understanding how TFs have evolved can provide information on how they have been 

used for phenotypic innovation that led to the establishment of life on Earth.  

The SIX are members of the second most common class of transcription factors, the 

homeodomains (HD), in which they are considered atypical34. This is based on crucial amino acids 

responsible for the affinity and specificity to bind and read DNA. Within the SIX coding sequence, 

there is a unique protein domain named the SIX domain (SD), which is known to participate in 

protein-protein interactions55,56,66,78.  The SIX family has three members in Drosophila: sine oculis, 

optix, and six4.  They are involved in numerous developmental processes, from eye development 

to the red color pigmentation in the Heliconius butterflies' wings, to kidney or brain development, 
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and much more56,65,67,75,76,79,100.  Like many other protein-coding genes, this family has undergone 

a gene duplication event that has led to six paralogs (SIX1-6)56.   

Being critical components in multiple developmental processes, it is essential to understand 

this TF family's evolutionary story. Multiple phylogenetic analyses have been done on the SIX 

family, in which numerous topologies have been proposed54,68,72,75–77,115–117. Since their discovery, 

these analyses have been done as more sequences are obtained. However, much of the research 

has been conducted using only the protein domains (SD and HD). Both domains have been used 

in different configurations that have provided conflicting topologies. For example, most 

phylogenies propose that optix is evolutionarily related to sine oculis, with six4 being the more 

evolutionary divergent. While others have suggested the opposite topology, in which optix is more 

evolutionary related to six4. These differences are observed depending on the information used for 

the analysis, the usage of the protein domains, and the species taken into consideration. Using the 

sequence of protein domains is practical; however, with limitations. The full-length sequences 

carry essential information about how a protein is regulated and possibly provide information to 

understand its evolutionary history. For example, some reports have demonstrated that non-domain 

regions in the SIX proteins are crucial in determining the specificity of some SIX proteins and the 

genes they regulate62,63. The full-length aminoacidic sequence of the SIX proteins has not been 

consistently used to determine their phylogeny, which can provide a more precise resolution to 

this family's history and origins.  

This work aims to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the SIX family. By using the 

whole aminoacidic sequence of SIX proteins to fill the current gaps in the family. While also to 

pinpoint the moment in which the genes were established.  
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2.2.Materials and methods 
 

2.2.1. Sequence Data 
 

We searched and retrieved SIX proteins sequences from sponges to humans. Some 

sequences were obtained from the Ensembl database, using the paralogs feature to identify protein 

paralogs118, others were obtained from the Uniprot database119.  Candidates were also obtained 

from TBLAST searches using default settings120,121, using as input the SIX protein sequences 

found in Drosophila (UniprotID: Q27350). Some gene fragments were found within these 

databases. We used fragments with at least two protein domains (SD and HD) to determine if the 

sequence would be considered.  The longest sequences were selected if multiple isoforms were 

found for a protein. These decisions responded to our objective to attain a broader coverage of 

sequences. A total of 86 sequences of SIX-related proteins were used for downstream analysis.  

2.2.2. Phylogenetic analysis 
 

Protein sequences were visualized using MEGA122. For the multiple sequence alignment, 

we used the MUSCLE alignment algorithm found within MEGA123.  The sequence alignments 

were then exported for phylogenetic inference. Maximum Likelihood (ML) analyses were run 

using IQtree 1.6124 using the web implementation from the IQtree web server125 (last accessed in 

September 2021). To determine the best-fitting model, we used the ModelFinder126 feature in 

IQTree. The JTT+R10+F was determined to be the best-fit model. Support for the nodes was 

evaluated using the UFboot2127 feature from IQtree, with 1,000 pseudoreplicates. The 

phylogenetic inferences obtained were then visualized using the FigTree V1.4.4 software 

(http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Tree selection was based on the support of the nodes 

and observable tree topology (Supplementary image 2). Selected tree topologies were tested 

using already implemented methods in IQtree.  We used the Dendroscope software128, to view 
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large trees and export them for better imagining. The exported tree was then edited using Inkscape 

(https://inkscape.org/) for a publication-quality phylogenetic tree.  

 

2.3.  Results  
 

The presence of the SIX proteins were able to be traced from sponges to humans (Figure 2.1). 

This places at least a SIX protein since early metazoan, with at least one SIX protein found in the 

sponge Amphimedon queensladinca, while two more SIX-like proteins were found in other sponge 

species66. The three canonical SIX proteins (Sine oculis, optix, and Six4) were observed in 

Ctenophore and Cnidaria (Figure 2.1A). These proteins can be traced to around 810MYA, 

predating Bilateria. The SIX family composition remains constant in other animals, with the 

majority having the three canonical proteins. However, some divergence is observable in some 

phyla. The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) has 4 SIX-like proteins, while in the 

Trichoplax sp., only two SIX-like proteins are found.  

In the echinoderm S. purpuratus, the three canonical SIX proteins are found. This group is 

the most related phylum to Chordates. The SIX are conserved within the Chordate phylum, and it 

is within them that the genomic duplication of the SIX happened (Figure 2.1B). In lampreys, there 

are multiple copies of SIX proteins, with at least five of the SIX paralogs.  Fishes have multiple 

copies of some SIX proteins while having only one copy of the Six4 protein (Elephant shark). This 

is also observable in Xenopus. The six paralogs of the SIX family are entirely found in both the 

Spotted Gar and the Coelacanths, with an extra SIX protein found in the Reed fishes. In mammals, 

all the paralogs are observable from SIX1 to SIX6. Within these sequences, it is noticeable that 

the SIX protein family has diverged in multiple aspects since forming the three canonical proteins 

to the presence of the SIX paralogs.  
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 Sequence alignment was done to 86 SIX proteins (Supplementary Image 1). Both protein 

domains (SD and HD) have been highly conserved since Porifera. Protein-specific differences 

within the HD differentiate the proteins. The sequence of the N-terminal arm hexapeptide 34–36 is 

specific to each canonical SIX protein. A trait conserved in Cnidaria and Ctenophora, where sine 

oculis is characterized by the GEETSY motif, optix (GETQKH), and six4 (GEETVY). Some 

protein sequences show a divergent hexapeptide motif (GEETNY).  Both domains are highly 

conserved; however, the SD is the more variable. The SD domain conservation is found on the six 

alpha helix and the unorganized linker region between the SD and HD. The SD domain also has a 

characteristic four amino acid insertion that is only observable in optix/SIX3/6 proteins. This 

insertion is observable since Cnidaria and Ctenophora and is not lost in subsequent orthologs and 

paralogs.  In the case of Six7 proteins, the two sequences in our analysis have an insertion of 6 

amino acids long. This insertion is not observable in sponges or other SIX protein members and is 

solely found in optix members. 
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Figure 2.1. The SIX proteins are found from sponges to humans. Fig. 2.1A. At least an 
ancestral SIX protein is found in A.queenslandica. The three SIX proteins (Sine oculis, Six4, and 
optix) are observable from Radiata (N. vectensis & C. willey) and Bilateria, with some protein loss 
and gain in two species (Tricoplax, C. elegans). Fig. 2.1B. The gene duplication event occurred 
between the Tunicata (Halocynthia) and Vertebrates while an independent occurred in Reedfishes 
(Spotted gar). 
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Figure 2.2. SIX protein domains (SD and HD) are the most conserved regions. High 
divergence is observed surrounding the protein domains, with adjacent regions variable.  
 

The SD has low divergence in two significant areas, the first 30 amino acids and then from 

positions 80 to 120 of the SD. Some residues seem group-specific between the sponge SIX and 

sine oculis members while sharing the same N-terminal arm hexapeptide. Some amino acid 

residues are group specific in the SD, and others are conserved between the sponge SIX and sine 

oculis. An example is residue (G103); this residue is different in optix and six4 with a (D103) 

residue-specific between them. The opposite can be said at position 107; both optix and sine oculis 

have a (V107), while six4 has I and L. The isoleucine is conserved from sponges and jellyfish with 

subsequent evolutionary selection for the leucine. 

These DNA-binding positions, V102, R106, and R108, are conserved since sponges as no 

divergence was observed. The homeodomain (HD) remains highly conserved, with the recognition 
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helix being preserved since sponges with no noticeable modifications. The protein domains 

haven’t changed in size, with the SD being from 114 to 119 amino acids depending on the SIX 

members; the latter is based on the optix/SIX3/6/7 insertion.  The HD is canonically defined by 60 

amino acids, and the SIX follows that definition and structure. The unstructured regions found 

outside each domain are highly variable, with no clear consensus on their similarity. The amino 

and carboxylic regions found outside are highly variable. Figure 2.2 shows the size distribution 

of some SIX proteins. The variability in size found both upstream and downstream of each domain 

is divergent, even between orthologs. For example, Drosophila’s optix is the bigger protein of the 

set, while Heliconius is the opposite.  

The phylogenetic inference determined for the SIX protein family shows the presence of 

four subgroups (Figure 2.3).  These subgroups are composed of the three canonical SIX proteins 

(sine oculis, optix, and six4), while the remaining subgroup are proteins that are uncategorized to 

any of the three canonical subgroups. The uncategorized is composed of SIX proteins found in 

Porifera and two SIX proteins from C. elegans. They are labeled as uncategorized since they are 

not within the principal subgroups. The remaining SIX proteins in C. elegans are within the optix 

and Six4 subgroups. The last common ancestor between the SIX proteins originated from this 

uncategorized subgroup. This common ancestor gave origin to the sine oculis protein, while 

another divergence step must have occurred for the origin of optix and six4. From sine oculis, the 

genomic duplication event led to the formation of its paralogs Six1 and Six2. Since the subgroup 

is composed of all sine oculis members, we wanted to study the HD hexapeptide's conservation 

based on its characteristic for each protein subgroup (Figure 2.3 and Supplementary Image 3). 

Based on the sequences of our analysis, it was found that within the sine oculis/SIX1/2 subgroup, 

there is a high grade of conservation of the hexapeptide with slight divergence observed.   The 
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hexapeptide GEETSY is also observed in SIX proteins in sponges, but the candidates are part of 

their uncategorizable group.  

 The optix and six4 proteins are identified in Ctenophora and Cnidaria, and this suggests 

both proteins are more evolutionary-related between them than Sine oculis. The optix clade has all 

the orthologs and paralogs of optix with the unique reed fish duplication that led to the Six7 protein 

that seems to have originated from a Six3 common ancestor. The proteins identified from 

Ctenophora and Cnidaria are all arranged within the optix subgroup, establishing that optix was 

present in these phyla. The hexapeptide identified within the optix subgroup has a consensus 

sequence of GEQKTH, with some divergence observed in residues 2 to 5. The last subgroup is 

composed of six4 proteins which can be traced to the comb jellies and jellyfish as optix. The 

Coeloplana six4 protein branches outside the main Six4 subgroup, but this may result from using 

a fragment of the candidate protein. 
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Figure 2.3. Maximum Likelihood phylogram describing the evolution of the SIX proteins. 
Numbers on the nodes correspond to maximum likelihood bootstrap support values from IQtree. 
The SIX family is distributed into three main subgroups with an uncategorizable ungroup zone. 
Both optix/SIX3/6 and Six4/SIX4/5 share a common ancestor that originates from the last common 
ancestor with the Sine oculis/SIX1/2 subgroup. Hexapeptide sequence is conserved within each 
subgroup with some low divergence observable. 
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2.4. Discussion 
 

The SIX are an essential TF family with roles established since at least the simplest of 

animals, for example sea sponges. Finding this protein family in Porifera traces the SIX origins to 

hundreds of millions of years ago. The search for SIX proteins in sponges shows that at least in A. 

queenslandica, there is only one SIX protein, with other sponges demonstrating at least 2 SIX-like 

proteins. The divergence in the number of protein copies is exciting and suggests that the SIX 

proteins were constantly changing within sponges without proper establishment. This is observable 

when considering that all SIX-like proteins in our phylogenetic analysis are in the uncategorized 

subgroup (Figure 3), not fitting within the canonical SIX proteins. The proteins observed in 

sponges can be considered proto-SIX proteins and are the ancestors of all the current SIX genes. 

Interestingly the proto-SIX found in A. queenslandica shares the N-terminal arm hexapeptide 

characteristic of sine oculis (GEETSY). The number of SIX proteins in sponges during our analysis 

was restricted to only three sponge species, limiting the number of copies considered. However, 

there is a need for sequencing sponge genomes that could provide resolution to understand the 

protein dynamics in Porifera. An increase in available genomes could give a better understanding 

of the origins of the SIX proteins. Even with this limitation, we successfully observed the presence 

of these proto-SIX proteins that have been reported to be responsible for sensory processes in 

sponges, particularly in sensing light65, a trait shared with almost all its descendants.  

 The three canonical SIX proteins are identified in jellyfish and comb jellies. This places all 

three proteins predate the origin of Bilateria. This establishes that the three SIX proteins have been 

present in Metazoan for almost 810MYA. However, in C. elegans, we could not identify a sine 

oculis protein, even when one candidate does carry the expected hexapeptide. Some reports have 

demonstrated that this protein functions during head morphogenesis 72. Still, two SIX-like proteins 
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are found within the uncategorized. This could mean that these two proteins are highly divergent, 

and their placement reflects this. Surprisingly when considering the hexapeptide sequence, it is 

observed that some highly divergent proteins share the same hexapeptide of sine oculis. But even 

though they share this characteristic, they are highly divergent to be considered members of sine 

oculis. In contrast, the remaining uncategorized SIX proteins have a hexapeptide of GEETNY. 

This was also observable in some proto-SIX proteins in sponges, possibly because of a 

transitionary phase with these proteins. These observations also demonstrate that even when some 

proteins can share the characteristic hexapeptide on the HD, this alone is not enough to differentiate 

each protein class. It shouldn't be surprising that these proteins differences are based on the regions 

outside the domains.  

Why do some species have missing SIX proteins? This is an exciting question that could 

result from the current genomic assemblies available that have been unable to identify all the SIX 

proteins in some species. However, it is also possible that they may have been deleted or lost based 

on an independent evolutionary process. For example, in humans, there are both SIX4 and SIX5, 

with spotty representation in some species. Surprisingly, some reports on humans 82 have shown 

that the deletion of SIX4 has no apparent effect on the phenotype; the same cannot be stated for 

SIX5. It is plausible that some redundancy has occurred during the evolutionary process of both 

proteins and some species seem to have lost one copy of either SIX4 or SIX5.  

Sequence conservation is observable within protein domains but high divergence is 

observable in regions outside the domains. The HD is the most conserved region, with the 

recognition helix being conserved since sponges. The SD has some divergence while retaining 

most of its conservation within its final alpha helix and its linker to the HD. Some changes are 

species-specific, but at least key binding residues have remained constant since Porifera. 
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optix/SIX3/SIX6/SIX7 SD is different from the other SIX proteins; the SD domain has a unique 

insertion that is highly variable with no consensus sequence. This insertion was also observable in 

SIX7, with the main difference is having a more extended insertion.  

 The evolutionary history of the SIX hasn’t been completely established, with multiple tree 

topologies being reported 54,68,72,75–77,115–117. The phylogenetic inferences have been made using, in 

the majority, only the protein domains to establish the phylogeny of the SIX family. This has 

resulted in the different placement of both optix/SIX3/6/7 and Six4/SIX4/5, where it is determined 

that optix/SIX3/6/7 is the distinct subgroup with six4/SIX4/5 and sine oculis/SIX1/2 sharing a 

common ancestor.  We believe these results are the result of only using the protein domains. We 

can provide a complete phylogenetic analysis using the whole protein sequence of SIX proteins 

found in numerous phyla. Here we demonstrated that the optix/SIX3/6/7 and six4/SIX4/5 related 

proteins are closer than sine oculis/SIX1/2. During the evolutionary process of each protein, sine 

oculis diverged independently, while optix and six4 share a common ancestor. This highly 

contrasts with previous phylogenies done to the family. Our work used all the protein sequences 

for each member and not the domains, which provided a greater resolution for the placement of 

each subgroup. The sine oculis/SIX1/2 subgroup seems to be the less divergent SIX, than 

optix/SIX3/6/7 and six4/SIX4/5.  

Since early Metazoans, the optix/SIX3/6/7 subgroup has been present, with expression 

reported in jellyfish, especially within the developing eye cup75. In addition, a C. elegans SIX 

candidate protein can be placed within this subgroup.  Within the paralogs of optix, one can find 

Six7, which originates from an independent duplication event within the Six3 protein. This makes 

Six7 more evolutionary related to Six3 than to Six6.  It was also interesting to notice differences 

between optix members from Arthropoda. For example, Drosophila’s optix doesn’t group with its 
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more relatable species in insects with Heliconius optix, being more like the optix found in the 

Brachiopoda crustacean Daphnia magna. This is interesting but not completely surprising since 

previous reports mention that Drosophila’s optix is different from other Arthropods, with an 

exclusive domain within the C-terminal after the HD 63.  These types of modifications highlight 

the differences that are possible within orthologs.  

In the case of Six4/SIX4/5, this is the most divergent group of all the canonical SIX 

proteins. This subgroup carries the remaining C. elegans gene, which has been reported to play 

essential roles in motility and differentiation74. Ctenophore Six4 protein was located near but not 

within the Six4/SIX4/5 subgroup. This is based on the sequence used in our analysis and its 

fragment status. However, we performed topologies tests to confirm that this gene was a six4. Our 

analysis show no changes in  the topologies observed, which means that the placement of this gene 

is within the Six4/SIX4/5 subgroup. Enhanced sequencing could fill in the gaps and officially place 

the gene within its subgroup.  
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2.5. Conclusion  
 

This work determined the evolutionary history of the SIX transcription factor family. This 

family has been conserved since the early presence of Metazoan, placing them in Porifera. 

However, some sponges demonstrated the presence of more SIX proteins that were possibly lost 

during evolution. The need for new factors led to the formation of the SIX protein that we currently 

recognize, and further evolutionary time led to their duplication. The current analysis demonstrated 

that phylogenies using the whole-length protein sequence provide a more precise understanding of 

protein evolution.  Doing so allows us to provide a more detailed evolutionary history and predict 

the controversial placements reported. The story of the SIX family is diverse and complex and 

filled with fascinating examples of how genes evolve. Their conservation highlights their vital 

roles in development and their critical place in the numerous developmental processes. What 

makes them different in a functional context is an exciting endeavor to provide insight into their 

functional evolution.  
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Chapter 3: DNA binding Specificity of the SIX Transcription 
Factors. 
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3.2 Introduction 
 

Understanding the dynamics of DNA-binding specificity by transcription factors (TF) 

provides insight and valuable information into the mechanism of gene regulation. The DNA 

binding domain (DBD) found within TFs is responsible for interacting directly with the DNA and 

contributes significantly to their specificity 4,5,7,30. The homeodomains (HD) are the second most 

abundant class of DBDs 34. The HDs have a conserved binding motif associated with the class, 

with divergent members having different specificities34. These alterations can be correlated to 

changes in key amino acid residues that are important for DNA interaction34,35. There are multiple 

pathways in which a TF can change its specificity. One possibility is species-specific modifications 

that regulate specific developmental roles in different organisms33,105. Another possibility is an 

evolutionary event like gene duplication that can lead to changes in specificity103. In this process, 

one copy retains the ancestral role and specificity, while the other can diversify and, in the process, 

alter its specificity104. 

   Changes in specificity can originate from changes in the amino acid residues involved in 

the protein-DNA interaction. DBDs are classified according to the homology shared between 

members34,129,130, and protein sequence conservation leads to a conserved binding motif between 

members. The HDs are described to share a conserved DNA binding motif of TAATTA. This motif 

has been found in HD families like the HOX and Antennapedia. However, some families can 

demonstrate divergent binding motifs and are usually recognized as atypical34.   

The SIX are an atypical family member of the HDs. The SIX HD has a highly negative N-

terminal arm that contrasts with the highly positive nature of typical HDs34. They also have an 

exclusive protein domain known as the SIX (SD) domain found N-terminal of the HD43. The SIX 

family specificity is characterized by a TGATAC, different from the canonical TAATTA26,34,56. The 
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divergence in specificity can be the result of numerous factors, from the effect of amino acid 

modifications within the HD or the presence of the SD. 

The SIX are involved in multiple developmental processes. The family has been found 

from sponges to humans56,65,75. The SIX are recognized by the three canonical members (sine 

oculis, optix, and six4)56. In addition, a duplication event led to at least six new members (SIX1 to 

SIX6) in animals, from Lampreys to Humans, all originating from the canonical SIX members.  

Their roles are diverse, which highlights their rich evolutionary history 42,54,75–77,90,115. Roles that 

span from the eye development in flies to the red wing color pigmentation in the Heliconius 

butterflies and the lateralization of the human brain. This family contributes to multiple 

developmental pathways which have become critical for the survivability of an organism66,69.  

How the SIX can achieve their roles isn’t fully understood, especially when considering 

changes in their specificity. Little is known about the specificity of all SIX members and if binding 

differences can differentiate between members. Less is known about the evolutionary changes 

between orthologs (sine oculis, six4 and optix) and their paralogs SIX1, SIX2, SIX4, SIX5, SIX3 

and SIX6. This work will by evaluating changes in specificity between the SIX members, taking 

into consideration the binding specificity between orthologs and paralogs. This analysis can 

demonstrate if changes in specificity have occurred in the SIX family while also validating if 

genomic duplication events lead to binding specificity divergence.  
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3.2 Materials and methods 
 

3.2.1. SIX genes 
 

To analyze the specificity between orthologs and paralogs of SIX transcription factors, we 

decide to use the SIX genes found in Drosophila melanogaster (Dmel), Heliconius erato (Heli), 

and Homo sapiens (Homo). The sequences from Drosophila melanogaster were obtained from 

plasmid repositories. The sine oculis and six4 clones were obtained from the Drosophila Genomics 

Resource Center. The clone for sine oculis was GM13131 (DGRC Stock 1280637; 

https://dgrc.bio.indiana.edu//stock/1280637; RRID: DGRC_1280637), while six4 clone is 

FI01103 (DGRC Stock 1623344; https://dgrc.bio.indiana.edu//stock/1623344; RRID: 

DGRC_1623344). The optix gene was obtained from the DNASU plasmid repository 

(DmCD00766251).   

The Heliconius SIX genes were synthesized using the Gene Wiz Standard Gene Synthesis 

service (https://www.genewiz.com/). The sequences were obtained from multiple databases. The 

sine oculis and six4 were obtained using the Lepidopteran genome database (http://lepbase.org/). 

The protein sequence of sine oculis and six4 from Drosophila melanogaster were used as queries.  

The optix sequence (ID: L7X1S6) was obtained from the Universal Protein Resource (Uniprot 

https://www.uniprot.org/).  

The Human SIX genes for SIX2, SIX3, SIX4, and SIX6 were obtained from the DNASU 

plasmid repository.  Each clone can be identified by the following clone IDs, HsCD00618350 

(SIX2), HsCD00297116 (SIX3), HsCD00733174 (SIX4), and HsCD00079817 (SIX6). The SIX1 

gene was obtained from the Addgene plasmid repository (MSCV-Six1 was a gift from Heide Ford 

(Addgene plasmid # 49263; http://n2t.net/addgene:49263; RRID: Addgene_49263)). The SIX5 
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sequence (ID: Q8N196) was retrieved from the UNIPROT database. SIX5 was synthesized using 

Genewiz as used for the Heliconius SIX genes.  

3.2.2. Cloning of SIX genes 
 

The SIX genes in our catalog were cloned in two types of expression vectors, one for a 

bacterial expression system and the second for the expression of proteins in a cell-free system. The 

vector utilized for bacterial expression was the pET32a (+) vector from Millipore Sigma (Cat. 

69015). This plasmid has a Thioredoxin solubility tag, a S•tag, and a 6xHis-tag for protein 

purification. The cell-free protein expression system was from CellFree Science 

(https://www.cfsciences.com/eg/). The manufacturer recommends the expression vector pEU, 

which is optimized for the system. The plasmid selected was the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1.  

To insert our genes into these expression vectors, we used Gibson Assembly131. Gibson 

cloning requires the linearized plasmid vector and for each gene insert to have a 15bp flanking 

region on both ends (5’ and 3’), which must overlap with the vector. All primers used can be found 

in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. The DNA primers were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies 

(IDT, Coralville, Iowa, USA) as standard desalted.  The linearized vector and all the SIX inserts 

were produced using a high-fidelity polymerase from New England BioLabs (NEB M0530L). We 

used the Phusion High-Fidelity (HF) DNA Polymerase master mix. It comes with a High-Fidelity 

buffer (Cat. M0531) and a GC buffer (Cat. M0532), used for PCR reactions with templates rich in 

GC content. To determine the annealing temperature for all reactions, we used the NEB Tm 

Calculator (https://tmcalculator.neb.com/#!/main).  

All reactions, minus SIX5 and Dmel optix, were done using the HF buffer with successful 

results. The inserts from both optix and SIX5 were produced using the GC buffer. To isolate and 

clean our inserts, we used the QIAGEN QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Cat. No. / ID:28106). All 
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SIX inserts were isolated using this kit except for SIX5. To successfully isolate the SIX5 insert, the 

PCR product was separated by electrophoresis using a 1% Agarose gel. The insert was visualized 

using Ethidium bromide and a UV transilluminator.  The DNA band corresponding to SIX5 was 

cut from agarose and purified using the QIAGEN QIAquix Gel Extraction Kit (Cat. No. / ID: 

28707.) The pET32a (+) and the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 vector were linearized and purified 

using the same procedure. 

To develop our plasmid constructs, we used the Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit from NEB 

(Cat. E5510). The reaction was done as the manufacturer suggested using the NEB Ligation 

Calculator (https://nebiocalculator.neb.com/#!/ligation). The vector mass was set to 30ng, and the 

inserts were added in a 5:1 ratio, as calculated in the NEB Calculator. The products of these 

reactions were then used to transform competent E. coli bacteria. We used the NEB 5 alpha 

Competent E. coli (Cat. C2987H), and 5 µL of each ligation reaction was used in each 

transformation process using the High-Efficiency Transformation Protocol suggested by the 

manufacturer. Luria-Bertani (LB) plates were used to validate the transformation procedure; these 

had ampicillin as the selective agent. Plates were left at 37oC to incubate overnight, and colony 

growth was evaluated the next day. Bacterial colonies were isolated from these plates and used as 

templates for Colony PCR. The procedure confirms that the gene of interest is found within the 

vector. We used NEB Taq 2X Polymerase Master Mix (M0270L) and specific primers for each 

vector. In the case of pET32, we used the standard T7 promoter and terminator primer sequences. 

For inserts within the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1, we used custom-made primers based on the 

SP6 promoter and a reverse primer named MCS-Rv (Table 3.3) to cover all the insert regions.  

Primer annealing temperatures were determined using the NEB Tm Calculator, and 

reactions were done according to manufacturer protocol. PCR reaction mixes were run by 
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electrophoresis in an agarose 1.5% agarose gel, and the presence of the insert was evaluated based 

on the expected weight for each amplicon.  Bacterial colonies confirmed to have the expected SIX 

factor were left overnight for no more than 16 hours. The plasmids were then purified using the 

Qiagen QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Cat. No. / ID: 27106). Purified plasmids were then sent for 

Sanger Sequencing utilizing a selection of standard primers (T7 promoter and terminator) and 

custom-made primers for some genes of interest (Table 3.3). Some primers didn’t entirely cover 

some gene sequences. Hence, we made specific primers to cover all the coding sequence, allowing 

us to evaluate the complete gene sequence. All primers used for sequencing can be found in Table 

3.3. 
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Table 3.1: Primers for gibson cloning using the pET32 vector 

Primer Name Primer Sequence 
Fw_Linear_pET32(+): TAACAAAGCCCGAAAGGAAGCTGAG 
Rv_Linear_pET32(+): CTTGTCGTCGTCGTCGGTACCCAGA 
    
SO_Dmel_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGTTACAGCATCCC 
SO_Dmel_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTAAGTGCTGGTACTCGCC 
  
SIX4_Dmel_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGTTTGACAAGAAT 
SIX4_Dmel_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTTGCCCATTGAAAAT 
  
optix_Dmel_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGGCCGTTGGACCG 
optix_Dmel_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTGTGATCTCGGGAGCACTG 
  
So_Herato_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGCTGGGTGGTCCG 
So_Herato_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGGTATGATGGTATTGCAGATGC 
  
optix_Herato_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGCGCGGTAGCTGG 
optix_Herato_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCTCTTCGTCAACGTT 
  
SIX4_Hmel_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGGAAAGTTGCAGTGATCGT 
SIX4_Hmel_pPET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCGGCGGATTACCATGCA 
  
SIX1_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGTCGATGCTGCCG 
SIX1_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGGACCCCAAGTCCACCAGA 
  
SIX2_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGTCCATGCTGCCCACC 
SIX2_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGGAGCCCAGGTCCACGA 
  
SIX3_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGGTATTCCGCTCCCC 
SIX3_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTACATCACATTCCGAGTCGC 
  
SIX4_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGGAAAGCGCCTCG 
SIX4_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGTAAGTCTTGCATATCTTCATCC 
  
SIX5_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGGCGACGCTGCCG 
SIX5_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCAGCTCCAGTGGTTCCTCA 
  
SIX6_Huma_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGTTCCAGCTGCCCA 
SIX6_Huma_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGGATGTCGCACTCGCT 
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Table 3.2: Primers for gibson cloning in the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 vector 

Primer Name Primer Sequence 
Fw_Linear_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 GATATCTCGAGGATCCCGGGTAC 

Rv_Linear_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 GCCCTGAAAATACAGGTTTTCG 
    
SO_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGTTACAGCATCCC 

SO_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv 

GTAAATTCTATACAACTATAAGTGCTGGTACTCGCCC 
  
SIX4_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw 

AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGTTTGACAAGAATTTGGAC 

SIX4_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTATTGCCCATTGAAAATCGT 
  
optix_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGGCCGTTGGACCG 

optix_Dmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv 

GTAAATTCTATACAACTATGTGATCTCGGGAGCAC 
  
So_Herato_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw 

AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGCTGGGTGGTCCG 

So_Herato_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTAGGTATGATGGTATTGCAGATG 
  
optix_Herato_pEU-E01-His-
TEV-MCS-N1 _Fw CTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGCGCGGTAGCTGG 

optix_Herato_pEU-E01-His-
TEV-MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTATTACTCTTCGTCAAC 
  
SIX4_Hmel_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw 

AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGGAAAGTTGCAGTGATC 

SIX4_Hmel_ppEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTACGGCGGATTACCATGC 
  
SIX1_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGTCGATGCTGCCG 

SIX1_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTAGGACCCCAAGTCCAC 
  
SIX2_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGTCCATGCTGCCCAC 

SIX2_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv 

GTAAATTCTATACAACTAGGAGCCCAGGTCCAC 
  
SIX3_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGGTATTCCGCTCCCC 

SIX3_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTATACATCACATTCCGAGTCG 
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SIX4_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGGAAAGCGCCTCG 

SIX4_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv 

GTAAATTCTATACAACTATAAGTCTTGCATATCTTCATCC 
  
SIX5_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw 

AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGGCGACGCTGC 

SIX5_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTACAGCTCCAGTGGTTCC 
  
SIX6_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw AACCTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGTTCCAGCTGCCC 

SIX6_Huma_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv GTAAATTCTATACAACTAGATGTCGCACTCGCT 

 

Table 3.3: Sequencing primers  

Primer Name Primer Sequence 
T7 Promoter TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG 
T7 Terminator GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG 
pET32_sequencing primer_Fw ATGGACAGCCCAGATCTG 
pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-
N1_Fw_Seq_E01 

CATTCAATCACTCTTTCCACTAACC 

pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1_Rv pEU CCTGATATAGGAAGGCCGG 
So_Dmel_pET32_Fw2 ATTCCACCGGGGACAATAC 
Six4_Dmel_pET32_Fw2 TATCCAATCTCACAGCCG 
optix_Dmel_pET32_Rv2 GAAGCTCTGCAGGTAACAG 
SIX4_Hmel_pET32_Rv2 GCCTTAAACCACAGCGTCTG 
SIX4_Huma_pET32_Fw2 AGCTCTACAGCATCCTCG 
SIX4_Huma_pET32_Fw3 TGGCATCACCAACCTCAG 
SIX4_Huma_pET32_Rv2 ATGTCGCGGTTTAGCTCAG 
SIX5_Huma_pET32_Fw2 AGATCTGTACCTCCGTGC 
SIX5_Huma_pET32_Fw3 AGCCGTTCTGCTGAATGG 
SIX5_Huma_pET32_Rv2 CACCCTCTGGCACACTAATC 

 

Sequence validation was done on all constructs built with Gibson Cloning. The gene 

insertion of our SIX genes was successful in pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1.  We decided to express 

our proteins under this system since all constructs were sequence-verified with the cell-free 

expression vector.   
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3.2.3. Cell-free expression of SIX proteins  

The SIX proteins were expressed using a cell-free expression system bought from CellFree 

Sciences. The kit we used was the WEPRO7240; it comes with all the necessary reagents and 

products for the cell-free reaction, including the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 vector used in our 

cloning. To express our proteins, we used the guidelines and protocols established by the 

manufacturer. We also used a positive control that comes with the kit, used to express the GFP 

protein. If the procedure is done successfully, the control reaction must show the green 

fluorescence light emitted by GFP.  

The first step consisted in producing the mRNA of each of our genes. This was done using 

300 ng of each SIX plasmid in their respective reaction tubes. Each reaction tube has the pEU-

E01-His-TEV-SIX-N1 construct, SP6 RNA Polymerase (Promega P1085), RNase Inhibitors 

(Promega N2611), NTP mix (NEB N0450L), transcription buffer LM (CellFree Sciences, Inc.) 

and water, for a reaction volume of 20uL. After the transcription mix was prepared, it was 

incubated at 37oC for 6 hours. This was done on a thermocycler to control the incubation 

temperature and time. After incubation, wheat germ extract and creatine kinase were added to the 

reaction tubes. This mixture was then added to mini dialysis cups with a 10K MWCO pore size 

(Thermo Scientific 88401). These dialysis cups were placed in a deep-well plate filled with a 

mixture of reaction buffers provided by the manufacturer. The reaction buffer is a mixture of four 

buffers named 40x SUB-AMIX SGC (S1-S4). Each buffer has the reagents required to produce 

our proteins. The components of the buffers are proprietary. The reaction buffers were used to fill 

the deep-well plate wells. Each cup was left in its respective well, not letting it fully submerged in 

the buffer, only allowing the necessary depth for the membrane to be in direct contact with the 

buffer. The deep-well plate was then wrapped in plastic foil and incubated for 20 hours at 15oC.  
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After incubation, the content of each dialysis cup is extracted and placed in 1.5 mL 

collection tubes. This mixture has our protein of interest. The GFP positive control is evaluated to 

confirm that the reaction was done effectively. Western blot is done to validate that the proteins 

were produced. Since the proteins have a His-tag, they are visualized using an Anti-HIS-HRP 

antibody [1 µL:10000 µL] (NOVUS NB100-63173) and ECL substrates (Bio-Rad 1705061). 

Proteins are confirmed based on their molecular weight.   

3.2.4. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay  
 

DNA-binding is critical for a TF to be functional. Because of this, we must evaluate that 

the produced proteins can successfully bind DNA. This is done by electrophoretic mobility shift 

assay (EMSA), in which we run our protein sample on a native gel in combination with a labeled 

DNA probe. This is done by identifying a DNA sequence that can be recognized by the TF, in this 

case, a SIX TF. We use the Wnt1 enhancer sequence recognized by Six3132. We designed a 60bp-

long DNA probe labeled with an infrared fluorescent dye. We also designed an alternative DNA 

probe (soAE regulatory element) based on a sequence obtained from a previous publication that 

used it for Drosophila’s melanogaster sine oculis60. To prepare the ssDNA probe for EMSA, a 

fluorescent dye must be incorporated, this is done using an already marked ssDNA primer 

complementary to the constant regions of the ssDNA probe. This is done by producing dsDNA in 

a PCR reaction. Table 3.4. has the sequences for the DNA sequences used to prepare our probes 

with the corresponding fluorescent dye. The DNA oligos were purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (IDT, Coralville, Iowa, USA) as standard desalted, except where noted otherwise. 

PCR purification columns are then used to purify the resulting dsDNA probe. 

The EMSA is done using a mix consisting of our protein of interest and the label dsDNA 

probe. A specific binding buffer for our SIX proteins was determined and named the SIX binding 
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buffer, done initially in a 10X concentration (250 mM HEPES, 750 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 100 

mM MgCl2). The SIX binding buffer is then diluted to a 5X working concentration, to which 

Glycerol is added to a final concentration of 50 %. A 1X SIX binding buffer dilution is done and 

used for control reactions or protein dilutions. 

The reaction mix is made of (5.1 µL of SIX binding buffer [5X], 4 µL of pdI-DC [1000 

ng/µL], 0.5 µL of Bovine Serum Albumin [1 mg/mL], 1 µL of Tween-20 [1%], 0.2 µL of 

Dithiothreitol [1 M], 0.75 µL of the label DNA probe [1000 nM] and 5 µL of our Cell-Free 

expressed SIX protein for a 15 µL final volume. A control reaction is prepared on which no protein 

is added, the protein volume is substituted by 1X SIX binding buffer. Each reaction is left at room 

temperature for an hour of incubation. A 6% acrylamide native gel is prepared for a 22 cm-high 

crystal chamber. The gel is then pre-ran with the (0.5X) TBE buffer for 15 minutes at 160V. After 

the gel is pre-ran, the voltage is reduced to 60V, and samples are added to each well. The gel is 

run for 2 hours and then visualized in an Azure Sapphire™ Biomolecular Imager (Azure 

Biosystems Inc., Dublin, California, USA) with laser excitation wavelength 658 nm and filter Red 

710BP40. 

Table 3.4. DNA oligos for EMSA. 

DNA oligo name Oligo Sequences 
Wnt1 Promoter CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGACATCTAATGATAAGCACAGGACACTT

CTGCCCAGGCGAG 
Wnt1 Promoter 
Scrambled 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGAATTCAGTCCCGAAAGTAAAGACACTT
CTGCCCAGGCGAG 

SoAE 
Regulatory 
Element 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGCTGGTAATTCGATATCATTGGACACTT
CTGCCCAGGCGAG 

SoAE 
Regulatory 
Element 
Scrambled 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGATTGTTTAAAGTAGTTCCCGGACACTT
CTGCCCAGGCGAG 

IR700_rPCR_v2 
(HPLC purify) /5IRD700/CTCGCCTGGGCAGAAGTGTC 
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3.2.5. Systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) 

 
 

The DNA binding preferences of the SIX proteins were determined by employing the 

Systematic Evolution of Ligand and Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) assay. This is an in vitro 

technique used to determine the DNA targets of any DNA-binding protein. To determine the SIX 

proteins' binding preference, we used a SELEX variant called SELEX-seq25. To start, we use a 

60bp long DNA-Library, with a 20bp randomized region flanked by constant regions used to 

enrich selected sequences and add Illumina compatible barcodes to each sample (See Table 3.5. 

for all DNA oligos used during the SELEX-seq). The DNA oligos were purchased from Integrated 

DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, Iowa, USA) as standard desalted except where noted 

otherwise. The 20bp randomized region gives 1012 unique sequences, which in theory, can provide 

coverage for each possible 20mer. The ssDNA library is made into a dsDNA library by PCR, this 

is done using the rPCR primer (from a 100 µM stock), which makes de dsDNA biotinylated. This 

PCR reaction is done in two independent PCR reactions. PCR purification columns are used to 

then purify the dsDNA libraries, and concentration is determined by UV/Vis Nanodrop (expecting 

a working range from 0.5-2 µM).  

The binding reaction is done at the same concentrations as the EMSA procedure but in a 

final volume of 20 µL. For each protein, there is a total of three binding reactions, the dsDNA 

library (200 nM) + protein of interest, the dsDNA probe + protein of interest, and one only with 

the dsDNA probe. Since the library cannot be visualized, we used the dsDNA probe as a guide 

when running and visualizing the gel. Samples as previously described for EMSA, and each 

dsDNA library reaction are run beside their homologous dsDNA probe reaction. After the samples 

are run, they are visualized with the Azure Sapphire™ Biomolecular Imager (Azure Biosystems 
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Inc., Dublin, California, USA) with laser excitation wavelength 658 nm and filter Red 710BP40. 

This step allows us to determine if DNA-binding is observable in those lanes with dsDNA probe 

+ protein. The produced image is then printed on a 1:1 scale, allowing the gel and the image to 

overlap fully. The gel with its back crystal cover is placed over the scaled image. This enables us 

to locate the samples on the gel using the controls seen in the picture. Using the dsDNA probe + 

protein lane as a guide, the corresponding lane of dsDNA library + SIX protein. All bound regions 

and unbound (free DNA) regions are cut from this lane. The cut gels are placed in EB buffer and 

incubated at room temperature with constant shaking overnight, allowing the DNA oligos to be 

released into the buffer.  The bound sequences are purified using Dynabeads Streptavidin magnetic 

beads (Thermo Fisher 11205D). Using a magnetic well plate to isolate biotinylated oligos and 

magnetically selected oligos. DNA oligos corresponding to the bound fraction are washed and 

enriched (15 cycles) using fPCR and rPCR primers (both from a 10 µM stock) in a PCR reaction. 

The products are then purified, and their concentration is measured by UV/Vis Nanodrop, and this 

concentration is used to determine the required volume for another round of selection. This method 

shows what is considered the first round of SELEX-seq. This process is done two more times for 

a total of three rounds.  Always using the bound fraction purified from the previous step to carry 

on to subsequent rounds. If any bound sequence resulted from a possible dimeric binding, we 

treated each bound shift independently during the SELEX-seq. In the case of multiple dimeric 

shifts in the same reaction, the bound sequences are mixed equimolar, maintaining each bound 

shift's representation.  

The products of each round, including bound and unbound oligos, were then uniquely 

barcoded to be sequenced by Illumina sequencing. To barcode, each sample, 5 µL of every DNA 

sample, including DNA from all three rounds, negative controls (blanks), and the starting library, 
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are run in a PCR reaction independently for each sample. This is done by using the rPCR + barcode 

and the fPCR + adapter (both from a 5µM stock). The sequencing was done using the services of 

Novogene. Samples were prepared and sent as recommended by the company with the 

corresponding sequencing primer. After sequencing, de novo motif analysis is done to determine 

the enriched sequences in our datasets.   

Table 3.5.  DNA oligos for SELEX-seq 

SELEX-seq DNA 
oligo 

Oligo Sequences 

20 library (20N) CTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT(N)20CACAGCTTCGTACCGAGCGG  
Fw_primer (fPCR) CTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT 
Rv_primer (rPCR) 
*Adds biotin CCGCTCGGTACGAAGCTG  
Fw_primer + 
Illumina adapter 
(fPCR + Ad) 

AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTGCTCTTCCGATCTCTGATC
CTACCATCCGTGCT  

Rv_primer + 
Barcode (6p) 
+Illumina adapter 
(rPCR+barcode) 

CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATXXXXXXTCTTCCGATCCCGC
TCGGTACGAAGCTGTG  

Sequencing primer 
(HPLC purify) GCTCTTCCGATCTCTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT  

 

3.2.6. De novo motif analysis 

The analysis process of SELEX-seq data was done using the bioinformatical pipeline described 

by Nitta et al.26. Detection of sequences selected by our SIX proteins was done with the Autoseed 

algorithm, developed by Nitta and colleagues. This algorithm works by identifying all 

subsequences that are enriched more than any other relatable sequence. The program scans the 

datasets from SELEX-seq and detects motifs that are enriched based on a baseline, in this case, the 

starting library. We used two input files for our analysis: the library file that functions as the 

background and our SIX DNA bound sequences from our SELEX-seq rounds. We ran our analysis 
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natively on our computers.  The code that we used to determine the enrichment of our sequences 

is the following: 

• Autoseed running command structure 

./totalautoseed -20N <background file>.txt <SelexRound_SIXprotein>.txt 1 8 10 
0.35 - 50 40 > <output file name>.txt; cp Kmer_summary8to10.svg <output file 
name>.svg 
 

• Autoseed running example for Round 3 Human SIX1 
 
./totalautoseed -20N R50_333.txt R50_SIX1.txt 1 8 10 0.35 - 50 40 
>SIX1_R3_097_R50_333.txt; cp Kmer_summary8to10.svg SIX1_R3_097_R50_333.svg 
 
 

This command was run for each of our proteins and was used to determine the sequences 

that were bound and enriched for every SIX protein. Following analysis, we use Autoseed to 

determine the binding matrices for each enriched seed we have identified. This is done to represent 

our analysis in a DNA Logo format to provide information regarding the binding of our SIX 

proteins.  To determine the binding matrices for our proteins, we used the following code: 

• Autoseed command to determine binding matrices based on a sequence seed 

./spacek40 --f -dinuc -nocall -m=1 -20N -q R47_666.txt R47_142.txt NYGATACN 
200 | grep "One Hit" > DmelSo_R47_666_R47_142_NYGATACN.pfm 
  
 
#Crea el Logo del motivo a base del pfm 
./spacek40 --logo DmelSo_NYGATACN.pfm DmelSo_R47_666_R47_142_NYGATACN.svg  
 
 Subsequently, the position frequency matrix that was determined by Autoseed was used in 

an R pipeline to better represent the information stored within the matrices.  
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3.2.7. Specificity matrix comparison  

Specificity matrices were obtained using the Autoseed pipeline and curated to only the 

extended 12bp DNA-binding motif26. Matrices were compared using the RSAT web server 

http://rsat.eead.csic.es/plants/compare-matrices_form.cgi (Supplementary image 5). Correlation 

values were then visualized in RStudio [Rversion & Rstudio] and heatmaps were generated with 

correlation values. 
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3.3. Results 
 

3.3.1. Protein expression and SELEX-seq 
 

The SIX proteins (Sine oculis, optix, and Six4) from Drosophila melanogaster and 

Heliconius erato were successfully expressed (Figure 3.1).  The human paralogs (SIX1-SIX6) 

were also successfully expressed (Figure 3.2). The binding of each SIX transcription factor 

was evaluated using Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA). A total of 8 SIX proteins 

were able to bind to the Wnt1 enhancer sequence (Figure 3.3). The remaining SIX proteins, 

Sine oculis from Drosophila and Heliconius, Six4 from Heliconius, and optix from 

Drosophila, didn’t bind to the Wnt1 promoter. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Anti-his Western blot of SIX proteins from Drosophila and Heliconius. All SIX 
proteins from Drosophila melanogaster and Heliconius erato were expressed. Six4D is a non-HD 
isoform of the full-length Six4 in Heliconius. GFP is a positive control for this blot. 
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Figure 3.2. Anti-his Western blot of SIX proteins from Homo sapiens. All SIX proteins from 
Human paralogs were expressed. GFP is a positive control for this blot.  
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Figure 3.3. EMSA of SIX proteins binding to the Wnt1 enhancer. 8 of 12 SIX proteins bind to 
the Wnt1 promoter. No binding was observable in the remaining SIX proteins illustrated with 
parenthesis. GFP functions as a negative control for this assay.  
 

The SIX proteins that didn’t bind to the Wnt1 promoter were tested for binding using the 

soAE (sine oculis autoregulatory element)60.  To which D. melanogaster sine oculis and optix were 

able to bind to the regulatory element successfully, this was also observable in Heliconius sine 

oculis and six4 (Figure 3.4).  SELEX seq was done using the results from these EMSA assays and 

was successfully completed for every SIX protein. All samples were run using the dsDNA probes 

determined by our EMSA assays.  Figure 3.5 shows a SELEX-seq native gel of D.melanogaster 

SIX proteins at Round 3. Supplementary image 4 has all SELEX gels from Round 3. 
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Figure 3.4 EMSA of SIX proteins binding to the soAE regulatory element.  The binding of D. 
melanogaster sine oculis and optix; Heliconius sine oculis, and six4 were observable when using 
the sine oculis regulatory element.  
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Figure 3.5. EMSA gel of Round 3 of SELEX-seq for SIX proteins on Drosophila 
melanogaster. Cut regions are marked by a dashed square in the dsDNA library-SIX protein lane. 
Unrelated cut regions are used as a negative control for subsequent steps.  
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3.3.2. SELEX-seq analysis 
 

We did SELEX-seq to the SIX proteins found in Drosophila melanogaster, Heliconius 

erato, and Homo sapiens. SELEX-seq was done as described SELEX seq was done as described 

by Slattery et al.133 and Riley et al. 25., using a synthetic library with a 20bp randomized region 

that offers 1012 unique sequences or all possible 20-mers. Selected sequences were enriched by 

three selection rounds; each round was sequenced and analyzed bioinformatically. Figure 3.6 

shows the PWM Logo of each SIX protein at Round 3. The results from this analysis show the 

following: 

 

• 5’ Flank region:  All SIX proteins in our analysis showed a 5’ flanking region before 

the SIX core motif of TGATAC. The enrichment of this region depends on the SIX protein 

subfamily. The sine oculis/SIX1/2 subfamily demonstrates an enrichment in the region 

with a consensus sequence of GNAANN in both Drosophila and Heliconius. This flanking 

region is observable in both SIX1/2 but with a lower enrichment, showing differences 

between arthropods and humans. The flanking region is also observable in six4/SIX4/5 

with a similar consensus sequence to sine oculis/SIX1/2. This sequence is also conserved 

between arthropod orthologs and human paralogs. In optix/SIX3/6, this region shows a 

lower enrichment than the other proteins but has some similarities; the same was 

observable with optix paralogs. 

 

• Flanking region length:  The core motif is conserved between proteins with slight 

divergence observable in six4/SIX4/5 that demonstrate a YGACAC from the canonical 

YGATAC. When comparing the 5’Flanking region, it is noticeable that both sine 
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oculis/SIX1/2 and six4/SIX4/5 have a flanking region 6bp long before the core motif. 

However, in optix/SIX3/6, it can be observed that it is 1bp shorter than in the other proteins.  

In this subgroup, the enriched region flanking 5’ the core motif is only 5bp long. These 

observations are also seen in the human paralogs, highlighting a conserved trait between 

optix/SIX3/6 members. 

 
• Binding specificity of the SIX proteins:  Binding correlations were done to our 

proteins to evaluate their similarities and differences (Figure 3.7). Using the binding 

matrixes from our bioinformatical analysis, we determined their correlation based on the 

5’ Flank and the core motif (12-11bp) and ran it on the RSAT web server. Figure 3.7 shows 

the heatmap correlation of this analysis. The results demonstrate different binding profiles 

for some proteins. For example, one profile is observably composed of the optix/SIX3/6 

proteins, revealing similar binding specificities. Another group has SIX1/2 not associated 

with their Arthropod orthologs. Six4 from Heliconius has its own profile, not included in 

other profiles. The remaining profiles are those of sine oculis from Heliconius and 

Drosophila and all Six4 proteins.  
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Figure 3.6. Informational PWMs of SIX proteins: Binding informational PWM derived from 
our SELEX-seq data. Comparing orthologs between paralogs demonstrates a similar YGATAC core 
motif with a 5’ flanking region on all samples. Flanking between Sine oculis orthologs and 
paralogs is similar but with lower enrichment on the latter. Six4-like proteins share the same 
binding specificity profile, while optix demonstrates a 1bp shorter extended motif.  
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Figure 3.7. Comparison of SIX protein binding matrixes: RSAT binding correlation of PWMs 
from SELEX-seq data. Specificities are organized into four binding profiles. optix/SIX3/6 have 
their binding profile, while the SIX1/2 profile is found outside their orthologs and correlates 
closely with optix/SIX3/6 class. For the sine oculis proteins organizing within the same functional 
class. The six4/SIX4/5 proteins are found within their profile. Six4 from Heliconius is 
independent, possibly because of its low enrichment.  
 

3.4. Discussion 
 

A transcription factor’s specificity is believed to be evolutionarily restricted to change 

since even minimal modifications could have detrimental effects on its role within gene regulatory 

networks.  However, changes in specificity have been observed on some TFs, where members of 

the same family can interact with new genomic targets by having new specificity profiles, with 

some  recognizing multiple sequence targets31–33,105,106. Genomic duplications that lead to new 

protein-coding genes allow for some specificity divergence to be plausible since one copy can 
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retain the ancestral role while new copies can change or be deleted 103. If change does happen, it 

can materialize between the specificity of a TF to the DNA. 

 It is possible that the SIX family can follow the same trend observed in other TFs families. 

In our EMSAs we were able to observe and determine that, indeed, there were different DNA-

binding preferences between some SIX proteins. Even when we had successfully seen DNA-

binding using the Wnt1 promoter with the majority of SIX proteins, 4 out of 12 (D. melanogaster 

sine oculis and optix) and (Heliconius sine oculis, and six4) could not bind to the Wnt1 sequence. 

At first, those proteins might have been expressed but nonfunctional. However, when using the 

soAE regulatory element, these 4 SIX proteins' DNA-binding capability was observed. The main 

difference between both elements is the presence of a 5’ Flank found upstream of the core SIX 

binding motif of (TGATAC).  This region has been reported to be critical for Drosophila’s sine 

oculis to bind to DNA134.  Sequence mutation within the 5’GA flank is known to effectively inhibit 

the capability of Drosophila’s Sine oculis to bind to the regulatory element 134.  

Surprisingly previous in vitro assays reported within the cis-bp database, a catalog of 

inferred sequence binding preferences, show only the SIX core binding motif without any mention 

of the flanking region26,40. Some of the reported motifs were obtained using SELEX. Our SELEX-

seq experiment could observe the 5’ Flanking region of the SIX proteins. It allowed us to notice 

both its enrichment and configurations that demonstrate that the SIX bind to an extended binding 

motif. This extended motif is only found within the cis-bp catalog in ChIP-seq experiments. The 

resolution of our SELEX-seq method allowed us to see the binding motif observable on in vivo 

experiments.  Observing these enriched regions not reported in previous SELEX experiments can 

come from multiple sources. One of these could be an intrinsic advantage in our starting DNA 

library that allowed the extended motif to be found within the DNA library. Another possibility is 
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based on our decision to express the complete protein sequence for each SIX protein. Most of the 

work done in determining the specificity of a TF is usually done using only the DNA-binding 

domain since it is challenging to express a TF in its entire length. 

Most work done in vitro to the SIX has been done using only their DNA binding domain, 

in this case, its homeodomain. However, using only this region to determine specificity can allow 

for some information to be lost since the HD isn’t entirely responsible for all the SIX binding 

specificities properties. Our capacity to observe the extended binding motif may result from our 

preference for using SIX full-length proteins. There are scientific works that support this idea. For 

example, work done between Six2 and Six6 has demonstrated that Six6 can bind to the Myo-MEF3 

motif while Six2 couldn’t62. Substituting the Six2 and Six6 C-terminal between factors revealed 

that Six2 could bind to the Myo-MEF3 motif while now Six6 couldn’t. This demonstrated that the 

binding specificity between SIX proteins can be regulated by regions outside the HD and confirms 

that our decision to express full length SIX proteins was the correct method.  

The specificity of our 12 SIX proteins is similar but with contrasting features. When 

comparing sine oculis/SIX1/2, it is notable that all four proteins share the same core binding motif 

of (YGATAC). The sine oculis from Drosophila and Heliconius share a similar extended motif of 

(GNAANNYGATAC) which shows that, at least in insects, the specificity of sine oculis hasn’t 

diverged and has remained conserved. Interestingly sine oculis paralogs in humans (SIX1/2) share 

the core motif, but the 5’ flank is not as enriched in both SIX1/2 but is still observable. This is 

interesting since the Wnt1 promoter used in our EMSA’s and SELEX-seq lacks the 5’ flank, and 

both SIX1/2 can bind in its absence (Figure 3.3). In contrast, Drosophila and Heliconius sine 

oculis need the 5’flanking region to bind successfully to the core motif (Figure 3.4). These 

differences could explain why some can bind with or without the 5’ flank and highlight specificity 
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differences between sine oculis/SIX1/2. The differences between orthologs and paralogs binding 

specificity profiles are observable in Figure 3.7, where the binding correlation between sine oculis 

and SIX1/2 demonstrates two functional classes. SIX1/2 may have diverged in a way that they can 

bind to DNA sequences lacking the 5’ flank, unlike their insect counterparts.  

The six4/SIX4/5 specificity shows low divergence when comparing insects and humans. 

The core motif between proteins and the flanking region has remained highlight conserved, with 

minimal alterations to the core motif, with an enrichment motif of YGACAC but comparable to the 

TGATAC canonical motif. The 5’ Flank and the extended motif of six4/SIX4/5 is similar to the one 

observed in sine oculis/SIX1/2. This is interesting considering that, as mentioned previously in 

Chapter 2, Six4-like proteins are more evolutionary related to optix/SIX3/6 than to sine 

oculis/SIX1/2. Some functional conservation must have been retained from the last common 

ancestor between six4/SIX4/5 and optix/SIX3/6 with sine oculis/SIX1/2. Since these proteins 

originated in early Metazoans, some conservation may have been retained between six4 and sine 

oculis. Interestingly, no specificity change has occurred between six4 from insects to their human 

paralogs. A possible reason is that there is redundancy between both proteins, and neither has 

diverged enough to differentiate. Studies have demonstrated that SIX4 KO is not associated with 

any disease and no apparent effect is observable in its absence. Some reports have suggested that 

the SIX4 role has changed to interact with other proteins, with one report demonstrating kidney 

disruption when KO both SIX4 and SIX1 82. More research is needed to fully understand SIX4 

role in development since it appears to have a cooperative role by interacting with other family 

members like SIX1. Regarding SIX5, it has been associated with BOR syndrome 84, a syndrome 

associated with malformations to the ears and kidneys. It is also possible that SIX4/5 share 

specificity but are spatial and temporally isolated, which could negate the effects of redundancy. 
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The six4/SIX4/5 subgroup is the least studied, and more research is needed to understand their 

roles thoroughly. The six4 binding motif from Heliconius is the least enriched of all four evaluated. 

However, the extended motif is still visible but with less enrichment. This could have happened 

for many reasons, but protein stability during the SELEX-seq process seems to be the possible 

cause.  

The optix/SIX3/6 specificity is conserved between both orthologs and paralogs. The core 

motif is observable with similarities with sine oculis/SIX1/2. The 5’ flank is observable, but its 

enrichment is the lowest between SIX protein subgroups. However, the length between the flank 

and the core motif is 1bp shorter than other SIX proteins, and this trait was only observable with 

all optix-related proteins. The effect on specificity from these proteins appears not to alter the core 

motif. The correlation between optix/SIX3/6 shows highly similar values, and all four proteins are 

located within their functional class.  A shorter extended motif could result from the interaction 

between optix/SIX3/6 and the DNA. A critical consideration about optix/SIX3/6 is that, as 

mentioned previously, this subgroup can have unique characteristics not observable in other SIX 

subgroups, with its C-terminal tail contributing to their specificity. In our binding assays, we can 

observe that optix from Drosophila and Heliconius bind to different dsDNA probes (Figure 3.4). 

Even when both share the same binding specificity profile, they recognize DNA differently. Other 

contributing factors could explain these differences, but it is probable that the divergent C-terminal 

tail plays an essential role in differentiating optix/SIX3/6 between species. 
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3.5. Conclusion  
 

Transcription factors, like all other components in biology, are under constant evolutionary 

pressure to be part of new phenotypic innovations. These proteins are expected to retain their 

specificity and continue to carry with their evolutionary roles, even when it has been shown that 

specificity is capable of diversifying. Based on the notion that specificity is set in stone limits our 

understanding of how TF families originate and how their cooption happens. Specificities can 

change even between a family. The SIX demonstrate divergent specificities that highlight the 

distinctiveness of each protein. Expanding the knowledge into how TF evolved is essential to 

understand the dynamics of gene regulation while also contributing to learning about animals' 

origins and how they came to be. 

This work has demonstrated differences that make each protein subgroup unique. We 

showed the presence of an extended binding motif that, for some SIX proteins, is essential for 

DNA-binding, while others seem to have diverged to bind in its absence. SIX4/5 haven’t changed 

since insects, and their binding profile has been conserved. At the same time, other SIX proteins 

have similar but shorter DNA-binding motifs, which could result from protein-specific 

modifications that extend their HD. We were able to observe that there are four functional binding 

profiles from our analysis. This work shows that specificity can change and that the SIX family is 

an example of specificity evolution. To further expand our knowledge about changes in specificity, 

it will be important to consider studying the specificity of more ancestral SIX protein lineage. 

Expanding our current knowledge of SIX specificities can provide insight into how the binding 

specificity of this family originated and how it has changed our current results.  
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Chapter 4: Heliconius erato DNA-binding specificity of optix. 
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4.1. Introduction  
 

Animals have multiple defense mechanisms that improve their survival. Some animals use 

colors and patterns to deter predators that associate the colors and their patterns with a foul taste.  

For example, some species use Mullerian mimicry to copy color patterns to increase their 

survivability. The butterflies from the Heliconius genus have evolutionary converged to share the 

same color patterning in a geographical area.  This convergence has been observed to occur 

between pairs of distance species from the same genus135.  For example, it has been known that 

Heliconius melpomene mimics the color patterns of Heliconius erato135.  The scales on the 

Heliconius wings have a mix of colors between blacks, yellow and red scales, with each pattern 

being copied between H. erato and H. melpomene.  Extensive studies have been done to understand 

how these originate and the regulatory mechanism that promotes each color and its patterning91,135–

142.  

The transcription factor optix was identified as the master regulator of the red color 

pigmentation in the Heliconius wings 90. Transcription factors interact directly with the DNA to 

promote or repress gene expression. The dynamics in regulation are the mechanism by which 

multiple phenotypes develop.  In the case of optix, it has been known to be involved during eye 

development in Drosophila, with some research demonstrating phenotypic roles within the wings 

56,63,86,87.  The Heliconius optix appears to have been coopted into new regulatory pathways 

involved in red color pigmentation. This has been demonstrated in CRISPR optix KO cells, the 

red color pigmentation is substituted by nonred colors90,143.  It has been proposed that for optix to 

promote the red-colored wing pigmentation, there must have occurred a cooption within the 

ommochrome pathway observed in flies' eyes and now used within the Heliconius wings. The 
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ommochrome red pigment has been observed in both eyes and wings 144–146.  Amber trapped extinct 

Diptera have been observed to have a wing organ like dipterans eye88,147.  

As a transcription factor, optix must bind to DNA to regulate gene expression, with each 

species genome having all the regulatory information required for proper development. 

Determining the DNA sequences bound specifically by a TF can provide helpful information about 

the genes regulated by it. The specificity of a TF determines the sequences recognized by the TF 

and alternative specificities based on interactions with other proteins, like cofactors. In addition, 

interactions between TFs can also play regulatory roles. TFs can dimerize, forming both 

heterodimers and homodimers that can enhance functionality by improving the selectivity of the 

factor. Understanding how TF binds to DNA can provide helpful information explaining the 

phenotypes seen in multiple species. 

Studying the mechanism of the diversity of red wing coloring and patterning observed in 

Heliconius butterflies provides an excellent model to study phenotypic variations and the 

regulation process underlying it91. The Heliconius genus has diversified during the past 12 million 

years and has morphologically evolved accordingly to the regions they are encounter91.  These 

patterns have diversified and converged, with different species sharing the same geographical color 

patterning89,148.  These color patterns are the results of gene regulation, with genomic elements 

being responsible for their variability91,148. Understanding how Heliconius optix interacts with 

DNA can provide insight into the dynamics of gene regulation that leads to the red wing-colored 

patterns that are observed. 

The DNA-binding specificity of Heliconius optix is still not characterized. Here we determine 

the DNA-binding specificity of Heliconius erato’s optix. By doing Systematic Evolution of 

Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX), we determined the binding preferences of optix. 
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Using bioinformatical tools allowed us to predict genome-wide targets of optix using available 

data. Using these predictions, we evaluate the binding of optix to cis-regulatory elements.  Our 

work will provide essential information on the mechanism by that optix interacts with DNA that 

can provide an explanation of red color pigmentation dynamics in Heliconius erato. 

 

4.2.Material and methods 
 

4.2.1. Heliconius erato optix cloning   
 

The Heliconius erato optix gene was synthesized using the https://www.genewiz.com/ 

Standard Gene Synthesis service (Genewiz, South Plainfield, NJ). The sequence for optix was 

obtained from the Universal Protein Resource (Uniprot https://www.uniprot.org/) and is identified 

by the ID: L7X1S6. The optix gene was inserted into two types of expression vectors. We use two 

expression systems, one for bacteria expression and the second for expressed proteins in a cell-

free system. The vector utilized for bacterial expression was the pET32a (+) vector from Millipore 

Sigma (Cat. 69015) (MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA, USA). This plasmid was chosen since it 

has a Thioredoxin solubility tag, a S•Tag, and a double 6xHis-tag for protein purification. The 

system we decided for cell-free protein expression was from CellFree Science (CellFree Science 

Ehime, Japan) (https://www.cfsciences.com/eg/). The manufacturer recommends the expression 

vector pEU, which is optimized for the system sold by the company. The plasmid selected was the 

pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 expression vector. If needed, this plasmid has a TEV cleavage site 

and an N-terminal 6xHis-tag for protein purification.  

To clone optix into these expression vectors, we used Gibson Assembly131.  This process 

is more precise and streamlined than using restriction enzymes. Gibson cloning requires the 

linearized plasmid and the optix gene to have a 15bp flanking region on both sides. These regions 
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overlap with the vectors. All primers used can be found in Table 4.1. The linearized vector and 

the optix insert were produced using a high-fidelity polymerase from New England BioLabs (New 

England Biolabs [NEB], Ipswich, MA, USA). We used the Phusion High-Fidelity (HF) DNA 

polymerase master mix. To determine the annealing temperature for all reactions, we used the 

NEB Tm Calculator (https://tmcalculator.neb.com/#!/main). The optix insert reaction was purified 

using the QIAGEN (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA) QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Cat. No. 

/ ID:28106). The pET32a(+) and the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 vector were linearized and 

purified using the QIAGEN (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA) QIAquix Gel Extraction Kit (Cat. 

No. / ID: 28707.) after running each reaction in a 1% Agarose gel.  

To develop our plasmid constructs, we used the Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit from NEB 

(Cat. E5510). The reaction was done as the manufacturer suggested and using the NEB Ligation 

Calculator (https://nebiocalculator.neb.com/#!/ligation). The vector mass used was 30ng of the 

linearized plasmid, and the optix insert was added in a 5:1 ratio. The reaction was incubated at 

50oC for an hour. The products of this reaction were used to transform competent E. coli bacteria. 

We used the NEB 5 alpha Competent E. coli (Cat. C2987H). The process was done using the High-

Efficiency Transformation Protocol suggested by the manufacturer and adding 5 µL of the ligation 

reaction. Luria-Bertani (LB) plates were used to validate the transformation procedure; these had 

ampicillin as the selective agent. Plates were left in an incubator at 37oC overnight, and colony 

growth was evaluated the next day. Bacterial colonies were isolated from these plates and used as 

templates for Colony PCR. This procedure confirms that optix is within the vector. We used NEB 

Taq 2X Polymerase Master Mix (M0270L) and specific primers for each vector. In the case of 

pET32a(+), we used the standard T7 promoter and terminator primer sequences. For inserts within 

the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1, we used custom-made primers based on the SP6 promoter found 
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in the vector and a reverse primer named MCS-Rv (Table 4.1) to cover all the insert regions. All 

primer's annealing temperatures were determined using the NEB Tm Calculator, and reactions 

were done according to manufacturer protocol. PCR reaction mixes were run by electrophoresis 

in an Agarose 1.5% gel, and insert presence was done based on the expected weight for each 

amplicon.  Bacterial colonies confirmed to have the optix were left overnight for no more than 16 

hours. The plasmids were then purified using the Qiagen QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Cat. No. / 

ID: 27106). These plasmids were then sent for Sanger Sequencing utilizing a selection of standard 

primers (T7 promoter and terminator) and custom-made primers for some genes of interest (Table 

4.1).  

Table 4.1 DNA oligos used for cloning and sequencing 
 

Primers for Gibson Cloning 
Primer Name Primer Sequence 
optix_Herato_pET32_Fw GACGACGACGACAAGATGCGCGGTAGCTGG 
optix_Herato_pET32_Rv GTGGTGGTGGTGGTGCTCTTCGTCAACGTT 
optix_Herato_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Fw CTGTATTTTCAGGGCATGCGCGGTAGCTGG 
optix_Herato_pEU-E01-His-TEV-
MCS-N1 _Rv 

GTAAATTCTATACAACTATTACTCTTCGTCA
AC 

 
  

Plasmid Sequencing Primers  
Primer Name Primer Sequence 
T7 Promoter TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG  

T7 Terminator GCTAGTTATTGCTCAGCGG 

pET32_sequencing primer_Fw ATGGACAGCCCAGATCTG 
pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-
N1_Fw_Seq_E01 CATTCAATCACTCTTTCCACTAACC 
pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1_Rv pEU CCTGATATAGGAAGGCCGG 
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4.2.2. Heliconius erato optix overexpression 
 

4.2.2.1. Cell-free expression 
 

The optix protein from Heliconius erato was expressed using a cell-free expression system 

bought from CellFree Sciences. The kit used was the WEPRO7240; it comes with all the necessary 

reagents and products for the cell-free reaction, including the pEU-E01-His-TEV-MCS-N1 vector 

used in our cloning. To express optix, we used the guidelines and protocols established by the 

manufacturer. We also used a positive control that comes with the kit, used to express the GFP 

protein. If the procedure is done successfully, the control reaction must demonstrate the green 

fluorescent light emitted by GFP.  

The first step consists in promoting the transcription of the optix gene from the pEU-E01-

His-TEV-optix-N1 plasmid. The transcription reactions consists of 300ng the His-TEV-optix-N1 

plasmid, SP6 RNA Polymerase (Promega P1085), RNase Inhibitors (Promega N2611), NTP mix 

(NEB N0450L), transcription buffer LM (CellFree Sciences) and water, for a reaction volume of 

20uL. After the transcription reaction is prepared, it was incubated at 37oC for 6 hours. This step 

is done on a thermocycler to control the incubation temperature and time. After incubation, wheat 

germ extract and creatine kinase were added to the reaction tube. This mixture was then added to 

a mini dialysis cup with a 10K MWCO pore size (Thermo Scientific 88401). The dialysis cups 

were then placed in a deep-well plate filled with a mixture of reaction buffers provided by the 

manufacturer. The reaction buffer is a mixture of four buffers named 40x SUB-AMIX SGC (S1-

S4). Each buffer has the reagents required to produce our proteins. The components of the buffers 

are proprietary. The reaction buffers were used to fill the deep-well plate wells. Each cup was left 

in its respective well, not letting it fully submerged in the buffer, only allowing the necessary depth 
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for the membrane to be in direct contact with the buffer. The deep-well plate was then wrapped in 

plastic foil and incubated for 20 hours at 15oC 

After incubation, the content in the dialysis cup is extracted and placed in a 1.5 mL 

collection tubes. This mixture is expected to have optix. The GFP positive control is evaluated to 

confirm that the reaction was done effectively. Western blot is done to validate that both GFP and 

optix were expressed. Since both have a His-tag, they can visualize using an Anti-HIS-HRP 

antibody [1 µL:10000 µL] (NOVUS NB100-63173) and ECL substrates (Bio-Rad 1705061). 

Proteins are confirmed based on their molecular weight.   

4.2.2.2. optix bacterial expression and purification  
 

The Heliconius erato optix was overexpressed using a bacterial system. The bacterial strain 

chosen for this work were the BL21-CodonPlus E. coli Competent Cells from Agilent (230245). 

This bacterium was transformed using the pET32a(+) plasmid carrying the optix gene. The 

transformation process was done based on the recommendations of the manufacturer. An overnight 

culture of 10 mL of the transformed bacteria was prepared in LB media. This overnight culture 

was used as inoculum for a 1 L TB media, split (500 mL) between two conical flasks of 2L. These 

are left at 37oC with constant shaking until they have an OD600 measurement of 0.5 – 0.7. The 

production of optix was done by adding Isopropyl ß-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 0.5 mM. 

The induction reaction was left overnight for 15-19 hours. Cells were harvested by centrifugation 

(~15000 Gs’) and stored at -80 oC overnight. 

Cell lysis was done by sonication to disrupt the cell membrane the following day. The 

bacterial pellet was resuspended using a sonication buffer (NaCl [500 mM], Tris -HCl [20 mM], 

Tween-20 [0.2 %], and Imidazole [30mM] to a final pH of 8). Protease inhibitors are also added 

to the sonicator buffer (ThermoFisher A32955). The sonication process was done on an amplitude 
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of 40% and done in an On/Off cycle of 30 seconds for a total of five rounds. Soluble protein was 

separated from the insoluble fraction by centrifugation at max speed (~150000 G’s) for 30 minutes.  

The supernatant is then used for the purification process of the protein.  

The presence of a His-tag in optix allows for purification using affinity chromatography. 

The purification of optix was done by adding Ni-NTA agarose (QIAGEN Cat.No ID: 30210) to a 

purification column.  The column was washed with column buffer (NaCl [500 mM], Tris-HCl [20 

mM] pH 8, Imidazole [30 mM], and Tween-20 [0.2%]) to equilibrate the agarose with 20 mL of 

buffer. The supernatant fraction of optix was then added to the purification column, and the column 

was mixed and incubated for 1 hour at 4oC. After incubation, the purification column was opened 

to allow the supernatant to flow through the column. After the flow-through, the column was 

washed with the column buffer four times. To elute the protein, an elution buffer was used (NaCl 

[500mM], Tris-HCl [20 mM], and Imidazole [500 mM]). A total of 6 elutions were done using 2 

mL for each one and collected in 2mL collection tubes. Samples were then dialyzed using protein 

concentrators (Millipore UFC501096) and using an exchange buffer (Tris-HCl [10 mM], NaCl [50 

mM], with Glycerol [10 %]). Afterwards the elutions were run on an SDS-PAGE to validate the 

purification process. Further confirmation of protein production is done with Western blot using 

anti-his antibodies [1 µL: 10000 µL] (NOVUS NB100-63173).  

4.2.3. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
 

An Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) was done to confirm that optix can bind 

to DNA. This is done by identifying a DNA sequence that can be recognized by optix or relatable 

SIX. The Wnt1 enhancer sequence recognized by Six3 was used for this assay132. A 60bp-long 

DNA probe labeled with an infrared fluorescent dye was design. A fluorescent dye must be 

incorporated to prepare the ssDNA probe for EMSA. This is done using an already marked ssDNA 
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primer complementary to constant regions of the ssDNA probe. This is done by producing dsDNA 

in a PCR reaction. The DNA oligos used to prepare our probes with the corresponding fluorescent 

dye can be found in (Table 4.2.). The DNA oligos were purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies as standard desalted, except when noted otherwise. PCR purification columns are 

then used to purify the resulting dsDNA probe. 

 The EMSA is done using a mix consisting of our protein of interest and a fluorescent label 

DNA probe. A specific binding buffer for optix was determined and named the optix binding 

buffer, initially in a 10X concentration (250 mM HEPES, 750 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM 

MgCl2). The optix binding buffer is then diluted to a 5X working concentration, and we add 

Glycerol to a final concentration of 50 %. We also make an additional dilution of the optix binding 

buffer to a 1X working concentration using the 5X concentration, and this 1X buffer is used for 

control reactions or protein dilutions. The samples are run in a final volume of 15 µL. The reaction 

mix is made of (5.1 µL of SIX binding buffer [5X], 4 µL of pdI-DC [1000 ng/µL], 0.5 µL of 

Bovine Serum Albumin [1 mg/mL], 1 µL of Tween-20 [1%], 0.2 µL of Dithiothreitol [1 M], 0.75 

µL of the label DNA probe [1000 nM] and 5 µL of our expressed optix protein from both 

expression systems. In one control reaction, we don’t add protein. A different reaction is done in 

which no optix is added, and its volume is substituted with SIX binding buffer 1X. This sample 

will function as the negative control. Each reaction is left at room temperature for an hour of 

incubation. The reaction is then run on a 6% Acrylamide Native Gel for a 22 cm-high crystal 

chamber with 0.5X TBE buffer. The gel is left to pre-ran with the TBE buffer for 15 minutes, and 

samples are added to each well. The samples are left to run for 2 hours and then visualized in a 

biomolecular imager using the 700 nM wavelength to see the label DNA probes, allowing for the 

visualization of the DNA on the gel. 
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Table 4.2. DNA oligos used for EMSA. 
 
DNA oligo name Oligo Sequences 
Wnt1 
Promoter 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGACATCTAATGATAAGCACAGGACACTTCTG
CCCAGGCGAG 

Wnt1 
Promoter 
Scrambled 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGAATTCAGTCCCGAAAGTAAAGACACTTCTG
CCCAGGCGAG 

IR700_rPCR_
v2 
(HPLC 
purify) 

/5IRD700/CTCGCCTGGGCAGAAGTGTC 

 
 

4.2.4. Systematic evolution of ligands and exponential enrichment (SELEX) 
 

The DNA binding preferences of optix were determined by employing the Systematic 

Evolution of Ligand and Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) assay. This is an in vitro technique 

used to determine the DNA targets of any DNA-binding protein. To determine the optix binding 

preference, we used a SELEX variant called SELEX-seq25. To start, we use a 60bp long DNA-

Library, with a 20bp randomized region flanked by constant regions used to enrich selected 

sequences and add Illumina compatible barcodes to each sample (See Table 4.3. for all DNA 

oligos used during the SELEX-seq). The DNA oligos were purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (IDT, Coralville, Iowa, USA) as standard desalted except where noted otherwise. 

The 20bp randomized region gives 1012 unique sequences, which in theory, can provide coverage 

for each possible 20mer. The ssDNA library is made into a dsDNA library by PCR, and this is 

done using the rPCR primer (from a 100 µM stock), which makes de dsDNA biotinylated. This 

PCR reaction is done in two independent PCR reactions. PCR purification columns are used to 

purify the dsDNA libraries, and concentration is determined by UV/Vis Nanodrop (expecting a 

working range from 0.5-2 µM).  
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The binding reaction is done at the same concentrations as the EMSA procedure but in a 

final volume of 20 µL. In total, three binding reactions are prepared, the dsDNA library (200 nM) 

+ optix, the dsDNA probe + optix, and one only with the dsDNA probe. Since the library cannot 

be visualized, we used the dsDNA probe as a guide when running and visualizing the gel. Samples 

are run as described for EMSA, with each dsDNA library reaction run beside their homologous 

dsDNA probe reaction. After the samples are run, they are visualized with the Azure Sapphire™ 

Biomolecular Imager (Azure Biosystems Inc., Dublin, California, USA) with laser excitation 

wavelength 658 nm and filter Red 710BP40. This step allows us to determine if DNA-binding is 

observable in those lanes with dsDNA probe + optix. The produced image is then printed on a 1:1 

scale, allowing the gel and the image to overlap fully. The gel with its back crystal cover is placed 

over the scaled image. This enables us to locate the samples on the gel using the controls seen in 

the picture. Using the dsDNA probe + optix lane as a guide, the corresponding lane of dsDNA 

library + optix. All bound regions and unbound (free DNA) regions are cut from this lane. The cut 

gels are placed in EB buffer and incubated at room temperature with constant shaking overnight, 

allowing the DNA oligos to be released into the buffer.  The bound sequences are purified using 

Dynabeads Streptavidin magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher 11205D). Using a magnetic well plate to 

isolate biotinylated oligos and magnetically selected oligos. DNA oligos corresponding to the 

bound fraction are washed and enriched (15 cycles) using fPCR and rPCR primers (both from a 

10 µM stock) in a PCR reaction. The products are then purified, and their concentration is 

measured by UV/Vis Nanodrop, and this concentration is used to determine the required volume 

for another round of selection. This method shows what is considered the first round of SELEX-

seq. This process is done two more times for a total of three rounds.  Always using the bound 

fraction purified from the previous step to carry on to subsequent rounds. If any bound sequence 
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resulted from a possible dimeric binding, we treated each bound shift independently during the 

SELEX-seq. The products of each round, including bound and unbound oligos, were then uniquely 

barcoded to be sequenced by Illumina sequencing. To barcode, each sample, 5 µL of every DNA 

sample, including DNA from all three rounds, negative controls (blanks), and the starting library, 

are run in a PCR reaction independently for each sample. This is done using the rPCR + barcode 

and the fPCR + adapter (both from a 5µM stock). The sequencing was done using the services of 

Novogene. Samples were prepared and sent as recommended by the company with the 

corresponding sequencing primer. After sequencing, de novo motif analysis is done to determine 

the enriched sequences in our datasets.   

Table 4.3. DNA oligos used during SELEX-seq  

SELEX-seq DNA oligo Oligo Sequences 
20 library (20N) CTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT(N)20CACAGCTTCGTACCGAGCGG  
Fw_primer (fPCR) CTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT 
Rv_primer (rPCR) 
*Adds biotin CCGCTCGGTACGAAGCTG  
Fw_primer + 
Illumina adapter 
(fPCR + Ad) 

AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAGATCTGCTCTTCCGATCTCTGATC
CTACCATCCGTGCT  

Rv_primer + 
Barcode (6p) 
+Illumina adapter 
(rPCR+barcode) 

CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGAGATXXXXXXTCTTCCGATCCCGC
TCGGTACGAAGCTGTG  

Sequencing primer 
(HPLC purify) GCTCTTCCGATCTCTGATCCTACCATCCGTGCT  

 
4.2.5. De novo motif discovery 

 
Enriched sequences are detected using the bioinformatical pipeline described by Nitta et 

al.26. Detection of sequences selected by optix was done with the Autoseed algorithm developed 

by Nitta and colleagues. This algorithm works by identifying all subsequences that are enriched 

more than any other relatable sequence. To do this, the program scans the datasets from our 

SELEX-seq and detects enriched motifs based on a baseline, in this case, the starting library. We 
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used two input files for our analysis: the library file that functions as the background and our optix 

DNA bound sequences from SELEX-seq rounds. We ran our analysis natively on our computers.  

The code that we used to determine the enrichment of our sequences is the following: 

 

• Autoseed running example for optix Round 3 Bound. 
 
./totalautoseed -20N R47_555.txt R47_168.txt 1 8 10 0.35 - 50 40 
HeraOptix_R3_168_R47_555.txt;cp.Kmer_summary8to10.svg.HeraOptix_R3_168_R47_555.tx
t 
 

This command was run for each of our proteins and was used to determine the sequences 

that were bound and enriched by optix. Following analysis, we use Autoseed to determine the 

binding matrices for each enriched seed we have identified. This is done to represent our analysis 

in a DNA Logo format to provide information regarding the binding of optix.  To determine the 

binding matrices for our proteins, we used the following code: 

• Autoseed command to determine binding matrices-based sequence seed 

./spacek40 --f -dinuc -nocall -m=1 -20N -q R47_555.txt R47_168.txt NYGATACN 200 | 
grep "One Hit" > HeliOptix_R47_555_R47_168_NYGATACN.pfm 
  

 
./spacek40 --logo HeliOptix_NYGATACN.pfm > HeliOptix_R47_555_R47_168_NYGATACN.svg 
 

Subsequently, the PWM was determined by Autoseed and was used as input in an R 

pipeline to better represent the information stored within the matrices.  

4.2.6. Homodimer analysis 

optix demonstrated dimeric binding in our binding assays and from the results obtained 

from the De novo motif analysis. The Moder software149 is used for the discovery of both 

monomeric and dimeric motifs149. To analyze our data, we obtained a randomized sample (100,000 

reads) of each sequencing file corresponding to both optix monomer and dimeric sequencing 
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results. To obtain a random sample of 100000 reads we used the following command directly on 

the computer terminal: 

 
sort -R R47_168.txt | head -n 100000 >R47_168_100mil_R3.txt 

 

To run the Moder software, we used the running commands described by the developer. 

The program was run remotely on a computer running UBUNTU, an open-source operating system 

based on Linux. We ran into some compatibility issues locally and were able to run the program 

successfully using UBUNTU. An example of the command used in this step is the following: 

./moder2 --model ppm --names OptixT --outputdir OptixT_100mil_flanks --cob 
all data/R47_168_100mil_R3.txt GATAC --number-of-threads 4  --flanks > 
results_ R47_168_100mil_R3.txt 
 

4.2.7. Genome-wide predictions  

 Genomic predictions were made using cis-regulatory elements identified from ChIP-seq 

data from wing tissue on day 3 using antibodies directed towards optix143.  Scanning was done 

using the MOODS algorithm150–152 https://github.com/jhkorhonen/MOODS, which scans the 

ChIP-seq file for binding sites based on a matrix. The matrix provided in our analysis was obtained 

from Autoseed and Moder. Each software provides a probability position matrix which is used as 

one of the inputs used by MOODS.  We used multiple matrices in our predictions. From the Moder 

software, we used four matrices corresponding to optix monomeric binding and three homodimers 

matrices with different spacing between binding sites, going from 1-3bp between sites. In addition, 

we also scanned using a matrix obtained from Autoseed, which corresponded to the monomeric 

binding of optix. An additional binding matrix was obtained using the MEME suite from analyzing 
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enriched motifs within the ChIP-seq data. MOODS was run using the following command for each 

position frequency matrix (pfm): 

moods-dna.py -m optix.pfm -s optix_CRE.fa -p 0.0001 > optix_CRE.csv 

From the data obtained from MOODS, we identified hits to all the cis-regulatory elements (CRE) 

described previously143.  

 

4.2.8. Genome-wide predictions sequence validation 

 
To evaluate that optix could bind to predicted CRE regions, we use a genomic browser to 

visualize the CRE’s locations in the Heliconius erato lativitta V1 genome scaffold. To visualize 

the genome, we use the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software153 (V.2.13.1) 

(https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/), last accessed June 16, 2022. Using our 

MOODS predictions, we located the CRE regions identified by the software in the IGV browser.  

To validate if optix could bind to the predicted CRE’s hits, we designed EMSA probes 

using 40bp of genomic sequence. Within those 40bp will be located the predicted optix binding 

site within the CRE. We also designed control probes (scrambled sequences) and negatives. The 

scrambled controls are randomized CRE sequences maintaining the same proportion of DNA bases 

and length. The negatives were designed by going 100bp 5’ of the optix binding site and selecting 

the following 40bp from the Heliconius genome region.  

Using EMSA, as previously described, we put to the test if optix can bind to our designed 

genomic probes. The catalog of genomic probes designed for this step can be found in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. DNA oligos of optix genomic targets probes of predicted binding to cis-   
regulatory elements.  
Primer Name Primer Sequence 
optix Dimer 0bp 
spacer SELEX 
sequence 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGGCATGATACGTATCACTCCT 
GACACTTCTGCCCAGGCGAG 
 

optix Dimer 1bp 
spacer SELEX 
sequence 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGACGTGATACAGTATCACTGC 
GACACTTCTGCCCAGGCGAG 

 
optix Dimer 2bp 
spacer SELEX 
sequence 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGCCTTGATACATGTATCATAT 
GACACTTCTGCCCAGGCGAG 

 
optix Dimer 3bp 
spacer SELEX 
sequence 

CTTTACTCTCTCCCCAAGGGGTGATACTTGGTATCAATTG 
GACACTTCTGCCCAGGCGAG 

 

optix Monomer CRE 
Prediction 

AACAACATAGTAGCGGTGTAATCAACCTTTTATTAATTGCCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

optix Dimer 1bp 
spacer CRE 
Prediction 

CATTTTTTAGAAGAAATATGGTATCAGTTACAGGATTGGCCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 

 
optix Dimer 2bp 
spacer CRE 
Prediction Hit #1 

TACATGAGCTAGGTTGCAGTTAATAACAGTATCAATTAGCCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 

 
optix Dimer 2bp 
spacer CRE 
Prediction Hit #2 

TAATAGGTCATTATAGCCGTATAATAGAATCATTTTTATACG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 

 
optix Autoseed 
OptixP CRE 
Prediction  

GGGGGGGCGCGCGCGGTAACCGATAGCCAATCGGGCGCGGCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

OptixP Negative 
N122 

GGGGGCCGCGTCCCGCCGCCCTCGTTAAACGCGCCCGCCGCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

optix_Scrambled_Opt
ixP 

GGAAGGGGCGGGAGGCCACGTGCAGCCTGCCGCCGAGGTGCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

optix Autoseed 
Obs214 CRE 
Prediction 

TAGTAGAACTAGGGGTATCATTTACAAAGGTGCCTTTTGGCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

OptixHw Obs132 CRE 
Prediction 

TCATTGCGTGTTAAGTGTCAAAATGAAAATAATTCAATCTCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

OptixFw LR1 CRE 
Prediction 

AAGTAGCGAATCGTGACATTTGAAAAGGTAATAAGTAATTCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
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OptixFw LR1 
Negative CRE N100 
Prediction  

TGCGCCAATTAGTTTGGAAAATCGGACGGTGCCTGTTGAACG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
 

OptixFw LR2 CRE 
Prediction 

AAGTAGCGAATCGTGACATTTGAAAAGGTAATAAGTAATTCG
TGCCAATGCCGCCGTAAG 
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4.3. Results 
 

4.3.2. optix overexpression, binding and SELEX-seq Analysis 
 

The expression of optix was done successfully using both expression systems (Figure 4.1 

& Figure 4.2). Not reported in this work, we previously were successful in cloning and expressing 

optix in the pTXB1 vector.  The expressed nt15-optix was confirmed using a specific anti-optix 

antibody specific for Heliconius optix (Supplementary Image 6). The specific anti-optix antibody 

bound to our insert which confirmed that gene being used is indeed Heliconius optix.  

Using the Wnt1 promoter, it was noticed that optix demonstrated a double binding shift 

during EMSA seen in both expression systems (Figure 4.3) (Figure 4.4A). SELEX-seq was done 

using cell-free expressed optix. The double-binding shifts were analyzed independently through 

this work. The autoseed output showed that the heavier band revealed enriched motifs associated 

with dimeric binding (Figure 4.4B). The lower weight band revealed only monomeric bindings 

with the canonical binding motif of the SIX proteins (TGATAC).  

The dimeric binding motifs obtained from Autoseed showed different configurations and 

spacing between sites while sharing the SIX canonical binding motif. Most homodimers had a 

Head-to-head configuration with spacings varying from 0-3bp between binding sites. Analysis 

from the Moder software confirmed the presence of dimeric sites in the SELEX data (Figure 4.5). 

Moder analysis of the higher weight band showed a preference for a dimeric binding site in a Head-

to-Head configuration with a spacing of 2bp between binding sites.  Having 1bp and 3bp between 

sites showed the second and third preference in dimeric binding. Data from the dimeric binding 

file demonstrated a higher presence (0.521) for an optix-optix configuration and a lower 

association (0.179) for the monomeric binding of optix. Analysis of the monomeric binding file 

(those coming from the lower weight band) contrasted, with the monomeric association yielding a 
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higher value (0.594) while optix-optix (0.147). Dimeric binding of optix was observed (Figure 

4.6) and (Figure 4.7) when using dsDNA probes from SELEX-seq data. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Anti-his Western blot of Heliconius erato’s optix was expressed in a Cell-Free 
System: Western blot confirmed the production of optix from Heliconius erato when using the 
wheat germ extract expression system. 
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Figure 4.2. Anti-his Western blot of Heliconius erato’s optix was expressed and purified from  
a bacterial expression system: Western blot confirmed the production of optix from Heliconius 
erato, when using BL21 expression system. 
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Figure 4.3. optix demonstrates two different weight bands: EMSA done with optix 
overexpressed from the pET32 vector showed a mix of bands when analyzed with the Wnt1 
promoter DNA probe.  
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Figure 4.4. optix generates two binding shifts: (A) Double bands were observed with 6xHis-
optix expressed on Cell-free. (B) Autoseed analysis shows different enriched motifs based on the 
band being analyzed. A higher weight band corresponds to dimeric binding, with lower weight 
showing monomeric binding.  
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Figure 4.5. Moder software analysis showed dimeric association: (A) Dimer analysis showed 
a higher association for optix-optix configuration with preferred spacing between 1-3bp spacing 
between sites. (B) Monomeric analysis shows a lack of dimeric binding, highlighting that the 
higher weighted band corresponds to enriched dimeric sites.  
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Figure 4.6. 6xHis-optix can bind as a homodimer. DNA probes with dimer and monomeric 
binding sites were used based on information from Moder. 6xHis-optix demonstrated a preference 
for dimeric binding and only binds as a monomer in the absence of a dimeric binding site. 
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Figure 4.7. Trx-6xHis-optix-6xHis binds in a dimeric form with multiple spacing 
configurations.  The bacterial expressed optix demonstrated similar results to optix from cell-free. 
Dimeric binding is observed in all Dimeric DNA probes, but some have a mix of binding shifts. 
As predicted by Moder spacing of 2bp is the preferred spacing in our assay. Both monomeric and 
dimeric shifts are observable with 1bp between binding sites. Both 0bp and 3bp showed dimeric 
binding.  
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4.3.3. Genomic predictions and binding validations 
 

The SELEX-seq data from optix was analyzed by MOODS which allowed us to predict 

optix binding to (7) cis-regulatory element regions, described in a previous article done with ChIP-

seq. Moder homodimer binding matrices return (3) CREs hits (U1, U2 and Obs214). Only dimeric 

bindings with 1bp and 2bp spacing returned hits within a CREs. For the homodimer binding with 

1bp (D1), MOODS predicts binding to the Obs214 CRE. While the dimeric binding with 2bp (D2) 

resulted in two hits within the 3’UTR of optix (U2). We also used the monomeric matrix from 

Moder and obtained one prediction within a CRE, especially to another 3’ UTR region of optix 

(U1). Binding was evaluated with EMSA and showed that optix was capable to bind to these cis-

regulatory elements of optix (Figure 4.8.) 

 

Figure 4.8. 6xHis-optix binds to predicted CRE: Prediction of genomic CRE demonstrates that 
optix does indeed bind within the evaluated CRE regions. Moder prediction of dimers does 
demonstrate a mixture of dimeric and monomeric binding in dimeric hits, w those associated with 
monomeric binding show only one binding shift.  
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The evaluated CREs demonstrated a mixture of dimeric and monomeric binding. The U2 

Hit #1 shows that optix can bind as both a dimer and a monomer to this sequence, the same is 

observable with U2 Hit #2 but with lesser binding. The Obs214 CRE binding is predicted from a 

dimeric matrix, however, much of the binding is observable as a monomer. The 3’ UTR (U1) 

monomeric hit does show that optix bind as a monomer to this CRE.  

 The remaining 4 CREs had corresponding MOODS matches when using matrices from 

Autoseed. The optix promoter and the Obs214 CREs shows that optix is capable of binding to the 

predicted sites. Negative control for the optix promoter (negative and scrambled sequences) 

showed that optix binds to the predicted sequence in a specific manner when using optix from cell-

free (Figure 4.9). The same CREs were also evaluated with pet32a (+) optix and it was found that 

optix can bind also with its promoter and with Obs214, however unspecific binding is observable 

in control lanes (Figure 4.10). Interestingly, Obs214 shows a gradual increase in optix binding as 

concentration with monomeric binding observable at lower concentration while a 1 µM 

concentration shows a mix of both monomer and dimers. Unspecific binding was also observed 

with the LR1, LR2, and Obs132 CREs (Figure 4.11.). Binding was observable in all the previously 

mentioned CREs, however unspecific binding was observable in the LR1 Negative DNA probe.  
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Figure 4.9. 6xHis-optix binds to genomic optix promoter and Obs214 CREs. Specific 
binding is observable in both the optix promoter and Obs214 CREs. No binding is observable in 
control lanes. No binding is observable at lower proteins concentration and could be the result of 
low protein concentration in our original stock.  
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Figure 4.10. Trx-6xHis-optix-6xHis binds unspecifically to control lanes. Binding is 
observable in the optix promoter but at 1 µM of optix. Less free DNA is observable at 199nM of 
optix, but no specific shift is observable. Binding is observable in in the Obs 214 CRE from in all 
lanes where optix is added. Unspecific binding is observable at control lanes (negative & 
scrambled) this could be the result of too much optix being added.   
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Figure 4.11. Trx-6xHis-optix-6xHis binds to remaining CREs. Binding is observable on all 
CRE analyzed in this gel. Unspecific binding is observable in the LR1 negative probe. However, 
binding is similar in all lanes where 1 µM of optix was used. Binding is noticeable  
at a 199 nM concentration, an uncharacterized optix binding site may be found in the LR1 negative 
sequence.    
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the same. When using the Wnt1 promoter, both optix’s successfully bind to the sequence, a shared 

trait with optix paralog SIX3. What made our binding assays interesting was the presence of a 

double binding shift when using the Wnt1 promoter with both optix samples. These suggested the 

possibility that optix could be binding as a homodimer. Since the double binding was consistent 

in multiple EMSA replicates, on SELEX-seq, both binding shifts were analyzed independently. 

Analyzing both bands independently allows for motifs to enrich based on their binding 

configurations. 

The Autoseed program was used to evaluate each band by comparing the sequencing file 

from each sample with the starting library. Both samples shared the same core binding motif of 

the SIX protein family TGATAC. When comparing both binding shifts, the main difference was 

based on the presence of a homodimeric binding site associated with the heavier-weight band shift 

(Figure 4.4A).  The homodimeric sequences were found enriched in a head-to-head configuration 

with multiple spacing between the optix binding sites (Figure 4.4B). Based on this observation, 

we wanted to determine if our results were also replicable within a software specialized in 

analyzing dimers. In this case, we decided to use the Moder software. Again, both shifts were 

analyzed independently to compare the differences between shifts. We analyzed a subset of the 

sequencing data using a random sample of 100,000 sequences from each file. These subsets were 

necessary since using all the sequencing data was not possible with Moder. Our results showed 

that optix was binding as a homodimer, with a spacing preference of 2bp between optix binding 

sites. In addition, it found a preference from 0 to 3bp between sites (Figure 4.5A). It was also 

shown that the preferred dimeric configuration was indeed head-to-head. The Moder analysis of 

the lower weight binding shift was associated with monomeric binding. These results gave weight 

to the Autoseed analysis done on both samples and gave confidence to both results. 
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To confirm these observations, dsDNA probes were designed using sequences found in our 

SELEX data that follow the dimeric spacing described in Moder. This was done to evaluate the 

binding preference of the homodimer configurations reported by Moder. To test dimeric binding, 

an EMSA was done with a small subset of probes, only considering spacing from 1 to 2bp and a 

monomeric dsDNA probe.  Using these binding configurations, it was observed that optix indeed 

bound to these sequences accordingly to the presence of a dimeric or monomeric binding site 

(Figure 4.6).  The dsDNA probes with homodimeric binding sites showed that functionally optix 

did indeed bind to dimeric bindings sites. However, the dimeric binding observed was not the same 

for the tested probes.  When comparing 2bp and 1bp spacing, the preference for a 2bp spacing was 

noticeable. Confirming the results from Modern, where 2bp had a greater representation in our 

data. The 1bp spacer showed most of the binding is found in the dimeric form; however, some 

binding is observable at the lower-weight monomeric binding. A single binding shift was visible 

when using the monomeric binding DNA probe.  

Using optix produced from bacterial overexpression, we analyzed the dimeric probes 

having a 0-3bp spacing between optix binding sites.  This binding assay showed that homodimers 

with 0, 2, and a 3bp spacer between sites demonstrate only dimeric binding when using 194 nM 

of optix protein (Figure 4.7). Higher concentrations of optix bind to all the DNA probes with no 

free DNA is observable, this is expected when using TF at higher concentrations. For example, TF 

when in the nucleus are bound to DNA. Higher protein concentrations can lead to unspecific 

binding in EMSA assays. This is observable in the control scramble sequence used for the gel, 

which shows binding at 1 µM of optix, it is also notable that there’s no observable free DNA on 

1µM optix lanes. When using 194 nM of optix we were able to observe similar results between 

optix from both expression systems. Results are as expected based on our Moder results, again 
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noticing that 1bp between binding sites leads to a mix of monomeric and homodimeric binding.  

These observations show that optix has spacing preferences when binding as a homodimer.   

The SIX transcription factor family is known to participate in protein-protein interaction, 

for example, optix has been known to interact with the corepressor Groucho56, while other SIX 

proteins are known to interact with other cofactors like Eya or Eyeless55,56,66,78 and even between 

some family members SIX1:SIX461,83,100. No homodimeric binding has been reported for optix 

before, and it will seem to be a trait found only in Heliconius optix. Based on these observations, 

it will appear that optix in the Heliconius genus has evolutionarily allowed optix to make 

homodimers.  

Dimeric association by a TF allows an additional layer of genomic regulation in which 

some genes can be expressed or repressed based on the nature of the binding. For example, it has 

been reported that Gsx2/Ind homeodomain, a TF family of which the SIX are members, can bind 

as a homodimer. What is interesting about this type of binding is that the genomic role of the TF 

can depend on if it binds as a monomer or homodimer. It was reported that if Gsx binds as a 

monomer, it functions as a repressor, while binding as a homodimer carries an activator role154.  

Cooperative binding is also possible when one protein promotes another's binding to its ligand. In 

the case of FOXL2 and FOXA1, the binding of one factor promotes changes within the DNA 

structure, in which the minor groove becomes narrower and promotes the binding of the secondary 

protein155. Both examples are ways cooperative binding can promote the binding of another 

protein, in this case, a TF, and allow for the expression or repression of a target gene. The current 

role of optix homodimer in the Heliconius erato is currently not known, but it is possible that 

similar mechanisms, like the ones reported, can occurring with optix. This trait could play potential 
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roles in how color pattern phenotype develops based on the interactions between optix and the 

DNA. 

The regulatory roles of optix are based on the cis-regulatory elements (CRE)s to which it 

binds. Using data from our SELEX-seq analysis, we successfully predicted optix binding to 

previously described cis-regulatory elements in developing wings from previously reported 

CREs143. The MOODS predictions identified binding to 7 CREs. The predictions were made using 

dimeric and monomeric position frequency matrixes, and our EMSA validations showed that optix 

could bind to our predicted binding regions.  

When using Moder position frequency matrices (Figure 4.8), two hits were predicted 

within the 3’UTR2 of optix, one hit to the Obs 214 CRE, and one hit for the 3’UTR1 of optix. The 

3’UTR2 first hit prediction showed that optix could bind as a homodimer, but we could also 

observe monomeric binding. The second prediction shows the same binding configuration, but this 

set of predictions showed a weaker binding overall. Interestingly the binding to the Obs 214 CRE 

showed a monomeric binding preference. All previous predictions were done using Moder 

homodimeric matrices. Lastly, our prediction in 3’UTR1 of optix was made using a monomeric 

matrix, and we obtained the predicted monomeric binding.  

To explain why some predictions bind in a mixture of homodimer and monomer depends 

on the DNA's characteristic and the binding's nature. Flanking regions near the binding sites can 

play a role in the mechanism that the protein binds to DNA. These predicted regions may have 

suboptimal flanking that doesn’t fully promote homodimer binding. In addition, it is possible that 

it could depend on other factors not taken into consideration, DNA looping or other markers that 

could promote either dimeric or monomeric binding.  The Obs214 is interesting since we expected 

a preference for the homodimeric binding; however, we obtained a monomeric preference; we 
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suspect that it could also be based on the flanking regions near the core binding motif. It is also 

possible that these regions are bound as a dimer in higher optix concentration.  

The remaining CREs were predicted using nondimeric position frequency matrices from 

Autoseed data. One key prediction was that optix could bind within its promoter (Figure 4.9) and 

with Obs 214. For optix to bind to its promoter could mean an autoregulatory feature of optix, 

something already described for sine oculis, another SIX protein56. Previous observations were 

done using optix from expressed on cell-free, and during this process, no more optix could be 

produced using the system. Redoing the same CREs EMSA gel (Figure 4.10) using optix 

expressed in bacteria shows similar results but with unspecific binding being observed. Again, 

these unspecific binding are only observable in high optix concentrations (1 µM) and could explain 

the observed unspecific binding on both control probes. The Obs214 results are interesting, binding 

is observable at 39.7 nM optix concentration with an evident monomeric binding at 199nM with 

observable homodimeric binding, which could provide some insight into how optix concentration 

can contribute to optix binding configurations.  

The remaining CREs (LR1, LR2, and Obs 132) were only validated using bacterially 

expressed optix (Figure 4.11). At lower protein concentrations, LR1, LR2, and Obs 132 showed 

optix binding with only monomeric binding, with a faint dimeric binding observable in LR1 and 

LR2. High optix concentration shows multiple binding shifts, a trait noticeable in the remaining 

CREs. We did notice binding in the LR1 negative probe, further analysis of the genomic region 

used, and we notice the presence of a (TAAT), the canonical binding site of the Homeodomains. 

This binding site is not associated with the SIX however, Nitta et al. (2015) 26 SELEX work 

showed that Drosophila’s optix could bind to the (TAAT) sequence. It is plausible that in the 

absence of the canonical SIX binding motifs, optix can bind to the ancestral homeodomain binding 
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site with lower specificity. What role can this possible alternative binding is an interesting future 

endeavor. For the remaining CRE LR2 and Obs132, we observe the same binding patterns 

previously described for LR1.   

 
4.5.  Conclusion  

 
The Heliconius butterflies’ diversity is not limited to their diverse color palette or the way they 

use their colors in multiple patterns and arrangements but also to what makes their regulation 

mechanism unique. optix has been extensively studied in Drosophila, but the way it is used in a 

novel form in Heliconius shows that they are not alike. We were able to observe that optix from 

Heliconius can bind DNA as a homodimer, a trait that has not been reported in Drosophila. This 

unique characteristic of optix could provide an example of how these color patterns are achieved 

since it could demonstrate a layer of gene regulation only found in Heliconius. My observations 

were validated with numerous software analyses which showed that optix can bind a homodimer 

with binding assays validating our predictions. In vivo data from the developing wing allowed us 

to confirm that our in vitro data could predict optix binding to genomic targets.  The validation of 

our data opens the possibility for new studies into what genes are regulated by optix and to be able 

to fully understand the red color diversity of the Heliconius butterflies. 
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Chapter 5: Significance and Future Directions 
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5.1. Significance  
 
 In this thesis, we have explored multiple aspects of the SIX transcription factor family. 

First, it was established that this family can be traced to the simplest of animals, the sea sponges, 

where at least an uncharacterized SIX protein gave origin to sine oculis, six4, and optix. These 

three proteins have been in animals’ genomes since 810MYA. 

This work also explored if changes in specificity could explain the diverse phenotypic 

variations associated with SIX proteins. When comparing SIX orthologs in Drosophila 

melanogaster and Heliconius erato with their respective paralogs in Homo sapiens, we can observe 

the presence of at least five functional classes based on their specificity. These results highlight 

that the differences between SIX members make each protein an unique target for research. This 

uniqueness was observable from the presence of a 5’-GA extension of the binding motif, being the 

extension shorter in optix.  

The Heliconius erato optix demonstrated that it could bind to DNA as a homodimer, a trait 

not previously reported for optix in any species. The capability of optix to bind as a homodimer 

can provide another layer of regulation that could be how the red color patterns on the wings are 

regulated. Using the data from SELEX-seq, it was also predicted that optix could bind to 

previously reported cis-regulatory elements and binding assays confirm our predictions.  

The current work paves the way for new scientific endeavors that can provide new insights 

into how TF evolve by changing their specificity.  We also determined the rich evolutionary history 

of this family, and as sequencing is done to more species, a more precise view will be developed 

with our observations. This work has also provided insight into the unique trait of optix from 

Heliconius to bind as a homodimer while validating previously mentioned cis-regulatory elements. 
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How optix regulates red color pigmentation is still open for further studies. Still, this work provides 

a gateway for future stories by being the first to express the protein in two expression systems.  

 

5.2. Future directions  
 

This work raises the potential for numerous projects and endeavors to give answers to the 

countless new questions that have arisen.  The SIX are a complex family of TF, and there is still 

much information needed to be unraveled to understand how they function and what makes them 

so important in development. The current work has provided some answers to previously 

established questions but has also given origin to new questions that will be enhanced by future 

work on the topic.  

 In Chapter 2, we were able to determine the evolutionary history of the SIX family but 

even with the quality of our information, much work is needed. The low branch of our tree needs 

more information to understand the dynamic observed in sponges. How many proto-SIX proteins 

were really on sponges? To answer this, more sequencing will be needed in Porifera to have a 

more precise idea of the dynamics and establishment of the SIX lineages. We were also unable to 

detect any SIX proteins in unicellular organisms, are the SIX only found in multicellular 

organisms? In addition, some proteins appear to have been lost in the evolution on some species. 

Did redundancy lead to the deletion, or the current genome assemblies have been unable to identify 

the missing protein? Furthermore, C. elegans two SIX proteins are not identified with any of the 

other SIX proteins; it will be interesting to study what sets them apart from the canonical SIX 

proteins. This could be done using the method I have employ in this work (SELEX-seq), this could 

provide useful information if there are traits exclusive for this nematode. 
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 The SIX's binding motif has long been established to be a TGATAC binding motif; however, 

in our work (Chapter 3), we were able to observe that the motif is more extended. A 5’GA flanking 

region is observed in all SIX proteins, with some degrees of difference. We could even observe 

that some SIX proteins could not bind in the absence of this flank, a trait only previously reported 

in sine oculis. How the flanking region contributes to DNA-binding is an interesting question that 

could be answered by determining the protein arrangement when interacting with DNA.  The 

atypical SIX HD must make the protein adopt a novel structure to bind to DNA properly, is the 

extended motif the result of this? Why are some SIX proteins capable of binding without the 

flanking sequence? The structure of the protein, which at this moment hasn’t been determined for 

a SIX protein interacting with DNA, will provide answers to these lingering questions. Although 

some predictions could be done using the new structure prediction models like Alphafold, doing 

X-Ray crystallography to at least one SIX TF will provide information that is currently lacking, 

especially if this structure is done with the protein interacting with DNA. Likewise, it will be 

interesting to determine the DNA-binding specificity of “ancestral” SIX proteins, like those from 

sponges, jellyfish, and comb jellies. This is achievable since I have already found the sequences 

and cloning, and protein expression are already optimized. Doing the “ancestral” SIX proteins 

allows to establish a specificity timestamp for this TF, that can be used to compare with other 

members. Is the binding specificity established since early SIX proteins, or is it the result of 

millions of years of evolution?  

 Finally, the Heliconius butterflies are an excellent model for studying the evolution of color 

patterns and the underlying regulatory process that achieves it. The master regulator optix is known 

to be responsible for regulating the red coloring process, probably by using the ommochrome 

pathway seen in fly eyes.  It would be interesting if, using our binding matrices, it could be proven 
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that, indeed, optix does bind to components of the ommochrome pathway. Does optix achieve this 

by suppressing other pigments to be expressed?  The first could be explained by directly 

identifying these genes on the Heliconius genome and using our binding matrices to do predictions. 

Reporter assays can be done however in Heliconius it will be more useful to determine the 

homologous genes in Drosophila and compare results between both datasets. Could we, in the 

future, be able to use optix as a genomic paintbrush to manipulate colors in the future? Another 

interesting question will be what is the function of the homodimer during genomic regulation? 

Could monomeric or dimeric binding function as repressors or activators, or is there an underlying 

cooperative interaction between optix and other factors? Being able to express optix in vitro can 

provide new pathways previously not attainable.    
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Supplementary Image 1: SIX proteins multiple sequence alignment 
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Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  ............................................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX2_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX3_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    ............................................................

SIX6_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    ............................................................

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX1_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX2_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX3_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX4_HUMAN             .......................................MSSSSPTGQIASAADIKQENG

SIX5_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX6_HUMAN             ............................................................
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SINE_Amphimedon        ............................................................

SciSixB                PPPLPALSTQATDPDESRTYQPAFPLPPTSQQQQQEEKELCTPLAVALGDSGQQLDLYRC

SciSixc                YFGASPALHAALEAERIAAYEAANPMPLPMSSNASSQSAGTYLPPVESTEPNYLAHQAAQ

LCOSixB                ......................QYPIQHVAQNQLVQTAASPRISAPVTVVASTAVHGNLS

LCOSixc                AAQEAERIASFEVANTPPLPLPLASRTAHAVQTFQPPSLTSLTRSVAAETDSHYLALRAA

Nvec_Six1              ............................................................

Nvec_Six3              ............................................................

Nvec_Six4              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXC              STTVTMETTQPMELSPRHHHVMTGTSSFYRPPSPTTTDHRQGARSPGPSYRHHGIPSSPL

Cwil_SIXA              ................................................MDFGVKIEQSSI

Cwil_SIXB              .......RKDESPPSPPSPPIPSDPQRAHHLRQGGGAGGGGAPTPPPPPLRPVIVGEDEE

Tri_SIX3               VKPAPTINGAIPIIAGMPASPHHQALATANLFRAPTMVPAVAPLPPHNVALAALASGMAQ

Tri_SIX1A              ....................MAYLPYMYCYPEHRHSNSNLILNYNYLSGFQPSKQPYPKQ

C_elegans_ceh_33       ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_32       ........................MFTPEQFTKVMSQLGNFSQLGQMFQPGNVAMLQALQ

C_elegans_ceh_34       ............................................................

C_elegans_unc_39       PPIDTSSYFDCYQQHQLPLQYTFTSSSNSNTSNSSTSPSHISDQFSSSGGPPYELSSHIL

Sine_Schmidtea         ......MRSISTSQATDIQQNICDQFSNSGDYKSLDGPVVSSPSESDSNVNYASFHQFGM

Six3_Schmidtea         ............................................................

SIX2_Brachionus        ...................................MYEPVSNKTQNLLIMTSSSQNSTGP

SIX3_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Brachionus        .....MDYHHAQVSTEGRGAPLCYEAPYPDPFSHFAGGYQPPQFYYGNYALPHDTESNED

SIX1_Pomacea           ............................................................

SIX6_Pomacea           ..MDLSRTSKLGPVALSTLVGSQPQHPPPPPPPPVLAQPHAHLPAITAAAAAAAMYPGLP

SIX4_Pomacea           PSARGCMAQASDDDTLTLGDDVLGASLLHGDNSHLDTTVNSNNSSNGGALNATLSNSSSS

SINE_Capitella_teleta  .......................................................MLHEQ

Optix_Capitella_teleta ....................................MEKVSPSRPKPIFPPFSPGVFHGA

SIX4_Capitella_teleta  LGTSNFVDCRRAASDCRLMQDENMEPLNDLVKSEDSYDATADEIENISSFKSPPQSSSSS

Sine_Drosophila        NAAAVLTARHTPPYSPTGLSGSVALHNNNNNNSSTSNNNNSTLDIMAHNGGGAGGGLHLN

Optix_Drosophila       ...................................................MAVGPTEGK

Six4_Drosophila        TSSGGTSSDHSAVHQDNLSSPMAYGSLFLPNAGYRGNLSCKTVLQLDKFAPYEGVEKDHL

So_H_erato             ............................................................

Optix_H_erato          ...............................MRGSWDESTTAALHARGPAAERAAEPAAC

SIX4_H_mel             ESCSDRLSPSSDMTSESETSLPSFPYEQNNFYTQSDINEKQYFSCKQKSPRTDERKDYLQ

SINE_Daphnia           VAHHHHMSGFAAHHHHHHMGLGGMMAAGMMPGMSSTSTGMTVQPTSQSPPSSNNNNNNNN

SIX4_Daphnia           RHHQQHRLYQPYHLPLHPHHHIQHHHHLQQQPQHMENQYDLNQHYPVASTSAVGGTDSRC

OPTIX_Daphnia          ..............MALAASSSATSVTTAGPRSSAATPPDQPTFPLMPTPLFAGAGNGGG

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus ............................................................

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus ..............MVWTETETSPSDRGAMRAAQALAQYYSLHDPRSSEGLARLAHMYTS

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus ..MEAAPTPLETVGSELDTAMSVGESDINLNSAGDTSSTTDSNAGISLPVPTSLLSNVEN

Six1/2_Halocynthia     .....................MATALAVSSYTTVLPQVVQHHSAAAAAAAAAAAAQLSAV

Six3/6_Halocynthia     ............................................MFPKQYPGLGQDLSAS

Six4/5_Halocynthia     GFLPSVAAVISPEDETNSRAVPPTSSLCNRLENNTSPQDLASLANMLTIDKQVSYNISNN

Six1/2_Branchiostoma   ............................................................

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   .............................................MANAVENVNPNVNQG

Six1_Petromyzon        ............................................................

SIX6_Petromyzon        ............................................................

SIX4_Petromyzon        ....................................MSCSTQVAGRAPQVPVAPALLQSP

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1 ............................................................

Six1_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1 ...........................................................M

Six6_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon2  ............................................................

Six2_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon3  ............................................................

SIX1_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX2_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX3_Rhincodon         ..........................................MVFRSQFELYSALPLLPN

SIX4_Rhincodon         ......................MSSASNEITNTIEIKEENDSLQPKINNTLGSPATLEPE

SIX6_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX1b_Spotted          ........................................................MSFW

SIX2_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX3_Spotted           .....................................HSMVFRSPLELYPSHFFLPNFAD

SIX4_Spotted           .....................................................LALDAAG

SIX5_Spotted           .....................................MASFSLEAGVQAESPSEVSVQDS

SIX6_Spotted           ...........................................................G

SIX7_Spotted           .......................................QIYHPKLKTHPTCCFCANLRG

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  ............................................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX2_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX3_Callorhinchus     .........................................MVFRSQLELYSAALPFLPN

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    ....................................................MVVEPEVS

SIX6_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    ............................................................

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     .......................................MVFRSPLELYPSHFFLPNFAD

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     ...............................MSSSSNEVRSAGEIKKENVSSGEEPELLA

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     .................................MASLSLEAGTPKESPGETSSGELSSPS

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX1_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX2_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX3_HUMAN             .MVFRSPLDLYSSHFLLPNFADSHHRSILLASSGGGNGAGGGGGAGGGSGGGNGAGGGGA

SIX4_HUMAN             MESASEGQEAHREVAGGAAVGLSPPAPAPFPLEPGDAATAAARVSGEEGAVAAAAAGAAA

SIX5_HUMAN             ....MATLPAEPSAGPAAGGEAVAAAAATEEEEEEARQLLQTLQAAEGEAAAAAGAGAGA

SIX6_HUMAN             ............................................................
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 1       10        20                                       

SINE_Amphimedon                              IP                                    .MQCLSFARNIMNGYQLTAAMA  YN..................................

SciSixB                                       P                                    ECESVGRQDRSARSSLDGADQAE EQADRNTSRPVQEAGPYNTSGGSHREPYQVSEQNMP

SciSixc                                      LP                                    AASLQAAQSVQQQQNHSLNNPL  T...................................

LCOSixB                                      AP                                    ATPAAGDPVENRTDTSSMPMVT  D...................................

LCOSixc                                      LP                                    REAANQAAESAHHQQHTLNNPL  S...................................

Nvec_Six1                                    LP                                    .....................M  ....................................

Nvec_Six3                                    LP                                    ..................MFAP  ....................................

Nvec_Six4                                    L                                     ......MESLDSVSPIKGDGST A....................................

Cwil_SIXC                                    MP                                    FARATAPHYSEPSHHHPHHYEK  EHRHSVQGLNP.........................

Cwil_SIXA                                     P                                    NDLKSECSVITTFQDETGIPTTF ....................................

Cwil_SIXB                                     P                                    DEEEDVKREHHLAALESGILPPF DYPD................................

Tri_SIX3                                     MP                                    PTNANGGNQEAPILPPGSSSPS  ....................................

Tri_SIX1A                                    LP                                    QPQSQYQQYHPSLSSLANGYSS  ....................................

C_elegans_ceh_33       ........MQLNSSSFHPHHFTCD....................................

C_elegans_ceh_32                             AP                                    ANGASSTPSLFPAMPSVIPSLA  SSPT................................

C_elegans_ceh_34       ...........MQQSYNPQNSLTA....................................

C_elegans_unc_39                             IP                                    TPSSVIPTPSPSVASASISSPT  ....................................

Sine_Schmidtea                               I                                     VSYEQSCLAAPALDYQTNQDSV SPDSG................................

Six3_Schmidtea                               L                                     ............QMNCKQNSKL A....................................

SIX2_Brachionus                               P                                    NSSSSSASSASELVNLANGDAKT ....................................

SIX3_Brachionus                              IP                                    ....MNLFSALPALFPGLPAPT  ....................................

SIX1_Brachionus        ADSKTSADSVHQTDEEGPAGSVHV....................................

SIX1_Pomacea                                 LP                                    ..MLHDQATTSVGSPTGGGPTM  ....................................

SIX6_Pomacea                                 LP                                    GLMFGLCGFESPAAAAALPMLP  ....................................

SIX4_Pomacea                                 V                                     TPSCSGSGKISIIGSSGPNSNG AASNSSSSNNNNNSAASDLLSGK..............

SINE_Capitella_teleta                         P                                    MPTTTGMAPHSGAGAHAGGMPPS RL..................................

Optix_Capitella_teleta                       LP                                    FGVLQSPLPLHPRASHGWPLMM  ....................................

SIX4_Capitella_teleta                         P                                    KCGDLAVVSVPTPSPLNDKNEGS GQAEGSEK............................

Sine_Drosophila                              LP                                    SSSNGGGGGGVVSGGGSGGREN  ....................................

Optix_Drosophila                             VP                                    QPPSESFSPTHHQIIAPSPILA  ....................................

Six4_Drosophila                               P                                    LERRFQDITNDYDKSPPPTASTT THYPSLNSIIFENGSSGNLGDLNGNTKTDLCAGLQR

So_H_erato                                   LP                                    ...MLGGPEWGQREATPPRDAP  ....................................

Optix_H_erato                                LP                                    ADPPAPLSLAAIELAAPTPLLP  ....................................

SIX4_H_mel                                   L                                     ESNKNSFENYLSPRSKKYLNFE KLPPINDH..FFSQIDNDERRTAYYNDNMKNVQNENN

SINE_Daphnia                                 LP                                    NNNSSSIGGTSSSSLSSTGNGG  ....................................

SIX4_Daphnia                                  P                                    SSVSSSGGADQHHHVALALKSEQ QHNSLDQTSSLELLDSANLSYGEDPQQRHSSSGGDR

OPTIX_Daphnia                                LP                                    GGGGGGPGGGGGPGGLIPPPPA  ....................................

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus                       LP                                    .....................M  ....................................

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus                       LP                                    MQPFVPFPAAAPGGTLFPLPTA  ....................................

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus                       I                                     LTCSKSKEVECMNSQLSVQHGI SGGAGTGGPG...........................

Six1/2_Halocynthia                           LP                                    TSAGQNVHLSSGHMASHSGMSL  AAPPTSL.............................

Six3/6_Halocynthia                            P                                    MDRLKMMLSLLQRPAALPTLFPF ....................................

Six4/5_Halocynthia                           I                                     NSRRFGEDSPDLYRDKTPEIDK STI..................................

Six1/2_Branchiostoma                         LP                                    .....................M  ....................................

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   VDMGTGTPGVQTSQTINGGDTAS.....................................

Six1_Petromyzon                              LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX6_Petromyzon                              LP                                    ...................MFH  ....................................

SIX4_Petromyzon                              VP                                    VGMAQGLVTLAGVAPIPVPASS  AFIAEIFG............................

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1                       LP                                    ...................MSL  ....................................

Six1_like_Petromyzon                         LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1                       M                                     ASVPGPQGAAGSGAAGVPEGGL T....................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon                         LP                                    ..MKQEAAFSVHGPSRCSSMLH  ....................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon2                        LP                                    ...................MFA  ....................................

Six2_like_Petromyzon   .............MPSHAAAAAEM....................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon3                        LP                                    ...................MFH  ....................................

SIX1_Rhincodon                               LP                                    ...................MSV  ....................................

SIX2_Rhincodon                               LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX3_Rhincodon                               LP                                    SAERAFLLLASSRPQEELSMFQ  ....................................

SIX4_Rhincodon                               A                                     VSALSTSPEISDQVPVELLTNP A....................................

SIX6_Rhincodon                               LP                                    ...................MFQ  ....................................

SIX1b_Spotted                                LP                                    LRGRDRFGARGDTTQRPDIMSM  ....................................

SIX2_Spotted                                 LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX3_Spotted                                 LP                                    RPLVLASSAPSARSPEELSMFQ  ....................................

SIX4_Spotted                                 A                                     LSMEQATSAAEQIHGELLASAA S....................................

SIX5_Spotted           GSLKEETAALDEVSEELLQTFQSS....................................

SIX6_Spotted                                 LP                                    RERVRVWCERETGEQTEASMFQ  ....................................

SIX7_Spotted                                 LP                                    SRLVLAPSGLRGAPPPGRTMFP  ....................................

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  .......................M....................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus                           LP                                    ...................MSV  ....................................

SIX2_Callorhinchus                           LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX3_Callorhinchus                           LP                                    SADRAFLLLASSRPQEEPSMFQ  ....................................

SIX4a_Callorhinchus                          A                                     AAVLPSSPELPGQLPVELLAHP S....................................

SIX6_Callorhinchus                           LP                                    ...................MFQ  ....................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys                           LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys                          LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX3_Erpetoichthys                           LP                                    RSALLASSAAGSRAPEELSMFQ  ....................................

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     LNSALLPMEHADQVHTELLLSASS....................................

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     PKAPDELGALDDASEQLLRTLRGS....................................

SIX6_Erpetoichthys                           LP                                    ...................MFQ  ....................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys                           LP                                    ...................MFS  GL..................................

SIX1_HUMAN                                   LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX2_HUMAN                                   LP                                    ...................MSM  ....................................

SIX3_HUMAN                                   LP                                    GGAGGGGGGGSRAPPEELSMFQ  ....................................

SIX4_HUMAN                                    P                                    DQVQLHSELLGRHHHAAAAAAQT ....................................

SIX5_HUMAN                                    P                                    AAAGAEGPGSPGVPGSPPEAASE PT..................................

SIX6_HUMAN                                   LP                                    ...................MFQ  ....................................
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                                                  30        

SINE_Amphimedon                                                           S EQVA VC....................................AY.....G......L Q    C  

SciSixB                                                                  FT EQVA L MQMGSD..............................DF.....S......  L    C A

SciSixc                                                                  FS DQVA VC....................................TY.....T......  L    C  

LCOSixB                                                                  FT EQIA L ....................................QF.....G......  L    C A

LCOSixc                                                                  FT DQVA VC....................................TY.....T......  L    C  

Nvec_Six1                                                                FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....S......  P    C  

Nvec_Six3                                                                FS  QIA VC....................................AL.....S......  AH   Q  

Nvec_Six4                                                                FS DQVA VC..................................................  A    C  

Cwil_SIXC                                                                FT EQVA VC....................................SY.....G......  Q    C  

Cwil_SIXA                                                                FS EQVA VC....................................PF.....S......  V    S  

Cwil_SIXB                                                                FT  QVA VC....................................SYPGDHLK......  AG   C  

Tri_SIX3                                                                 FS  QVA VC....................................GL.....H......  VH   S  

Tri_SIX1A                                                                FS DQ A VC....................................IG.....N......  T  F S  

C_elegans_ceh_33                                                         YS EQVA IC....................................TT.....R......  E    C  

C_elegans_ceh_32                                                          T DQIV  C....................................TS.....N......L A    KT 

C_elegans_ceh_34                                                         YS   IV IC....................................TT.....S......  EQE  C  

C_elegans_unc_39                                                         YS EQM  I ....................................AFGCTMSE......  M   EA S

Sine_Schmidtea                                                           FT EQVA VC....................................AM.....G......  Q    C  

Six3_Schmidtea                                                           FS EQI  VC....................................PFMCHNQL......  V   TK  

SIX2_Brachionus                                                          FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_Brachionus                                                          FS  QVA VC....................................SL.....N......  AQ   Q  

SIX1_Brachionus                                                          FS  QL  I ....................................VYLRV..GEQQVVQ  LA  EC I

SIX1_Pomacea                                                             FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX6_Pomacea                                                             FT  QVA VC....................................TL.....H......  PS   K  

SIX4_Pomacea                                                             FS EQVA VC....................................NL.....T......  P    C  

SINE_Capitella_teleta                                                    FT EQVA VC....................................QF.....G......  Q    C  

Optix_Capitella_teleta                                                   FS  QV  VC....................................PV.....PPPAPPV  SS  TQ  

SIX4_Capitella_teleta                                                    FS EQVA VC....................................AL.....T......  P    C  

Sine_Drosophila                                                          FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Optix_Drosophila                                                         FS  QV  VC....................................TL.....A......  AA  EI  

Six4_Drosophila                                                          FS DQI  MCSGGGLGGNAGSGGHLISNLTAAHNMSAVSSFPIDAKML.....Q......  T   QC  

So_H_erato                                                               FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Optix_H_erato                                                            FS  QVA VC....................................TL.....S......  AA   T  

SIX4_H_mel                                                               FN EQV  VCPMVEVEINNFENVVNERERQYFADSDNNMRR.....CL.....N......  A   QC  

SINE_Daphnia                                                             FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX4_Daphnia                                                             FS DQVA VCLDLHHNGPSSASSTSSSSLGHNNNNNNNNNNNK...PMTGPSGSSSMAMA  K    C  

OPTIX_Daphnia                                                            FS  QVA VC....................................TL.....N......  VS   T  

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus                                                   FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus                                                   FS  QIA VC....................................TL.....C......  PT   S  

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus                                                   FS  QVV VC....................................IL.....S......  AQ   C  

Six1/2_Halocynthia                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Six3/6_Halocynthia                                                        N  QIA VC....................................AP.....S......L AS   T  

Six4/5_Halocynthia                                                       YS DNV  IC....................................RLNSDAPS......  L   SC  

Six1/2_Branchiostoma                                                     FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Six4/5_Branchiostoma                                                     FS EQVA AC....................................TL.....T......  P    C  

Six1_Petromyzon                                                          FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX6_Petromyzon                                                          FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....S......  PQ   S  

SIX4_Petromyzon                                                          FS EQVA AC....................................ASLPTASGAGSLLA  S    G  

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1                                                   FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Six1_like_Petromyzon                                                     FT EQVA VC....................................TF.....G......  Q    C  

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1                                                   FS EQVA VC...........................................G......  D    C  

Six6_like_Petromyzon                                                     FS  QVA VC....................................TL.....T......  AQ   G  

Six6_like_Petromyzon2                                                    FS  QVA VC....................................TL.....S......  PQ   S  

Six2_like_Petromyzon                                                     FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

Six6_like_Petromyzon3                                                    FS  QVA VC....................................VL.....S......  PQ   S  

SIX1_Rhincodon                                                           FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX2_Rhincodon                                                           FT EQVA VC....................................TF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_Rhincodon                                                           FT EQVA VC....................................TI.....N......  P    S  

SIX4_Rhincodon                                                           FS EQVA VC....................................AL.....T......  P    C  

SIX6_Rhincodon                                                           FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....N......  PQ   G  

SIX1b_Spotted                                                            FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX2_Spotted                                                             FT EQVA VC....................................TF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_Spotted                                                             FS EQVA VC....................................TL.....N......  P    S  

SIX4_Spotted                                                             FS EQVA VC....................................SL.....A......  P    C  

SIX5_Spotted                                                             FS DQVA LC....................................VL.....S......  A    C  

SIX6_Spotted                                                             FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....N......  PQ   G  

SIX7_Spotted                                                             FT EQVA VC...........................................M......  P    R  

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like                                                    FS DQVA VC....................................AF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX1_Callorhinchus                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX2_Callorhinchus                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................AF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_Callorhinchus                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................TI.....N......  P    S  

SIX4a_Callorhinchus                                                      FS EQVA VC....................................AL.....T......  P    C  

SIX6_Callorhinchus                                                       FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....N......  PQ   G  

SIX1_Erpetoichthys                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys                                                      FT EQVA VC....................................TF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_Erpetoichthys                                                       FS EQVA VC....................................TL.....N......  P    S  

SIX4_Erpetoichthys                                                       FS EQVA VC....................................AL.....A......  P    C  

SIX5_Erpetoichthys                                                       FS EQV  VC....................................GL.....N......  A   SC  

SIX6_Erpetoichthys                                                       FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....N......  PQ   G  

SIX7_Erpetoichthys                                                       FT EQVA VC....................................PM............  P    R  

SIX1_HUMAN                                                               FT EQVA VC....................................SF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX2_HUMAN                                                               FT EQVA VC....................................TF.....G......  Q    C  

SIX3_HUMAN                                                               FS EQVA VC....................................TL.....N......  P    S  

SIX4_HUMAN                                                               FS D VA VC....................................LA............  P H  C  

SIX5_HUMAN                                                               FS EQVA VC....................................GL.....R......  P    C  

SIX6_HUMAN                                                               FS  QVA VC....................................IL.....N......  PQ   G  
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40            50                               60           

SINE_Amphimedon        D L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I  NES V ....QQS N    A      .................. .....AC .Q.. QK   

SciSixB                E I         V RL RFLY L                  P            V   E  F ....LHSED H  E    A .................. .....KCA.Q.. QRH K

SciSixc                E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       D    V   ES V ....QQN Q    E      .................. .....LH .E.. QRH  

LCOSixB                E L       G V RL  FL SL                  P            L  NES F ....QQT D S  ES  S  .................. .....KCA.R.. QG   

LCOSixc                E L         IDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    V  NES V ....QQSHQ    E      .................. .....PC .E.. QR   

Nvec_Six1              E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I  NES V ....QQS D    G      .................. .....EC .T.. QK   

Nvec_Six3              E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L   ES T ....EES D    A      .................. VAPG.TL .A.. GKH  

Nvec_Six4              D L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  SES A ....RQA D    S      .................. .....PD .L.. NG   

Cwil_SIXC              E L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....SQG N    A      .................. .....SC .H.. HK   

Cwil_SIXA              D L       G IDRL RFLWSL                  P               NE  S ....EAS D    A      .................. .....LSQ.MEEFNK  K

Cwil_SIXB              E L       G I RL  FLWSL                  P       D    L  NES A ....LQS N K  AA     .................. .....CH SN.. MN   

Tri_SIX3               E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P            L   D  A ....ESS D    S      .................. STLDGYTN.... LNH A

Tri_SIX1A                L         IDRL  FLWSL                  P       D    L  N NNI ....LQSNH    AT     .................. .....PN .E.. KV Q 

C_elegans_ceh_33       E L         A KL  FVWTV                          D    M  N   A ......SND R  SQ     ..................L.....ER .E.. RN QY

C_elegans_ceh_32       E L       G VD L RFM TI                  P            V  NE  Q ....ETD D  G F   C  .................. .....PQK.TQE AG  A

C_elegans_ceh_34       E L       G  E L  FIYNL                  P                ES S FNEGLQT RT Q AN     .................. .....QC.....YQVM  

C_elegans_unc_39         L          DRL  F  QL                  P       D       SE TS ....FQARDG   VA FK  .............ESLYG N....AV ....HLR  A

Sine_Schmidtea         E L       G IDRL  FIWSL                  P            L  NES V ....ENG N    AL     .................. .....PCQ.Q.. QT   

Six3_Schmidtea         E L       G IDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  QES T ....EEA D    S      .................. SFSS.LW .S.. SR   

SIX2_Brachionus        E L         IDRL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQSNS    A      .................. .....PC .H.. HK   

SIX3_Brachionus        E L       G  DRL RFLWSL                  P            L   ES Q ....EES DT   A      ...............SVI .....GSN.L.. TQH  

SIX1_Brachionus        E L         L KV   L  L                  P            L   DS A ....LQMNN K  RSM AM AIDVHEGSVALDAANLND H....TLK.Y.. CTH  

SIX1_Pomacea           E L       G IDRL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    A      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX6_Pomacea           E L       G IERL RFLWSI                  P       E    L   ES T ....EES D    G      .................. VNPS.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4_Pomacea           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  SE  A ....QQK D    A      .................. .....PS .L.. RG  A

SINE_Capitella_teleta  E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QNS N    A      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

Optix_Capitella_teleta E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P                E  T ....EES D    A      .................. PPGPGLSSSD..PARC A

SIX4_Capitella_teleta  E L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  SE  A ....QQS N    A      .................. .....PS .L.. RG  A

Sine_Drosophila        E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQA N    G      .................. .....QC .K.. QL   

Optix_Drosophila         L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P            I   E KT ....EDS D    A      ..............PVAL .....NMH.E.. LNC A

Six4_Drosophila        E L       G IEKL  FL SL                  P       E       NES A ....QQK D    TT  C  .................. .....PS .F..FKT   

So_H_erato             E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L   ES V ....QQA N    G      .................. .....AC .R.. HAH  

Optix_H_erato          E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L   E  T ....EES D    A      .................. VAHPNVA .... ERC A

SIX4_H_mel             E L       G MEKL  FLWSL                  P       E    L  NET A ....QQK D    AA     .................. .....TT .L.. RG   

SINE_Daphnia           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQS N    A      .................. .....AC .Q.. HK   

SIX4_Daphnia           E L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P       E       SES A ....QQA D    S      .................. .....AS .LSGSAS   

OPTIX_Daphnia          E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P            L  SE  T ....EES D    G      ..............PVAH .....NIG.E.. NK  A

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQS N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    A      .................. VAPG.TC .A.. SK   

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus E L       G IDRL RFLWTL                  P       E    L   ET A ....RQE N    A      .................. .....AD .T.. QND  

Six1/2_Halocynthia     E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    A      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

Six3/6_Halocynthia     D L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES A ....AES D    A      .................. AIPS.VM .A.. QT   

Six4/5_Halocynthia       L          DRL RYL TL                  P                E KA ....MQSKDP   E   E  .................. T....E.A.L..NSGK Y

Six1/2_Branchiostoma   E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQS Q    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   E L       G IE L RFLWSL                  P       E    L  SES A ....QQG D  G A      .................. .....PN .L.. RG   

Six1_Petromyzon        E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX6_Petromyzon        E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L   ES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPS.AW .A.. NKH  

SIX4_Petromyzon        E L       G MERL RFV SL                  P       D    L  SE  T ....LRG D    G   H  .................. .....TA .L.. RS  V

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1 E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

Six1_like_Petromyzon   E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1 E L       G V RL RFLW L                  P            A   E  A ....QQG D A  A    A .................. G....PAA.... SRD A

Six6_like_Petromyzon   E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P            L  NE  T ....EES D    A      .................. AAALSAGHAGDP SR  A

Six6_like_Petromyzon2  E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  QE  T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPG.AW .A.. NR  A

Six2_like_Petromyzon   E L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I  SES A ....LQG N    G      .................. .....AC .Q.. QR   

Six6_like_Petromyzon3  E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NE  T ....EES D    A      .................. VAPG.AW .T.. NK  A

SIX1_Rhincodon         E L       G LERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX2_Rhincodon         E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX3_Rhincodon         E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I   ES T ....EET D    G      .................. VAPG.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4_Rhincodon         E L       G LDRL  FLWSL                  P       D    L  NES A ....QQG N    AQ     .................. .....PS .L.. RG   

SIX6_Rhincodon         E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPA.AC .A.. NK   

SIX1b_Spotted          E L       G LERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX2_Spotted           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX3_Spotted           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I   ES T ....EET D    G      .................. VAPG.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4_Spotted           E L       G VDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES A ....QQG N    A      .................. .....QS .L.. RG   

SIX5_Spotted           E L       G VERL RFL TI                  P       E    L  NET A ....LQA N    G   S  .................. P....SA .L.. RG   

SIX6_Spotted           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPA.AC .V.. NK   

SIX7_Spotted           E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P            L   ES N ....EET D    A      .................. AAVPGSAGEA.. SRH  

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....LQR S    G      .................. .....PC .L.. HR   

SIX1_Callorhinchus     E L       G LERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX2_Callorhinchus     E L       G IDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX3_Callorhinchus     E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I   ES T ....EET D    G      .................. VAPG.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    E L       G LDRL  FLWSL                  P       E    L  NES A ....QQG N    AQ     .................. .....AS .L.. RG   

SIX6_Callorhinchus     E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPA.AC .A.. NK   

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     E L       G LERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I   ES T ....EET D    G      .................. VAPG.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     E L       G LDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES A ....QQG N    A      .................. .....QS .L.. RG   

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     E L       G VE L RFL TI                  P       E       NET A ....LQA N  Q G   S  .................. A....AP .L..QRG   

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPA.AC .V.. NK   

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     E L       G MERL RFLWSL                  P            L   ES N ....EDT D    G      .................. SAMPGSATDA.. NRH  

SIX1_HUMAN             E L       G LERL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX2_HUMAN             E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES V ....QQG N    G      .................. .....AC .H.. HK   

SIX3_HUMAN             E L       G IERL RFLWSL                  P       E    I   ES T ....EET D    G      .................. VAPG.AC .A.. NKH  

SIX4_HUMAN             E L       G LDRL RFLWSL                  P       D    L  NES A ....QQG N    A      .................. .....QS .L.. RG   

SIX5_HUMAN             E L       G A RL RFL  L                  P       E    L  SD  A ....LQA H G  S   GA .................. .....PA .R.. RG  P

SIX6_HUMAN             E L       G VERL RFLWSL                  P       E    L  NES T ....EES D    G      .................. VAPA.AC .A.. NK   
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SINE_Amphimedon                                      F                 Y           VLKAKALIAF    H GNF ELY IIET   S  S H KMQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  K          .... Q   Q   R    NN  PD . P   Q   Q   I       .. 

SciSixB                                              F                 Y           IL AKA VAY    H G FR LY ILES   S  S   RLQ MW  AH  EAER R   K  I   N   HSGL T D  A  Q    ET  EQ .YP   E  TE   K    N EGR 

SciSixc                                              F                 Y           VLKARAILAF    H  NY  LY IL S   S  S H KMQ LWL AH  EAERVRG  R          .... RN  QQ  H  K YQ  PS . Q   Q   Q   R       .. 

LCOSixB                                              F                 Y           VL AKAVVAF    H G YK LY ILESH  S  S   KLQ LWL AH  EAER RG  R  I       .... R D  H  H     N  EP .YP   K   Q   I    Q  .. 

LCOSixc                                              F                 Y           VL  RAIVAF    H GNF  LY IL S   S    H KMQ LWL AH  EAER RG  R  TS      .... R   PQ  H  K YQ  GPY. G   Q   Q   L    Q  .. 

Nvec_Six1                                            F                 Y           VLKAKAIV F    H  NF ELY ILEN   S    H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R        S .... QQ  Q   R    NN  PNA. P   S   K   M       .. 

Nvec_Six3                                            F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNFRDLY ILETH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... M       H     R  RE . A   A   E   Q       .. 

Nvec_Six4                                            F                 Y           VLKARAIV F    H G YREVY ILET      S H  LQ LW  AH  EAEKLRG  R        S .... R R     N    NE DPS . EL  C  YK   S       .. 

Cwil_SIXC                                            F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFKELY ILEN   S  N H KLQ IWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       Q    NS  AN . P   S   K   M       .. 

Cwil_SIXA                                            F                 Y           ILR RAVV F    H   FRELY IIEN      S H KLQ LW  AH  EAEKLRG  R   S    S .... RQD     S    CR KKS . E   Y  NE   M       .. 

Cwil_SIXB                                            F                 Y           VMKARA VAF      GNF EVY IL SR  S  S H KLQ LWL  H  EAE ARG  R      E   ....NN   S   R  G  N  PN . P   Q   KS  I   T   .. 

Tri_SIX3                                             F                 Y           ILRARAVVAY    H G YRELY IIENH       H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... Q H     G     R PKDF. G   H   E   R       .. 

Tri_SIX1A                                            F                 Y           IL ARA VAY    H  NF ELY LLEN   S    H KLQ LW  AH  E    RG  K  L   T   .... QH  E   Q    YP  SEF. P   E  KE   L EKQS  .. 

C_elegans_ceh_33                                     F                 Y           ILKA A LAF    H  NFKELY IIESH       H  LQ  WL AH  EAEKIRG  R    Q F   .... SN      R     H ASEH. LP  EW  N   H       .. 

C_elegans_ceh_32                                     F                 Y            LRARALV F    H   FRELY ILEN   S    H KLQ MW  AH  E EK RG  KF       C .... ASH     A    NK  PKY. P   E  HE   R Q  N  .. 

C_elegans_ceh_34                                     F                 Y           VLKA ALV F       NWK LY LLE    S  N H  LQ LWL AH  EA K K   R    Q   Y ....TTQ   M  K   CSK  PH . TV  N   D   K  A T D.. 

C_elegans_unc_39                                     F                 Y           II A   ALY    H   F  LF LL NR  Q       LQ IW  AR  E    RG  K  V YTY   .... SNE ET  H  S  H  QRH.YND  D  HH   K SQLK  .. 

Sine_Schmidtea                                       F                 Y           VL AKAAVAF    H  NFKELY ILES   S  N H KLQ LWL AH  E EKIKG  R  T       .... RQ      R    YT  PH . Y   A   Q   I E     .. 

Six3_Schmidtea                                       F                 Y           I RARALVAF    H GNFRELY LIE    T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R Q        .... V       N   KNR  KA . S   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX2_Brachionus                                      F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H   FRDLY ILEN      N H KLQ LWL AH  EAE IKG  R          .... QRR     K    NH MAH . S   Q   A   L   N   .. 

SIX3_Brachionus                                      F                 Y           IIRARAIVAF       NYRELY LLENH  T  S H KLQ MWM AH  EAEKLRG  R          ....QQN      T     K  RD . P   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX1_Brachionus                                      F                 Y           ILK RAALL         FKELY LLENH       H  LQ MW   H  EA KVRG  R   C     L....DECR     S     E DLCH. ND  A  YKG  A  Q    .. 

SIX1_Pomacea                                         F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFKELY ILEN   S  N H KMQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K    NQ  PH . P   A   K   V       .. 

SIX6_Pomacea                                         F                 Y           VLRARALV F    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R        S .... T       H     K  KE . A   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Pomacea                                         F                 Y           VLKARA VAF    H GSYRELY ILESH     N H  LQ LW  AH  EA KVRG  R      T   .... R       A     N DES . AF  Q  YK   M  Q    .. 

SINE_Capitella_teleta                                F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFKELY ILES   S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K    QT  PH . P   A   K   I       .. 

Optix_Capitella_teleta                               F                 Y           VLRARALVAF    H GNFRELY LLESH  S  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... A       A     K  KD . S   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Capitella_teleta                                F                 Y           VLKARA VAF    H GNFRELY I ESH     N H  MQ MW  AH  EA KVRG  R      T   .... K       A T   N DPA . AV  Q  YK   L  Q    .. 

Sine_Drosophila                                      F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GQYKELY LLE H  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       R   H H  AQ . A   A   K   V       .. 

Optix_Drosophila                                     F                 Y           VLRARAVVAY    H GNFRELY IIENH  T  S   KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... V       A     K  KA .YG   A   E   I       .. 

Six4_Drosophila                                      F                 Y           VLRARAMVAY      GQFHELY LLETH  S    H  LQ LW  AH  EAEKVRG  R          ....NL       N     C  IKY. VD  N  FK   K       .. 

So_H_erato                                           F                 Y           VLKAKAMVAF    H GNFKELY LLESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... R       R     N  AH . E   N   K   M       .. 

Optix_H_erato                                        F                 Y           VLRARAVVAF    H G  RELY ILE H  Q  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... A RH    S   R R  RS . A   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_H_mel                                           F                 Y           VLRARALVAY    H G F ELY ILE H       H  LQ LW  AH  EAEKVRG  R          .... H I Q   T   K S PPRH. NA  T  FK   K       .. 

SINE_Daphnia                                         F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H  NFKELY LLETH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... RA      K     P  PH . P   A   K   I       .. 

SIX4_Daphnia                                         F                 Y           VLRARVAVAF    H GNYRELY LLESH  S    H  LQ IW  AH  EAEKVR   R          .... R       N     S  SQY. QE  N  YG   K      N.. 

OPTIX_Daphnia                                        F                 Y           VLRARALVAY    H GNYRELY IVESH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... M       H     R  KD . G   A   E   L       .. 

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus                               F                 Y           VLKAKAIVAF    H GNFRELY ILES   S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K    NN  PH . P   A   K   I       .. 

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus                               F                 Y           VLRARAVV F    H GNYRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R        S .... Q       H     R  KD . A   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus                               F                 Y           VLRARAAVAY    H G YKELY LL NH  N    H  LQ LW  AH  E EKLRG  R          .... Q H     N  Q  N  PAF. TE  D  YQ   K S     .. 

Six1/2_Halocynthia                                   F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY LLESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     N  PH . P   Q   K   I       .. 

Six3/6_Halocynthia                                   F                 Y           VLRAR LVAF    H GNFREVY ILE H  T    H RLQ MWL AH  DAER RG  R     S    .... Q       N   H R  DAAW H   A   E   Q    S  .. 

Six4/5_Halocynthia                                   F                 Y           VV ARA IA     H  NFKDMF LLESR  T  N H  LQ LW  AH  EAEKIRG  R  M   C  S.... RE      V     P  TC . KF  G  YS   A       .. 

Six1/2_Branchiostoma                                 F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFR LY ILES      N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R    G  K    NQ GPE . P   Q   K   M       .. 

Six4/5_Branchiostoma                                 F                 Y           VLKARAIVAF    H GSFKELY ILESH     N H  L  MW  AH  EA KIRG  R          .... R       A     N DTS . QM RD  YK   I  Q    .. 

Six1_Petromyzon                                      F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   M       .. 

SIX6_Petromyzon                                      F                 Y           VLRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEK RG  R          .... A       H     K  KE . A   A   E   Q    S  .. 

SIX4_Petromyzon                                      F                 Y           VVKARALVAF    H G F ELY ILESH  Q  S H  MQ LW  AR  DAERLRG  R          .... S R Q   S     H  PQ . AL  G  YR   S       .. 

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1                               F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY  LESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       KT    Q  AH . P   Q   K   T       .. 

Six1_like_Petromyzon                                 F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY  LESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       KT    Q  AH . P   Q   K   M       .. 

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1                               F                 Y           VLRARA VAF    H GSYRELY VLE H       H  LQ LW  AR  EAERARG  R      H   .... S       D   G A EARH. AA  A  FR   L       .. 

Six6_like_Petromyzon                                 F                 Y           VLRA AVVAF    H GNF DMY ILE H     S H KLQ MWL AR  EAERLRG  R    Q     .... T   G   R   G R AKA . A   A   E   Q       .. 

Six6_like_Petromyzon2                                F                 Y           VLRARAVVAF    H  NYRDLY ILE H  S  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... AS      A   G K  KA . A   A   E   L       .. 

Six2_like_Petromyzon                                 F                 Y           IL AKAVVAF    H GNFRELY VLES   S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R  M       .... Q       A    QP  AR . P   Q   K   T       .. 

Six6_like_Petromyzon3                                F                 Y           VLRARAVVAF    H GNYRDLY ILE H  S  S H KLQ MWL AR  EAERLRG  R          .... A       A   G R  KA . A   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX1_Rhincodon                                       F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . S   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX2_Rhincodon                                       F                 Y           VLKAKAVV F    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R        S .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX3_Rhincodon                                       F                 Y           ILRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Rhincodon                                       F                 Y           ILKARALVAF    H   YKELY ILESH       H  LQ LW  AR  EAEKVRG  R          .... QSR     S     N DSSC. TS  D  YK   T       .. 

SIX6_Rhincodon                                       F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNFRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX1b_Spotted                                        F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   V       .. 

SIX2_Spotted                                         F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX3_Spotted                                         F                 Y           ILRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KD . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Spotted                                         F                 Y           ILKA ALVAF    H   Y ELY ILENH  S  N H  LQ LW  AR  EAEKARG  R    Q     .... QAR Q   S     S  PP . PS  D  YR   T       .. 

SIX5_Spotted                                         F                 Y           LLKAKALVAF    H   FKELY ILESH     N H  LQ LYL AR  EAE  RG  R          .... QEE     A     D HPA . AF  N   Q   K   MS  .. 

SIX6_Spotted                                         F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNFRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . S   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX7_Spotted                                         F                 Y           VVRARALVAF    H GNF  LY IL TH  T  S H RLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... G   EA  R  Q  R  RQ . A   A   D   R       .. 

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like                                F                 Y           VLKAKALVAF    H GSFRELY LLES   S  N H  LQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... H       Q    QP  PH . GY  Q   R   L       .. 

SIX1_Callorhinchus                                   F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX2_Callorhinchus                                   F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GSFRELY ILE H     N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K   G Q LPH . P   Q   K   S       .. 

SIX3_Callorhinchus                                   F                 Y           ILRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4a_Callorhinchus                                  F                 Y           IL ARALVAF    H G YKELY ILESH       H  LQ LW  AR  EAEKVRG  R  N       .... Q R     G     N EASC. TF  D  YK   T       .. 

SIX6_Callorhinchus                                   F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNYRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX1_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   V       .. 

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys                                  F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX3_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           ILRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KD . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           ILKA ALVAF    H G Y ELY ILETH  S  N H  LQ LW  AR  EAEKARG  R    Q     .... Q R P   S     N  PC . SC  D  YK   T       .. 

SIX5_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           LLKAKALVAF    H   YKELY ILESH     N H  LQ LYL  R  EAER RG  R          .... REE     A     S HPS . AF  D   QS  R    S  .. 

SIX6_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNFRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KD . A   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX7_Erpetoichthys                                   F                 Y           VMRARALVAF    H GNF  LY IL SH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAERLRG  R          .... S   EA  Q  Q  R  RE . A   A   D   R       .. 

SIX1_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . P   Q   K   V       .. 

SIX2_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           VLKAKAVVAF    H GNFRELY ILESH  S  N H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... R       K     Q  PH . A   Q   K   I       .. 

SIX3_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           ILRARAVVAF    H GNFRDLY ILENH  T  S H KLQ MWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... T       H     K  KE . G   A   E   Q       .. 

SIX4_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           LLKARALVAF    H G Y ELY ILESH     N H  LQ LW  AR  EAERARG  R          .... Q I P   S     S ESA . PL  Q  YK   T       .. 

SIX5_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           VLRARALVAF      G Y ELY LLESR       H  LQ LYL AR  EAERARG  R          ....QR E A   R     P PAAH. AF  D   R   H       .. 

SIX6_HUMAN                                           F                 Y           VLRARAIVAF    H GNYRELY ILENH  T  S H KLQ LWL AH  EAEKLRG  R          .... G       H     K  KE . A   A   E   Q       .. 
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SINE_Amphimedon         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V R WY       SP   R LA     A G                  ET Y       V   Q  TK.NA    RE  Q  EQ

SciSixB                 L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKK P PRTIWDGE  N CFKEKS    REWY       SP   K LA     A G       N F        ET Y       VR     SK.SP    QQ  D  RD

SciSixc                 L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKYPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKDKS    KDYY       SP   R LA  A  A G                  ET Y       NR     KS.NR    AQ  K  AE

LCOSixB                 L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKFPLPHSIWDGE  N CFKEKS  L REWY       SP   K LA  A  A G                  ET Y       V      KK.SP    PQ  E  QK

LCOSixc                 L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKYPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKDRS    K YY       SP     LA  A  A G                  ET Y       NR  Q  AK.NA    TQ QE  SE

Nvec_Six1               L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  I REWY       SP   R LA     A G                  ET Y       N      SH.NP    RE  E  EG

Nvec_Six3               L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    TK  E  Q 

Nvec_Six4               L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    CFKEK   A KD Y       TP   R IA  S  A D                  ETVY     A A    C EQ.NK    QE  L  KQ

Cwil_SIXC               L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGD  S CFKEKS  V RDWY       SP   R LA AS  A G                  ET Y       T      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Cwil_SIXA               L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDG   N CFKEKS  I KEWY       SP   R LA A   A D                 KIQ H       N      SK.NP    HT  E  D 

Cwil_SIXB               L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRRKYPLP TIWDGE  S CFKEKS    REWY       SP   R LA     A D           N      ET Y       NR     AQ.NK    HE  Q  ES

Tri_SIX3                L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRKKYPLP TIWDGE  T CFKEKT  L REWY       NP   R LA AS  P D           V      QK H       N      LR.DP    GK  E  N 

Tri_SIX1A               L  V                             R  L         YP    K            KYRVRKKYPLP TI DGE  T  FKE S  M  EYY       T      IA AE DA T           L  S   KI YS   S  K  V   QR.NP   SEE AI  E 

C_elegans_ceh_33        L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKYPLPRTIWDGE  S CFRDKS  L RDWY       SP   R LA  Q  A G                  ET Y       V      CR.NS    RE  E  EK

C_elegans_ceh_32        L  V                             R  L         YP    K            KYRVRKKYPMPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   K LA AS CA D                  QK H       S      LK.DP    PK  E  N 

C_elegans_ceh_34        L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRKK P P TIWDGE  N CFK KS  V RD Y       S    R LA  E  A C       N F N      ET Y   S   N    A KK.CQ   VED  R  QQ

C_elegans_unc_39        L  V                             R  L         YP    K            KYRLRRKFPAPKTIWDGE     FKD S    K FF       T    R I  AE NP E                  EIVYS   S  KF  Q  RNVSE   QEQ  E SR 

Sine_Schmidtea          L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKYPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V R WY       SP   K LA MS  A A                  ET Y       A   Q  LH.NP    RE  D  E 

Six3_Schmidtea          L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRVRKKFPMPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L RE Y       NP   R LA AS  P D                  QK H       N    C LD.DP    SK  Q  S 

SIX2_Brachionus         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       T      IH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX3_Brachionus         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       G      LQ.DP    AK  E  Q 

SIX1_Brachionus         L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRRKFPLPKSIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KD Y       TP   R LA  S  A D                  ETIY       Q    C RQ.NR    DE  A  KR

SIX1_Pomacea            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  I REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       T      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX6_Pomacea            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKYPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       N      LQ.DP    TK  E  Q 

SIX4_Pomacea            L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRLRRKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       TP   R LA  A  A D                  ETIY       Q    C KQ.NR    DE  G  KK

SINE_Capitella_teleta   L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       T      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Optix_Capitella_teleta  L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFP P SIWDGE  S CFKEKT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D         F C      QK H       N      LQ.DP    TK  E  K 

SIX4_Capitella_teleta   L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       TP   R LA     A D                  ETIY       Q    C KQ.NR    DE  A  KK

Sine_Drosophila         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V RDWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      SH.NP    RE  D  E 

Optix_Drosophila        L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRVRKKFPLP TIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA AS  P D           P      QK H       S      LQ.DP    TK  E  K 

Six4_Drosophila         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRKKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KD Y       TP   K LA     A D                  ETVY       N    C LT.NR    DE  T  KK

So_H_erato              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V RDWY       SP   R LA     A G                  ET Y       S      LH.NP    RE  E  ET

Optix_H_erato           L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    TK  E  A 

SIX4_H_mel              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRKKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KD Y       TP   R LA     A D                  ETVY       N    C YR.NR    DE  A  QK

SINE_Daphnia            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V RDWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      GH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX4_Daphnia            L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRLRRKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KD Y       TP   R LA  A  A D                  ETIY       A    C RQ.NR    DE  T  KK

OPTIX_Daphnia           L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    TK  E  Q 

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus  L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  I REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      SH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus  L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    TK  E  Q 

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus  L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRRK PLPRTIWDGE    CFKEKS  M KE Y       TP   R LA V   A D       H          EMAY       N    C KQ.NR    DE  N  K 

Six1/2_Halocynthia      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPR IWDGE  S CFKEKS  A REWY       SP   R LA A   A G            C     ET Y       A      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Six3/6_Halocynthia      L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRIRKKFPLPRSIW GE  S CFKERT    RE Y       NP   R LA LA  P D               N  QK H       NS   S LR.DP    SK  E  R 

Six4/5_Halocynthia      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRRK PLPRTIWDGE    CFKERS  A KD Y       TP   R LA I   A D       H          EMVY       K    C MS.NR    DE  Q  K 

Six1/2_Branchiostoma    L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Six4/5_Branchiostoma    L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    C KEK   A KE Y       TP   R LA     A D                  ETVY S   A Q    M NN.NR    DE  N  KK

Six1_Petromyzon         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX6_Petromyzon         L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPKTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       N      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4_Petromyzon         L  V                             R  L         YP    K            KYRLRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    CFKEKS    KD Y        P   R LA LA CA D                  ETVY       NF   C RR.TR  A DE  R  K 

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1  L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Six1_like_Petromyzon    L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  I REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1  L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRVRKR P PRTIWDGE  S CFKER   A  E Y       SP     LA AA  A D       H P        RT Y     A G  M S GG.AR    EQ LQ  L 

Six6_like_Petromyzon    L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPKTIWDGE  S CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    AK  E  Q 

Six6_like_Petromyzon2   L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    AK  E  Q 

Six2_like_Petromyzon    L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKERS  V RDWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  Q 

Six6_like_Petromyzon3   L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLP TIWDGE  T CFKERT  V REWY       NP   R LA A   P D           P      PK H       R      LQ.DP    AK  E  Q 

SIX1_Rhincodon          L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX2_Rhincodon          L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRSIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX3_Rhincodon          L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4_Rhincodon          L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       SP   R LA I   A D                  ERVY       N    L KQ.NR    AE  N  K 

SIX6_Rhincodon          L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       H      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX1b_Spotted           L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      TH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX2_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRSIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      TH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX3_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKYPLPRTIWDGE    CFKERS  A KD Y       SP   R LA I   A D                  ETVY       N    L KQ.NR    AE  N  K 

SIX5_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRLRKKFPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       T    R LA IS  A D                  ETVY       N    C RS.NR   LDE  H  K 

SIX6_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       H      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX7_Spotted            L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P E                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SR  H  Q 

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like   L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V R WY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G   Q  LH.KP    RE  E  E 

SIX1_Callorhinchus      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX2_Callorhinchus      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGD  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      NH.NP    CE  E  E 

SIX3_Callorhinchus      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4a_Callorhinchus     L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       SP   R LA L   A D                  ERVY       N    L KQ.NR    AD  N  K 

SIX6_Callorhinchus      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   K LA A   P D                  QK H       H      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX1_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      TH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys     L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRSIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      TH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX3_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKYPLPRTIWDGE    CFKERS  A KE Y       SP   R LA I   A D                  ETVY       N    L KQ.NR    AE  N  K 

SIX5_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRLRKKYPLPKTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       TP   R LA LR  A D                  ETVY       N    C KS.NR    DE  N  R 

SIX6_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G                       T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D.................NKK H       H      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX7_Erpetoichthys      L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRIRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P E                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SR  H  Q 

SIX1_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRTIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       G      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX2_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRRKFPLPRSIWDGE  S CFKEKS  V REWY       SP   R LA A   A G                  ET Y       S      AH.NP    RE  E  E 

SIX3_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       S      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 

SIX4_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRLRRKFPLPRTIWDGE    CFKEKS  A KE Y       SP   R LA I   A D                  ETVY       N    L KQ.NR    AE  H  K 

SIX5_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K        G   KYRLRKKFPLPKTIWDGE    CFKERS  A K  Y       TP   R LA LA  A D                  ETVY       A   AC RG.NR    DE  R  T 

SIX6_HUMAN              L  V                             R  L         YP    K      P G   KYRVRKKFPLPRTIWDGE  T CFKERT  L REWY       NP   R LA A   P D                  QK H       H      LQ.DP    SK  E  Q 
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SINE_Amphimedon          L   Q  NWFKN R R                                          TG T T V      R Q DRA               K                           T   S            ......AE.....T. S..TDPKFKQDLSLNSTPSSSTS

SciSixB                  L   Q  NWFKN R R                                          TG T T V      R   DRA                   R                       I   S       X    ......AEGRQDGGSGDDG EDLDDDEQTGMHSLDQATS
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SIX2_HUMAN             ..PDHSSSSPALLLSPPPPGLPSLHSLGHPPGPSA........................V

SIX3_HUMAN             ......SPTTSVSSLTERADTGTS...................................I

SIX4_HUMAN             QFLNGSIGFSPLQLPPVSVAASQGNISVSSSTSDGSTFTSESTTVQQGKVFLSSLAPSAV

SIX5_HUMAN             GYPTGLSPTSPLLNLPQVVPTSQVVTLPQAVGPLQLLAA....................G

SIX6_HUMAN             ....GVATSPAASLSSKAATS......................................A
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     360       370                                          

SINE_Amphimedon        PTAAATPAAYNSTSLPNP......................................DMYS

SciSixB                PDTGSAPHHSGDLMSPAPTAVPLEVAATPDPDADHYVQIVPENVGRFEPLKHRSPADAPY

SciSixc                AAFPLNNSTQPPPMYPSPPSTQMYPQRMTSPLFNASWSSYMNHMPQQSTSMSQNTSPPPF

LCOSixB                PAVVPNDPESDRYVRIVHPSAGRFSPLLTHSGADTPAYPYPSLSEPVYHMTAQTPTHVHG

LCOSixc                AYPSAAAPAMHQLYQQRMSSPLFNVSWASYANSYHGTGHAEYQSSHYSSSLKYPSLSHEF

Nvec_Six1              SSVSASELSQGLQD..............................................

Nvec_Six3              ............................................................

Nvec_Six4              PSSDNLAQESGHGVVKKEEILQ......................................

Cwil_SIXC              SNGSQNEMDLKPSDM.............................................

Cwil_SIXA              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXB              KMIFEQGMGNHDSYFQNI..........................................

Tri_SIX3               IDDDPRRK....................................................

Tri_SIX1A              ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_33       ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_32       QIDEEENSETTVEVEADI....................................EPPKKR

C_elegans_ceh_34       PSPYTFAPHCDFSYIQNL..........................................

C_elegans_unc_39       RDSQSDNDQFTFNP..............................................

Sine_Schmidtea         MNPAKSEISSKALKLNQV...................................SECEDIE

Six3_Schmidtea         RKGEFLERKSEFGFNPIS..........................................

SIX2_Brachionus        LNGNGADLFQQNQYFSSV...................................DEQDYRL

SIX3_Brachionus        PELDPDVTD...................................................

SIX1_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Pomacea           PHGMMQSQGHGGHHQGVG..........................................

SIX6_Pomacea           PTPSNSSHHGPRPTS.............................................

SIX4_Pomacea           ............................................................

SINE_Capitella_teleta  PNVPGGGGGAHLGLQGMA..........................................

Optix_Capitella_teleta ............................................................

SIX4_Capitella_teleta  PSNQTELKDWKSLSYDEIHSERDIRRKFERLYKK......................TGQE

Sine_Drosophila        SAAAAAQMQMPPLTAAVA..........................................

Optix_Drosophila       GGGAGAGPGGPLTGPGCLPPFKLDAATSLFSAGCYLQSFSNLKEMSQQFPIQPIVLRPHP

Six4_Drosophila        PRMFNAPSYYPETIFNGQ..........................................

So_H_erato             PLAHLQYHHT..................................................

Optix_H_erato          ............................................................

SIX4_H_mel             ............................................................

SINE_Daphnia           GGGGSIGDLYPDLKLASV......................................YHAT

SIX4_Daphnia           DSGSVATLANLHVAHQHV..........................................

OPTIX_Daphnia          PFAAAVAPFGSRFNGGSNRPNGSSGGGKPPTSFDMSLAETLGHHHHAAAMAAAAAAAELA

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus MMSELSKTGYGITNLPPG..........................................

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus PAGYHDDDDDDDL...............................................

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus PALNLSTANNNNNIMPGMASIASLQQHQQHHHHHHPELHHQQQQQQHEQQDMSVHNVATT

Six1/2_Halocynthia     PHSVQHNLHSAAMSGHYT.....................................MASSA

Six3/6_Halocynthia     PHHDVTQNVCDVTIKSEP..........................................

Six4/5_Halocynthia     PAMDANQLIAVDALQHLH..........................................

Six1/2_Branchiostoma   AVSNSDVLNPQSMQ..............................................

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   PVSTIVKGEPPQ................................................

Six1_Petromyzon        PGVPAPSGGAGTGLQQQQ..........................................

SIX6_Petromyzon        ATACTTSPACSESDCEA...........................................

SIX4_Petromyzon        LITNALAPSTMLCSMPHVSLMTVITQDGSLALTPVFNIPSGIYPDGISTSNVIPCAGNYL

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1 QQQQHHQHHHHQQQQQQH....................................HASAYQ

Six1_like_Petromyzon   HHQQQQHHHQHHHHHQQQ..........................................

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1 PLVSNPGPFLGPACVPAS.......................................QLH

Six6_like_Petromyzon   ASVTDSDSECDVGIGDY...........................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon2  SAASRADSDSSEPDI.............................................

Six2_like_Petromyzon   PLDEGDPQGPHPPPLSCM......................................AMLS

Six6_like_Petromyzon3  PAHPASSDGSDSEA..............................................

SIX1_Rhincodon         PGGHAGPVHPHGLQ..............................................

SIX2_Rhincodon         PGPSAVAVPNSDVIHHHA..........................................

SIX3_Rhincodon         LSVTSSDSECDV................................................

SIX4_Rhincodon         PIGTTSSVLVNGISNGSA......................................GGNE

SIX6_Rhincodon         ISITSSDSDCDV................................................

SIX1b_Spotted          QSVHNIQGHPNQLQ..............................................

SIX2_Spotted           PVPNTDPVHHHTLH..............................................

SIX3_Spotted           LSVTSSDSECDV................................................

SIX4_Spotted           PGDSFSSSSASVPQHDKLVLAPLHPSTVLYTLPCAPPAPAPTAIKQEPAEGGFSFPPGMH

SIX5_Spotted           PAPQIVPLSLPQLVPMSPAVASQSSLSLPQVVPGSTALPLSSGSFQILTTTSNISSAPGS

SIX6_Spotted           ISITSSDSECDI................................................

SIX7_Spotted           ............................................................

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  PLLGVDLGDLGDP...............................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus     PGGHSGPVHPHGLQ..............................................

SIX2_Callorhinchus     NGCNGGGVGFESVNVEHQ..........................................

SIX3_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    FLTTTLPPSAVMCTIPNSGQAVAQVKHDALEGGLVFSQLMSHNQLNVNASNGNQSGTVLN

SIX6_Callorhinchus     ISITSSDSDCDI................................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     PHQLQDS.....................................................

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    PVPTSDPMHPHTLH..............................................

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     LSVTSSDSECDV................................................

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     PSPVLYSPPSMQQMVASIKQEPPEGGFTFSHLMPVDQNGQISVSTSSVNVSGMAIDTLSP

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     PGIPVSQVIQAPPSQGTTCPQLVPVSPVTTQLNQTAPAFQLPQGIPQQQVVTSAALPHIS

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     ISITSSDSECDI................................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     DISVCSDSDFEP................................................

SIX1_HUMAN             QPSHGLQTHQHQLQ..............................................

SIX2_HUMAN             PVPVPGGGGADPLQHHHG..........................................

SIX3_HUMAN             LSVTSSDSECDV................................................

SIX4_HUMAN             VYTVPNTGQTIGSVKQEGLERSLVFSQLMPVNQNAQVNANLSSENISGSGLHPLASSLVN

SIX5_HUMAN             PGSPVKVAAAAGPANVHLINSGVGVTALQLPSATAPGNFLLANPVSGSPIVTGVALQQGK

SIX6_HUMAN             ISITSSDSECDI................................................
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   380       390       400       410       420       430    

SINE_Amphimedon        TPAGSCLSPSYLSSYQAATGKGYTWPTAPNGVGYSAFGMTPDMYQYQAQTYQQMAASRGT

SciSixB                PYQSANERVYHINGTQPSPMATQNGHESQVSGAPVRQLGPEQQIDHHGYRSSDAAEPGRY

SciSixc                LPSMTYQPQGMSDFLVGGANPSTDLIDEPGKFCPTSQSELHSVLSPPTSSTHDVCTAMYP

LCOSixB                SPAQTPLMPGPEQVDGPAFKPPSLVDSRLRDDSYETYHKSSYAQPMGTPTPTGSGAVDVA

LCOSixc                LSAGVSPPVGLESQALPVTADPGECLVSMPTSIAFSSAALADGLHETSALSAACTPAEVP

Nvec_Six1              ........................................SHMLTTLTNTLVGL......

Nvec_Six3              ............................................................

Nvec_Six4              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXC              .........................................DMEVPIYTTLVNT......

Cwil_SIXA              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXB              .....DLSRELGDMPEPSTSASDLRPGPQTTPWSGRLPGQPGSSQDETTLHRETGKW...

Tri_SIX3               ............................................................

Tri_SIX1A              ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_33       ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_32       SKLSIDEILNIKSEVSPSQCSPCSNESLSPKRAVKTEEVKKEDDEAAEEDSRSVKSETSE

C_elegans_ceh_34       ............................................................

C_elegans_unc_39       ............................................................

Sine_Schmidtea         PADQTTNLLNQQSYETSNSDYHSMSSTNSSYLNYEKIFNTNITENPLSRTNTNSSTNSSS

Six3_Schmidtea         ............................HPNIPLYLLPHFNNFLQNFANSLPESRNPFVS

SIX2_Brachionus        QMAQANVNFSQANKKSNESMSNSGSPSPAQSISNSSSTSSSPLNLNASNNSLNHQNLGAS

SIX3_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Pomacea           .........................................PMGGVANGASSDVGQLLSD

SIX6_Pomacea           ............................................................

SIX4_Pomacea           ............................................................

SINE_Capitella_teleta  .......................................SSAHVQDMNGLLSDYQSL...

Optix_Capitella_teleta ............................................................

SIX4_Capitella_teleta  VHREMLQQQESKVAGMIDDAKSRHYSERITCANCKETFTIHAVGMKIRHELDNVQQLHIA

Sine_Drosophila        ...................................YSHLHSVMGAMPMTAMYDMGEYQHL

Optix_Drosophila       QLPQSLALNGASGGPPLHHPAYAAAYSVECVPGGHGPPHPPPKLRINSPEKLNSTAVAAA

Six4_Drosophila        ............................................................

So_H_erato             ............................................................

Optix_H_erato          ............................................................

SIX4_H_mel             ............................................................

SINE_Daphnia           SHQLQMASAAAAAAAAAAAAAAFGSPHHVTSHHHPHADLAHSLLQQPTSQSHDYNPHVSS

SIX4_Daphnia           .....................................VQPSSLYHGHRDQAFSHA.....

OPTIX_Daphnia          AYHHAAQQHQQQQQQQHQQHQQATTQTTSIVSPTIEPLKLKSDLIITSSKSNHSGSSRSS

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus ................AAEAAAQALAPVNPGDSVLQNSIQNSMLPHMANNLVDMG.....

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus ............................................................

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus LSSIPAVVSASSALSAVLSQQAATAGAGFPSNFAGRLPSANEMLNSAAMALSTLSANANG

Six1/2_Halocynthia     HASHGMQQQHVPDMHFQQQSHIPHHHQAAAIHNPSVTLHESMMHHPMTTTMLDMGS....

Six3/6_Halocynthia     .......................................QTLKTRRIDDVIRYLGCE...

Six4/5_Halocynthia     ........................................VPQHMASSKTLPNLRHL...

Six1/2_Branchiostoma   ........................................GAMMATMASDLVSLGP....

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   ............................................................

Six1_Petromyzon        ....................QQQQQQQLHQHQQQQQHALQDSMMHSISSSLVNIG.....

SIX6_Petromyzon        ............................................................

SIX4_Petromyzon        SLTNNNISPLMVQGIPGNGIVGMGGLTPSLPTVSQTADAIAGQMGSATLFSRTVSTALMP

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1 QQYVGGTLMPLPVLVSNSAGGALPGPGSLQQQQQQHALQDSSLLQPLSSSLVNIG.....

Six1_like_Petromyzon   ................QHNHHHHHQQQQHHQQQHLHHGLQDSLLSPMSSGIVNIGS....

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1 VSGTSDRRRGAYQEEAGGRAGGRVGPTVAAAPGRVGATAAPFLAGPTGPTAMAVPPRTAD

Six6_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon2  ............................................................

Six2_like_Petromyzon   PPPPLPPLPHAQQHGGPDLAFGDGALNGQHSYADLFPPSTESLLYSLSANLLELGS....

Six6_like_Petromyzon3  ............................................................

SIX1_Rhincodon         ........................................DSLLGTLTSSLVDLGS....

SIX2_Rhincodon         ......................................LQDSMLNPMSSNLVDLGS....

SIX3_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX4_Rhincodon         LKTESVHMLTSEEAVSSGSAEISRGPPQVNQYSLVQLQNTENNIQLVNGNIGLPPLQLPS

SIX6_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX1b_Spotted          ........................................DSLLGPLTSSLVDLGS....

SIX2_Spotted           ........................................DTILNPMSSNLVDLGS....

SIX3_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX4_Spotted           LDQSGQLSLGSTHLSASASSPLSAEAALNNAYAPSVLGPSDPLNSGNAAGLSPPPSSQAS

SIX5_Spotted           FRLNQLGALQISGTQGVGTAGSSSTGVQILNSSIFQLPSASPGNILLTNPAGGSTILTGV

SIX6_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX7_Spotted           ............................................................

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  ............................................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus     ........................................DSLLGTLTSSLVDLGS....

SIX2_Callorhinchus     ....................................YPIHDPILNPASPNLLQLGS....

SIX3_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    TPSSSLISTGPPQNLPLTSSNVLNGSGTLSFSLTVSLPLSTATHATLDQNVSTAIGDSLP

SIX6_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     ..........................................LLGPLTSSLVDLGS....

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    ........................................EAILNPMSSNLVDLGS....

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     SFSVISTPGLGSSGSLNSSSSGSMCSTQSSQPTSPADSSPSSEAAGNSNGYAALHDTPLT

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     QVGTSPAPPLTVQQVIQTPQGLQTVQTLSQLPAPQIIPISSPTQVVPLSQPGQASPNATP

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX1_HUMAN             ........................................DSLLGPLTSSLVDLGS....

SIX2_HUMAN             ......................................LQDSILNPMSANLVDLGS....

SIX3_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX4_HUMAN             VSPTHNFSLSPSTLLNPTELNRDIADSQPMSAPVASKSTVTSVSNTNYATLQNCSLITGQ

SIX5_HUMAN             IILTATFPTSMLVSQVLPPAPGLALPLKPETAISVPEGGLPVAPSPALPEAHALGTLSAQ

SIX6_HUMAN             ............................................................
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   440       450                                            

SINE_Amphimedon        YQTPAGAASYFTGQTASLPNTMS.....................................

SciSixB                TAAGYNNSVSFSQPAVPTQASTPMDVSNGYHGNNGYHHLQQGYR................

SciSixc                EQPAACVPATAAAHSPTGGLLDTSMPATVPALSAASTTSAPQPTTAVASVSCETEM....

LCOSixB                NGTYQGYSMSQPVPQQFHRNTNYSQHASSAVQSPTYS.......................

LCOSixc                TPPTLAAADVMPARTIACSGSSTAVSTNSPVEQCSTTSV.....................

Nvec_Six1              ............................................................

Nvec_Six3              ............................................................

Nvec_Six4              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXC              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXA              ............................................................

Cwil_SIXB              ............................................................

Tri_SIX3               ............................................................

Tri_SIX1A              ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_33       ............................................................

C_elegans_ceh_32       DPKHSSPKSTTSQSE.............................................

C_elegans_ceh_34       ............................................................

C_elegans_unc_39       ............................................................

Sine_Schmidtea         YNPYFSQNTYGNFHNPDYDTPIYSYN..................................

Six3_Schmidtea         YGLM........................................................

SIX2_Brachionus        TAPFHSL.....................................................

SIX3_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Brachionus        ............................................................

SIX1_Pomacea           YQTL........................................................

SIX6_Pomacea           ............................................................

SIX4_Pomacea           ............................................................

SINE_Capitella_teleta  ............................................................

Optix_Capitella_teleta ............................................................

SIX4_Capitella_teleta  DIQCVLLSVASL................................................

Sine_Drosophila        ............................................................

Optix_Drosophila       ASVGGGGGNQHHEPTTTGYHHSGQLMLHRPFSTSPELKHSAPEIT...............

Six4_Drosophila        ............................................................

So_H_erato             ............................................................

Optix_H_erato          ............................................................

SIX4_H_mel             ............................................................

SINE_Daphnia           ............................................................

SIX4_Daphnia           ............................................................

OPTIX_Daphnia          RSSNSSRHSGRSTPPTPPTPPQKTSILHQHEMVAETGTQAS...................

SIX1_Strongylocentrotus ............................................................

SIX6_Strongylocentrotus ............................................................

SIX4_Strongylocentrotus GGPGHYASE...................................................

Six1/2_Halocynthia     ............................................................

Six3/6_Halocynthia     ............................................................

Six4/5_Halocynthia     ............................................................

Six1/2_Branchiostoma   ............................................................

Six4/5_Branchiostoma   ............................................................

Six1_Petromyzon        ............................................................

SIX6_Petromyzon        ............................................................

SIX4_Petromyzon        TTLNTNALAMQQTYLYNHAGGLDTAAVQVVYAEAPPVYTPMPVGAPAESAVYKSAN....

Six1_like_PetromyzonX1 ............................................................

Six1_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six2_like_PetromyzonX1 EMERRTEEGEEERGEGPREEGNGAPAVLATLCSVLFEEQLP...................

Six6_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon2  ............................................................

Six2_like_Petromyzon   ............................................................

Six6_like_Petromyzon3  ............................................................

SIX1_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX2_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX3_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX4_Rhincodon         VSAASSQ.....................................................

SIX6_Rhincodon         ............................................................

SIX1b_Spotted          ............................................................

SIX2_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX3_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX4_Spotted           PVTIISSSSAEPVGSASYTTLTVAASPGAQAAHHQGMGAGQGGGAISADYNGHRVP....

SIX5_Spotted           TFQQGKLILTATFPASMQLASLPLKPDAESAPANGGIVLTPVISVGSAGGGGAPQG....

SIX6_Spotted           ............................................................

SIX7_Spotted           ............................................................

Spotted_Gar_SIX1_like  ............................................................

SIX1_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX2_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX3_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX4a_Callorhinchus    IVSMGNSVYATPQNCGLLSNSTQENVCESVVVSVSGDKPRNDLTEGHQEYEHVSVL....

SIX6_Callorhinchus     ............................................................

SIX1_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX2a_Erpetoichthys    ............................................................

SIX3_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX4_Erpetoichthys     TTAGQGTFTVFSTQQGLARESGRGTDDDRTNQHLPHDYSHQQSTIQQLLPALKGNF....

SIX5_Erpetoichthys     TAQIVPLSAQVVSPCPPPLPQVVPSSQTVPGTFQILTSVNNGNNSAVKYSQPNTIQFPSS

SIX6_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX7_Erpetoichthys     ............................................................

SIX1_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX2_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX3_HUMAN             ............................................................

SIX4_HUMAN             DLLSVPMTQAALGEIVPTAEDQVGHPSPAVHQDFVQEHRLVLQSVANMKENFLSNS....

SIX5_HUMAN             QPPPAAATTSSTSLPFSPDSPGLLPNFPAPPPEGLMLSPAAVPVWSAGLELSAGTE....

SIX6_HUMAN             ............................................................
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Supplementary Image 2: SIX phylogenetic tree before Dendroscope 
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Supplementary Image 3: SIX HD hexapeptide for each subgroup and HD overall 
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Supplementary Image 4: SELEX-seq gels for all proteins  
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Supplementary information 5: Binding Matrices Correlations  
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Supplementary Image 6: Anti-optix Western Blot to nt15-optix 
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